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Abstract
As the world transitions to clean renewable energy sources such as wind, solar,
geothermal, and hydroelectric power, it is necessary to identify scalable and cost
effective technological solutions for storing, distributing, and utilizing the generated
electrical energy. One approach that is actively being investigated to meet these
needs employs catalytic alloys to interconvert chemical and electrical energy, allowing for the renewable production of chemical fuels that can be used in fuel cells
to derive electrical power. However, a persistent challenge in this area has been
the identification and design of alloy catalysts that are simultaneously active and
selective for desirable electrochemical reaction pathways and that are also able to
withstand the harsh electrochemical environments of fuel cells and electrolysis cells.
While recent progress has been made in the preparation of surface engineered multimetallic nanoparticles that exhibit enhanced catalytic performance, the durability
of such catalysts is often limited by undesirable leaching and segregation events that
occur under high current densities or when cells are cycled frequently. To address
these challenges, first principles density functional theory (DFT) has been applied
successfully to obtain atomistic insight into the environmental effects that limit
catalyst durability. Much attention has been devoted to understanding the role of
adsorption and finite temperature effects on the stability of alloy surfaces, providing
an effective assessment of alloy catalyst durability under vacuum conditions. However, such stability analyses neglect solvation and surface electrification effects that
are anticipated to play a critical role in determining the stability of multimetallic
catalysts as evidenced by their poor cyclability. Thus, the aim of the present work
is to extend conventional thermodynamic stability analyses based on first-principles
calculations to rigorously consider the influence of electrochemical environments on
the stability of model alloy catalysts. A quantum–continuum model of the electrodesolution interface based on first-principles DFT and a self-consistent continuum
solvation model is developed and applied to study the interfacial electrochemistry
of bimetallic gold alloy surfaces under applied voltage. In what follows, a brief
summary of the results obtained in this work using the proposed methodology is
iii

presented.
To assess the predictive quality of the quantum–continuum model, the electrochemical stability of an underpotentially deposited copper monolayer on the gold
(100) surface was modeled. Previous work using conventional DFT methods led to
the incorrect prediction that the copper monolayer is unstable at voltages where
bulk copper films are observed to grow. Application of the quantum–continuum
model using a planar ionic countercharge to represent the response of the electrolyte demonstrated that the finite surface charge that develops during electrode
polarization can partially explain the stability of the copper monolayer. Thermal
effects were additionally accounted for by fitting quantum–continuum results to a
two-dimensional Ising model and performing Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations
in the grand canonical ensemble across a range of voltages. The Monte Carlo
simulations revealed that the copper monolayer desorption and adsorption process
occurs as a first order phase transition on the surface, consistent with the single
peak observed in voltammetric measurements. Tuning the surface charge by varying
the distance of the layer of countercharges from the surface in a sensitivity analysis
led to shifts in the position of the first order phase transition. Sulfate co-adsorption
along the four-fold hollow sites of the copper monolayer was also considered, leading
to a substantial improvement in monolayer stability at experimentally relevant
values of the differential capacitance. This result suggests that the simultaneous
consideration of thermal effects, surface charging effects, and co-adsorption effects
may be necessary to obtain accurate models of alloy-electrolyte interfaces.
The stability of an underpotentially deposited pseudomorphic silver monolayer
was additionally studied on the gold (100) surface. Compared to copper, silver
exhibits a more complicated monolayer formation process that occurs over three
distinct peaks in voltammetry. To accommodate the additional complexity of the
adsorption process, quantum–continuum results were used to fit a two-dimensional
cluster expansion model of the surface. The cluster expansion was then used as an
effective Hamiltonian to perform large scale Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations
of the interface in the grand canonical ensemble to simulate the monolayer under
applied voltage. In the absence of surface charging effects, silver is incorrectly predicted to form a monolayer in a single first order phase transition. The introduction
of finite surface charge controlled via an applied voltage led to the appearance of a
second peak in the adsorption isotherm, providing a qualitative enhancement in
the theoretical description of the silver electrodeposition process. Additional work
is required to assess the role of co-adsorption effects on the monolayer stability.
Finally, the quantum–continuum model was applied to study a well-characterized
palladium-gold surface alloy on the gold (111) surface. Palladium-gold surface
alloys are known to exhibit ensemble effects due to the formation of dispersed
palladium multimers along the surface giving rise to a distribution of different
iv

active sites. A sizable body of work exists examining the effects of temperature and
adsorption on the stability of the surface alloy. We extend this work to consider the
effects of voltage and finite temperature using the proposed quantum–continuum
approach. A two-dimensional cluster expansion was fit to mixing enthalpy data and
canonical Monte Carlo simulations of the alloy-solution interface were performed
under applied voltage. We report the dominant type of palladium multimers present
under a range of electrochemical conditions, finding good agreement with in situ
scanning tunneling microscopy results. Additional work is required to study the
combined influence of adsorption-induced segregation effects in the presence of
excess surface charge.
The results presented herein demonstrate the development of a comprehensive
yet computationally tractable model of electrodeposition phenomena. Beyond the
scope of transition metal electrodeposition, the proposed methodology may be
used to study a wide array of interfacial electrochemical phenomena at general
electrode-electrolyte interfaces.
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Chapter 1 |
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
With a global population estimated to reach 9.7 billion by the year 2050 along
with an accelerating rate of global industrialization, the efficient generation and
distribution of clean and affordable energy has become a worldwide concern. [1, 2]
The anticipated energy supply problem is closely tied to existing concerns over
global warming, as a majority of the currently available and easily deployable energy
carriers consist of relatively cheap but carbon-emitting fossil fuels such as coal, oil,
and natural gas. [3] In response to these challenges, an international movement
towards clean renewable energy sources has been initiated and increasingly cost
effective wind, solar, hydroelectric, and geothermal energy harvesting technologies
are rapidly being adopted to replace or augment carbon-based power generation
methods. [3] While many of these clean energy technologies excel at the production
of electrical energy that can be readily stored and distributed over electrical grids
effectively displacing carbon emissions and reducing fossil fuel reliance, penetration
of clean energy into rural communities and automotive applications has been less
successful. [3, 4] Of course, light-duty automotive applications have benefited to a
mild extent from the emergence of all-electric and hybrid-electric vehicles that rely
on battery packs to store and utilize electrical energy; while high costs, long charging
times, and short ranges have previously limited their adoption by consumers, they
are anticipated to become more accessible as the cost, power density, and energy
density of batteries improves. [3] However, similar all-electric or hybrid-electric
solutions are less effective for heavy-duty automotive applications that require
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significant power to transport heavy loads far distances due to the limited power
density of batteries. In a similar way, there is a need to develop a cheap and
portable energy source that can be deployed in remote or rural areas with limited
or no access to the electrical grid. An alternative approach that is often proposed
for such applications consists of replacing conventional carbon-based fuels with a
lightweight energy-dense chemical fuel with lower carbon content to be used in a
fuel cell. [5–7]
The electrochemical production of renewable chemical fuels has been intensively
investigated over the years, with a sizable focus on hydrogen fuels and low-carbon
content fuels such as methanol. [8–14] A common theme amongst these studies has
been the search for high performance catalysts that can be used to electrochemically
convert atmosphere abundant reactants into useful chemical fuels, as well as for
catalysts to efficiently interconvert chemical and electrical energy. Much of this work
has been done in an effort to meet the stringent technical targets established by the
United States Department of Energy, which aims to reduce the cost and enhance the
performance of electrocatalysts for fuel cell and electrolyzer applications. [15] The
most prominent obstacles that must be overcome in order to enhance the commercial
viability of electrocatalysts are to lower or fully eliminate their platinum group metal
content and to enhance their durabilities under repeated cycling and operation at
high current densities. [5, 15] Several different strategies have been employed to
reduce the platinum group metal loading, such as the preparation of nano alloy
catalyst formulations with earth-abundant metals and the development of platinum
group metal-free catalysts. [4,16–28] While low-platinum group metal alloy catalysts
may exhibit large mass and specific activities, they tend to exhibit poor durabilities
in strongly oxidizing environments. [29, 30] Conversely, platinum group metal-free
catalysts may exhibit enhanced durabilities, especially in alkaline media, but they
often struggle to actively promote desirable reaction pathways to the same degree of
performance as platinum group metal-containing alternatives. [29] In light of these
challenges, a significant component of both experimental and theoretical studies
has been to elucidate the origins of catalyst activity and selectivity for specific
electrochemical processes as well as to identify the mechanisms responsible for
catalyst deactivation or degradation. [22] Attaining a fundamental understanding
of these features is necessary in order to guide the design of next-generation
electrocatalysts.
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Of the numerous studies on multimetallic electrocatalysts, bimetallic systems
containing platinum group metals mixed with coinage metals and base metals have
garnered much attention for their lower cost and performance tunability. [31] Model
studies using supported nanoelectrocatalysts, polycrystals (foils), and single crystal
surfaces have been conducted to assess the performance and durability of bimetallic
electrocatalyst formulations. [32–42] Notably, core-shell architectures and their bulk
analogues with platinum group metal, base metal, or coinage metal cores and shells
consisting of platinum group metal monolayers, surface alloys, and near surface
alloys have been actively investigated as they have been demonstrated to effectively
lower the platinum group metal-content of catalysts without sacrificing catalytic
performance. [4,17,32,43] In fact, numerous studies have shown that enhanced mass
activities can be obtained with such surface engineered electrocatalysts due to the
emergence of beneficial ligand, ensemble, and strain effects that serve to tune the
binding energies of key reaction intermediates along the catalyst surface, providing
a direct route to enhancing reaction kinetics. [39, 43–50] A persistent challenge to
be addressed however is the mitigation of surface segregation events and undesired
dealloying or leaching events that alter both the composition and structure of the
catalyst surface leading to a loss in electrochemically active surface area, thereby
eliminating the benefits obtained through surface engineering. [18, 30, 51, 52] These
effects become especially problematic for bimetallic catalysts in highly oxidative
environments such as those encountered by fuel cell and electrolysis cell anodes,
effectively limiting their long-term durability and cyclability. [16]
Recognizing the complexity of effective electrocatalyst design, first-principles
density functional theory (DFT) has been applied routinely in an effort to gain
atomistic insight into the diverse phenomena that occur at the catalyst-electrolyte
interface. Such catalyst studies often comprise of an activity assessment for a predefined electrochemical reaction and selected surface sites. Free energy differences and
energy barriers between reaction intermediates are computed to extract plausible reaction pathways over different candidate catalyst surfaces in an effort to understand
the mechanisms that give rise to observed electrocatalytic kinetics. [53–60] Stability
analyses are additionally performed to check whether multimetallic catalysts will
be prone to surface segregation both in the absence of and with adsorbates. [61–63]
In parallel to these detailed studies, a large focus has also been placed on the
development of high-throughput descriptor-based methods that can be used to
3

accelerate the discovery of new electrocatalysts. [63–65] The basis of this approach
relies upon generating sets of easily computable properties of a large number of
candidate catalyst surfaces such as adsorbate binding energies, the d-band center
of the surface (or its shift upon adsorption) relative to the surface Fermi level, as
well as reaction energy barriers. Correlating these descriptors with experimentally
measured exchange-current densities or related theoretical results gives rise to
theoretical volcano curves, scaling relations, and Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi relations
that may be used to identify a subset of the immense candidate search space that
are likely to be catalytically active for a given electrochemical reaction. [66] The
selected candidates from the initial activity screening step can then be subsequently
filtered by their cost, elemental earth-abundance, and estimated stability to assess
their overall viability as an effective electrocatalyst. [63–65] The remaining handful
of identified candidates from this rigorous first-principles screening approach can
then be synthesized and tested in a laboratory setting, potentially accelerating the
time it takes to identify new electrocatalysts. [63]
In spite of the widespread application of DFT to heterogeneous electrocatalysis, a key limitation has been the ability to rigorously model the effects of the
electrochemical environment of fuel cells and electrolysis cells on catalyst stability.
Specifically, stability analyses of electrocatalytic surfaces are often done in vacuum
for neutral surfaces both with and without adsorbates, neglecting the critical effects
of solvation and surface electrification that electrocatalysts are subject to under
operational conditions. These interfacial features along with adsorption effects
are anticipated to play an important role in determining the durability of alloy
catalysts as it is well-evidenced that catalytic electrodes degrade when operated
under large current densities or when cycled frequently between nominal and large
potentials for prolonged periods of time. Nevertheless, as will be discussed in the
next section, the simultaneous consideration of solvation, adsorption, and surface
electrification effects on the stability of multimetallic catalyst surfaces is technically
challenging due to the complexity of the electrode-solution interface. Significant
progress is required in order to develop sufficiently detailed yet computationally
tractable models of multimetallic electrocatalysts.
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1.2 Challenges in modeling electrified interfaces
In an effort to introduce some of the technical challenges associated with interfacial
modeling, we first demonstrate the performance of vacuum-based DFT models to
highlight some of its limitations for modeling bimetallic catalyst surfaces. A prime
example to consider is the description of electrodeposited metal monolayers on
precious metals, as detailed measurements have been made for extended surfaces
with which DFT results can be readily compared. When the depositing metal M
is less noble than the substrate, this process is termed underpotential deposition
(UPD), as the metal monolayers share the unique characteristic of being stable
at underpotentials, or voltages more positive than their bulk reduction potential
ΦM/Mz+ . This reduction potential defines the electrochemical equilibrium between
the z-valent metal cation in solution and the reduced metal in its bulk state


Mz+ + ze− → M(s)
(aq)

µ

M

z+

− ze0 ΦM/Mz+ = µ◦M .

(1.1)

Here, µMz+ is the chemical potential of the solvated metal cation, e0 is the unsigned
elementary charge, and µ◦M is the chemical potential of the bulk metal. A similar
relation can be defined for the equilibrium between the metal cation and the
electrodeposited monolayer


Mz+ + ze− + ∗ → M∗
(aq)

µ

Mz+

(1.2)

− ze0 ΦM∗ /Mz+ = µM∗ (θ),

where ∗ denotes a vacant surface site, µM∗ (θ) is the chemical potential of the
electrodeposited monolayer with coverage θ, and ΦM∗ /Mz+ is the reduction potential
defining the equilibrium between the metal cation and the monolayer. Kolb and
co-workers argued that the stability of UPD monolayers is due to the difference in
the work functions of the UPD couple, suggesting that a charge transfer between
the adlayer and the substrate enhances the cohesive energy of the monolayer. [67]
To measure the stability of the UPD adlayers, the characteristic voltage at which
the monolayer deposit fully desorbs from the surface can be measured via cyclic
voltammetry as the position of the adlayer stripping peak ΦM∗ /Mz+ . Referencing
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the latter to the bulk reduction potential of the depositing metal, 1 Kolb and
co-workers [67] defined the underpotential shift as ∆ΦUPD = ΦM∗ /Mz+ − ΦM/Mz+ and
showed that this is equal to the difference in chemical potentials of the deposited
metal in its monolayer and bulk forms
∆ΦUPD = −

1
(µM∗ (θ) − µM ).
ze0

(1.3)

Most importantly, they showed that the magnitude of the underpotential shift is
independent of the metal ion concentration in solution, so that the key descriptor of
monolayer stability is likely to be the extent of charge transfer between the adlayer
and the substrate driven by metal work function differences. Using this model, we
have estimated underpotential shifts in vacuum using semi-local planewave DFT
for silver, mercury, cadmium, lead, tin, bismuth, copper and thallium on gold,
platinum, and silver (100) surfaces, as shown below in Fig. 1.1. Here it is important
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Figure 1.1. Density functional theory tends to underestimate the stability of underpotentially deposited metal monolayers on foreign surfaces (a) in vacuum and with (b)
sulfate co-adsorption. [67]

to point out that we are comparing theoretical single crystal underpotential shifts to
experimental underpotential shifts obtained for polycrystals reported by Kolb and
co-workers. However, for many of these metals, their work functions for other low
1

In practice, the monolayer stripping peak is referenced to the stripping peak of the bulk metal
deposit that forms after the monolayer in the cathodic scan. [67]
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index surfaces vary within a range of approximately ±0.1 eV from the work function
for the (100) surface, indicating that this is a reasonable initial approximation for
polycrystalline results. [68] We note that calculation of the underpotential shift in
vacuum leads to a systematic underestimation of the experimental shifts, and that
including sulfate co-adsorption leads to improved estimates for only a small subset
of the considered UPD couples.
Following the charge transfer postulate of Kolb and co-workers, the inclusion
of solvation and surface electrification effects may lead to improved theoretical
estimates of the monolayer stability since the charge transfer between the deposited
metal and the substrate is driven by the gradient of the self-consistently determined
interfacial potential. [69] This potential gradient is determined by the chemical
identities of the metal deposit and the substrate, the applied voltage, the dielectric
constant of the solvent, and the composition and concentration of the electrolyte;
each of these properties in turn will determine the response of the electrical double
layer which couples with the interfacial electric field in a non-trivial manner to screen
the charge that develops on the bimetallic surface. Because the vacuum model
neglects the influence of the solvent and the electrical double layer, it is reasonable
to conclude that the first principles description of bimetallic electrode surfaces may
be systematically improved by considering more features of the interfacial region.
One approach, and perhaps the most straightforward approach of all, is to
explicitly add two or more layers of solvent to the vacuum region of DFT supercells,
effectively capturing the dipolar response and possible chemical interaction of the
solvent with the surface. Voltage effects on the surface can then be examined by the
application of an external electric field or through an analytical dipole correction
to neutral surfaces, providing a simple approach to indirectly model the effects of
an applied voltage on processes occurring at the electrode surface. [70] A somewhat
more involved but rigorous two-step approach developed by Neurock and co-workers
referred to as the double-reference method allows for the direct manipulation of the
voltage and the interfacial electric field on the electrode by controlling the charge
in the system. [71] Briefly, a statically hydrated system containing two electrode
surfaces is modeled in addition to an auxiliary system with a large vacuum region
inserted into the center of the cell, dividing the solvent region about its center.
A vacuum reference is obtained in the center of the vacuum region of a neutral
system, and a second reference is defined in the primary cell for various charge
7

states in the bulk of the water region with the assumption that the combined
screening of the solvent and the homogeneous charge introduced by DFT codes
to counter the excess electronic charge provides a constant reference level in the
solvent. The neutral vacuum and charged solvated systems are finally compared by
aligning the potentials in the center of the metal slabs providing a direct means of
estimating the voltage on the electrode as a function of a specified system charge.
A direct result of the double reference method is that system energies and reaction
energies at electrified metal-solution interfaces with a Helmholtz-like countercharge
vary quadratically with the voltage on the electrode in agreement with what one
would expect from classical electrostatics for the energy stored on a parallel plate
capacitor. [70, 71]
While the above mentioned models can provide an enhanced description of the
electrode-solution interface, they suffer from the limitation of using a static model
to represent the solvent. In practice, the dielectric response of the solvent at the
electrode-solution interface can only be modeled precisely as a time-average of
the dynamically evolving electrolyte, thereby providing a net effective screening of
the electrode surface charge. One approach to overcome this limitation consists
of performing dynamical simulations of the interface using ab initio molecular
dynamics (AIMD). [72,73] The benefit of AIMD is that it offers a robust description
of the interface and enables the study of transport phenomena and surface-mediated
reactions in environments whose complexity begins to approach that of experimental
conditions. However, AIMD can be extremely computationally intensive since long
simulation times are required to adequately sample the configurational space of
the system in addition to the initial simulation time needed to achieve thermal
equilibration. Complicating this matter, large simulation cells are required to
achieve electrolyte concentrations that are comparable to the often dilute electrolytes
used in experiments. Furthermore, the explicit representation of hydrated ions is
challenging within DFT due to the self-interaction error that is present in all local
and semi-local energy functionals that leads to a spurious delocalization of electron
density about charged species. [74]
An alternative approach that has been explored in recent years (and that is
additionally the subject of this work) employs an embedded quantum–continuum
model of the electrode-solution interface. [75–79] The use of a continuum solvent
description eliminates the need to perform resource-intensive dynamical simulations
8

of the interface to capture the influence of the electrolyte on the interfacial electric
field. Often, the computational cost of performing such quantum–continuum calculations is comparable to that of conventional vacuum phase DFT calculations,
thereby extending the accessible time and length scales of interfacial calculations.
Furthermore, the incorporation of implicit model ionic countercharges into such
models is possible, enabling one to directly assess the effects of surface electrification on interfacial processes, considerably extending the applicability of DFT to
interfacial electrochemistry. As an example, we show schematically in Fig. 1.2 the
effects of surface electrification on the chemical potential of an electrodeposited
metal monolayer in addition to its influence on the voltage-dependent stability
of the monolayer via adsorption isotherms. As will be described in detail in the
c.
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Figure 1.2.
Chemical potential surfaces of interacting adsorbates in (a) vacuum
conditions and (b) electrochemical conditions. Introducing surface electrification effects
leads to non-uniform shifts (c) in the adsorption isotherms as a function of ion activity.

following chapters of this dissertation, the consideration of surface charge leads
to voltage-dependent chemical potentials of adsorbed species that are sensitive to
the composition of the electrolyte. This fact is underscored by the isotherm shifts
shown in panel c of Fig. 1.2, where we observe that changes in the metal cation
solution activity leads to uniform shifts of the isotherm in vacuum. However, under
electrochemical conditions, the interplay between the metal cation activity and
the voltage-dependent stability of the metal monolayer is more complex by virtue
of the capacitive nature of the metal-solution interface. Thus, consideration of
the electrode surface charge adds a new dimension to the modeling of interfacial
electrochemical phenomena.
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1.3 Overview
In an effort to develop accurate descriptions of electrodeposited metals, a quantum–
continuum model of the electrode–solution interface is proposed that can be applied
universally to simulate solvent and voltage effects on the stability of multimetallic
surfaces under realistic electrochemical conditions. Because of the inertness of
gold electrodes, we focus our electrodeposition studies on low index gold surfaces
removing the initial complexity of having to deal with strongly chemisorbed species
along the surface that may otherwise be present in general cases. [80, 81]
The organization of the dissertation is as follows:
• In Chapter 2, an overview of many-body electronic structure approximations
is presented up to the development of semi-local density functional theory, as
well as a description of the self-consistent continuum solvation model and its
incorporation into Kohn-Sham density functional theory.
• In Chapter 3, an overview of statistical mechanics is presented and the introduction of voltage effects is discussed. Lattice-based Monte Carlo methods
are additionally introduced, along with an overview of the cluster expansion
approach for the statistical description of lattice systems with occupational
degrees of freedom.
• In Chapter 4, the quantum–continuum model is developed and applied to
study the stability of an underpotentially deposited copper monolayer on
a gold (100) surface. The quantum–continuum results are used to fit an
Ising model Hamiltonian, which is subsequently used to perform Metropolis
Monte Carlo simulations in the grand canonical ensemble to assess the role
of environmental effects on the stability of the copper monolayer.
• In Chapter 5, the quantum–continuum model is further developed and applied
to study the stability of an underpotentially deposited silver monolayer on
the gold (100) surface. A generalized approach to model electrodeposited
metals based on a voltage-sensitive cluster expansion is developed. The
quantum–continuum results are used to fit a cluster expansion Hamiltonian,
which is subsequently used to perform Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations in
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the grand canonical ensemble to assess the role of environmental effects on
the stability of the silver monolayer.
• In Chapter 6, the quantum–continuum approach is applied to study the
distribution of palladium multimers present in a palladium–gold surface alloy
on a gold (111) surface under applied voltage. The quantum–continuum
results are used to fit a two-dimensional cluster expansion model of the
electrodeposited surface alloy and Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations are
performed in an extended canonical ensemble to assess the effects of the
electrochemical environment.
• Finally, in Chapter 7, the results and perspectives obtained from this work
are summarized along with an outline of proposed future work.
Chapters 4 and 5 consist of original published work by the author in peer reviewed
journals, while Chapter 6 is a manuscript that is in the process of being prepared
for publication. [82, 83]
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Chapter 2 |
Electronic structure calculations
A number of important properties can be predicted from the ground state electronic
structure of a material including, but not limited to, equilibrium crystal structure,
elastic constants, phase stability, and magnetic ordering. [84] Density functional
theory (DFT) has become a prominent tool in materials science due to its ability to
accurately reproduce ground state properties for a wide array of material systems for
a relatively low computational cost compared to standard correlated wavefunction
methods. Because DFT is central to the results presented in this dissertation, a
brief review of electronic structure theory is provided and used to motivate the
development of the quantum–continuum approach employed in this work.

2.1 The many-electron Schrödinger equation
Understanding the electronic structure of condensed matter systems is crucial to
materials science and engineering. In principle, this can be achieved by solving the
nonrelativistic time independent many-electron Schrödinger equation ĤΨ = EΨ,
for which the Hamiltonian
Ĥ = −

X ~2
i

2me

∇2i −

i,A

2

−

X ~
A

2MA

X e2

∇2A

ZA
1 X e2
1
+
4π0 |ri − RA | 2 i6=j 4π0 |ri − rj |

1 X e2
ZA ZB
+
2 A6=B 4π0 |RA − RB |

(2.1)

describes the total energy of the fully interacting system composed of electrons and
atomic nuclei. The many-electron wavefunction Ψ describing the state of the system
R
is normalizable Ψ∗ Ψdx = 1 and antisymmetric with respect to the exchange of
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electronic coordinates
Ψ(x1 , . . . , xi , . . . , xj , . . . , xN ) = −Ψ(x1 , . . . , xj , . . . , xi , . . . , xN ),

(2.2)

where the electronic coordinates consist of a spatial coordinate r and a spin variable
ω, xi = {ri , ωi }. The total energy of an interacting quantum mechanical system
can be obtained as an expectation value of the Hamiltonian
dxΨ∗ (x)ĤΨ(x)
E[Ψ] = hĤi = R
,
dxΨ∗ (x)Ψ(x)
R

(2.3)

where the energy E[Ψ] depends explicitly on the stationary states Ψ that satisfy
the Schrödinger equation. Here, we note that the square braces indicate that the
energy is a functional of the wavefunction. Identifying the wavefunction Ψ0 which
minimizes the total energy of the system E0 = E[Ψ0 ] is consistent with providing
a complete description of the ground state of the system. While the formalism
of the many-body problem is exact, no analytical solution is known to exist and
efforts to solve the equation numerically via variational techniques for more than
several electrons are precluded by astronomically large data storage requirements.1
It is worthwhile to note that accurate and reliable approximate solutions to the
many-electron Schrödinger equation can in fact be obtained through quantum
Monte Carlo simulations. [86, 87] The latter, however, is limited to systems with
100s to 1000s of electrons with computational costs that approach ~1000 times that
of more approximate density-functional approaches, and is therefore difficult to
apply for routine materials modeling applications.
In light of these challenges, a sizable effort has been put forth since the discovery
of the Schrödinger equation to simplify its solution without sacrificing rigor. One
way that the complexity of the many-electron Schrödinger equation can be reduced
is through the application of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Within this
framework, electrons are viewed as moving through a frozen field of comparatively
heavy atomic nuclei and instantaneously attain ground state configurations as the
nuclear coordinates are displaced. In practice, the nuclear masses are considered to
be infinitely large {MA } → ∞ so the kinetic energy of the nuclei vanishes from Eq.
1

This challenge was referred to as the “exponential wall” by the late Walter Kohn in his 1998
Nobel Prize Lecture. [85]
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2.1, and the electrostatic interaction amongst the nuclei becomes a constant of the
equation. This enables one to treat the motion of the electrons separately from the
motion of the nuclei in the form of an electronic Hamiltonian
Ĥelec = −

X ~2
i

2me

∇2i −

X e2
i,A

ZA
1 X e2
1
+
.
4π0 |ri − RA | 2 i6=j 4π0 |ri − rj |

(2.4)

All approximate treatments of the many-electron problem for condensed matter
systems proceed from this form of the many-electron Schrödinger equation. While
not changing the complexity of the problem, the notation can be simplified by
rewriting the equation in Hartree atomic units ~ = me = e = 4π/0 = 1 and setting
riA = |ri − RA | and rij = |ri − rj |
Ĥelec = −

1 X 2 X ZA 1 X 1
∇ −
+
.
2 i i i,A riA 2 i6=j rij

(2.5)

Because the motion of each electron within the fixed external potential is correlated
with the motion of the other electrons through quantum many-body interactions, it
is still challenging at this level to define an exact electronic wavefunction. As will
be discussed in the following sections, approximate solutions based on independent
particle approximations are routinely employed to address this issue.

2.2 Dirac notation
It is convenient at this time to introduce Dirac notation, which simplifies many of
the equations and operations used throughout quantum mechanical calculations.
To begin, it is helpful to recall that wavefunctions and orbitals are often expanded
in complete orthonormal basis sets (which are ultimately truncated in numerical
calculations) as the exact form of the wavefunction is unknown. The wavefunction
P
ψ can then be viewed as a generalized row vector in a basis {ϕi }, ψ(r) = i ci ϕi (r).
This vector is commonly referred to as a ket and is represented as |ψi ≡ ψ(r).
Analogously, the Hermitian conjugate of a wavefunction is denoted by the bra
hψ| ≡ ψ ∗ (r), which forms a column vector containing the complex conjugate of
the components of its corresponding ket. The scalar product of two wavefunctions
R
is then expressed as hφ|ψi = drφ∗ (r)ψ(r). Accordingly, the orthonormality
relation for the basis can be expressed as hϕi |ϕj i = δij and the completeness
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relation as i |ϕi ihϕi | = 1. The j th component of the ket |ψi can thus be obtained
via hϕj |ψi = hϕj |ϕi ihϕi |ψi = δij ci = cj . Finally, the expectation value of an
R
operator hÂi = drψ ∗ (r)Âψ(r) can be written as hÂi = hψ|Â|ψi. To illustrate
the application of this, we can rewrite Eq. 2.3 in Dirac notation as
P

E[Ψ] = hĤi =

hΨ|Ĥ|Ψi
,
hΨ|Ψi

(2.6)

which simplifies to E[Ψ] = hΨ|Ĥ|Ψi if we choose a Ψ that is normalized. The latter
is also referred to as a one-electron integral.

2.3 The Hartree approximation
One of the earliest approximations made to the many-electron wavefunction was by
Hartree who studied the motion of electrons in a central potential in an effort to
understand the electronic structure of multi-electron atoms. [88] Hartree proposed
an initial approximation to the many-electron wavefunction that consisted of a
product of spin orbitals Ψ(x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ) = χ1 (x1 )χ2 (x2 ) . . . χN (xN ), which is
commonly referred to as a Hartree product. [88] Here, a spin orbital is a singleelectron orbital defined as the product of a spatial orbital φ and a spin function α
or β, which correspond to spin up and spin down electrons, respectively

χi (xj ) =



φi (rj )α(ωj )

.

(2.7)


φi (rj )β(ωj )

The set of spin functions {α, β} form a complete and orthonormal basis set, so the
following orthonormality conditions hold hα|αi = hβ|βi = 1, and hα|βi = hβ|αi = 0.
The spatial orbitals may or may not be orthonormal, however because of the
orthonormality of the spin functions, the spin orbitals are orthonormal and the
following condition also holds hχi |χj i = δij . [88]
While the form of the Hartree product is specified, the spin orbitals that are
associated with the ground state of the system are generally unknown. Using
the Hartree product as a trial wavefunction, the energy of the many-electron
system can be computed from the expectation value of the electronic Hamiltonian
(Eq. 2.5) yielding an estimate of the ground state of the system for the given
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wavefunction. [88] After applying the orthonormality condition, the expectation
value is written as
hΨ|Ĥ|Ψi =

XZ

dx1 χ∗i (1)h(1)χi (1)

i

+

1 XZ
1
dx1 dx2 χ∗i (1)χ∗j (2) χi (1)χj (2),
2 i6=j
r12

(2.8)

where in the first term h(1) = − 12 ∇21 − Zr1−1 is the kinetic energy and external
potential operators for a single electron, and in the second term we account for
the electrostatic repulsion amongst electrons in different spin orbitals. [88] The
summation for the electron-electron repulsion is performed only for unique pairs of
electrons in such a way that each pair is counted only once. The optimal set of spin
orbitals can then be identified by applying the variational principle, which states
that estimates of the ground state energy are always greater than the true ground
state of the system hΨ|Ĥ|Ψi ≥ E0 . Thus, all estimates provide an upper bound
to the true ground state, and increasingly better estimates can be obtained by
minimizing the energy of the system. [88] We are therefore interested in finding the
wavefunction that minimizes the energy of the system by varying the spin orbitals
that comprise the Hartree product. To perform this minimization, we employ
Lagrange’s method of undetermined multipliers, for which the constraints can be
expressed as hχi |χj i − 1 = 0 to ensure that all orbitals remain normalized. [88]
Estimates for the ground state energy can then be obtained by minimizing an
auxiliary functional defined as
L [{χi }] = hΨ|Ĥ|Ψi −

X

λi,j (hχi |χj i − 1),

(2.9)

i

where the λi,j are Lagrange multipliers that form the elements of a square matrix.
The minimum of the functional L coincides with the minimum of the constrained
energy hΨ|Ĥ|Ψi, and by computing the first variation of L and setting it to zero
!

δL [{χi }] = δ hΨ|Ĥ|Ψi −

X

λi,j (hχi |χj i − 1) = 0,

(2.10)

i

we can identify the conditions under which L is stationary. The first variation of
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the expectation value of the energy can be written as
δhΨ|Ĥ|Ψi =

XZ
i

+

dx1 δχ∗i (1)h(1)χi (1)

,
1 XZ
1
dx1 dx2 δχ∗i (1)χ∗j (2) χi (1)χj (2) + c.c.
2 i6=j
r12

(2.11)

where c.c. is the complex conjugate of the first two terms. Similarly, the contribution
of the second term to the overall variation of L is
δhχi |χj i =

Z

dx1 δχ∗i (1)χj (1)

+

Z

dx1 δχ∗j (1)χi (1).

(2.12)

Combining these two terms and rearranging, we can express the first variation of
L as





δL =

XZ
i

1 XZ
1
∗

dx1 δχi (1) h(1)χi (1) +
dx2 χ∗j (2) χi (1)χj (2) − i χi (1)
2 i6=j
r12

+ c.c. = 0
(2.13)
In order for L to be stationary, the terms within the brackets must also be equal
to zero, which leads to a set of eigenvalue equations known as the Hartree equations
"

#

1
Z Z
ρi (2)
− ∇21 − + dx2
χi (1) = i χi (1).
2
r1
r12

(2.14)

Here, ρi (2) = i6=j χ∗j (2)χj (2) is the electron density at x2 due to the other N − 1
spin orbitals. The integral within the braces is known as the Hartree potential
P

VH (x1 ) =

Z

dx2

ρi (2)
,
r12

(2.15)

which represents the electrostatic interaction of an electron with the average electron
density of the other N − 1 electrons in the system. [88] The definition of the Hartree
potential is troubling, however, since it depends on the complete set of orbitals in
the system which can only be obtained from the solution of the Hartree equations.
Because of this, the Hartree equations must be solved self-consistently, using the
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self-consistent field method. In this approach, an initial guess for the orbitals is
made, the Hartree potential is computed, and a new set of orbitals is generated.
The process is repeated until the generated orbitals are consistent with the orbitals
used to compute the Hartree potential.

2.4 The Hartree-Fock approximation
The initial work of Hartree established many of the ideas and methods still used
today to model the electronic structure of many-electron systems. However, it was
pointed out early on that there were problems with Hartree’s many-electron wavefunction (the Hartree product), namely its inability to enforce the Pauli exclusion
principle and the fact that electrons were treated as distinguishable particles. [88]
These issues were remedied in 1929 when Slater proposed an antisymmetrized
determinantal wavefunction that automatically obeys the Pauli exclusion principle
and accounts for the indistinguishability of electrons
χ1 (x1 )
1 χ1 (x2 )
ΨSlater (x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ) = √
..
N!
.

χ2 (x1 ) . . . χN (x1 )
χ2 (x2 ) . . . χN (x2 )
.
..
..
...
.
.
χ1 (xN ) χ2 (xN ) . . . χN (xN )

(2.16)

With this wavefunction, exchanging electronic coordinates is analogous to exchanging rows within the determinant, which changes the sign of the wavefunction
Ψ(x1 , x2 , . . . , xm , xn , . . . , xN ) = −Ψ(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn , xm , . . . , xN ) thereby enforcing
the correct antisymmetric property of many-electron wavefunctions. By convention, the Slater determinant is often written as a bra containing just the diagonal
components of the determinant |χ1 χ2 . . . χN i.
In the early 1930s, Fock improved upon the self-consistent field method pioneered by Hartree by adopting Slater’s determinantal wavefunction. [88] Hartree
reformulated this method in 1935 into what is today commonly referred to as the
Hartree-Fock method. The key difference between these approximations is the introduction of the nonlocal exchange operator, which appears as a direct consequence
of using an antisymmetrized wavefunction. The model is developed by following
the same procedure used to obtain the Hartree equations, where the variational
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principle is applied and the energy is minimized using Lagrange multipliers. To
illustrate this, we begin by computing the expectation value of the Hamiltonian
and applying the orthonormality relations to obtain
XZ

hΨ|Ĥ|Ψi =

dx1 χ∗i (1)h(1)χi (1)

i

1
1 XZ
+
dx1 dx2 χ∗i (1)χ∗j (2) χi (1)χj (2)
2 i6=j
r12

(2.17)

1
1 XZ
−
dx1 dx2 χ∗i (1)χ∗j (2) χi (2)χj (1).
2 i6=j
r12
Here, unlike the Hartree approximation, a third term appears that accounts for the
exchange of electrons amongst spin orbitals in addition to the electrostatic repulsion
between electrons. The exchange interaction only affects electrons with parallel
spins and is a strictly positive quantity meaning that the presence of exchange
interactions serves to lower the energy of the system. We again define an auxiliary
functional to minimize the energy of the system
L = hΨ|Ĥ|Ψi −

X

λij (hχi |χj i − δij ),

(2.18)

ij

where we have used the somewhat stronger constraint of orbital orthonormality
than what we used in the Hartree approximation. As a result of this stronger
constraint, the Lagrange multipliers form a matrix λ that can be diagonalized via
a suitable unitary transformation. Calculating the first variation of L and setting
it to zero, we find that the stationary points can be identified via
1
1 XZ
δL =
h(1)χi (1) +
dx2 χ∗j (2) χi (1)χj (2)
2 j
rij
i
.

Z
X
1X
1
−
dx2 χ∗j (2) χi (2)χj (1) −
λij χj (x1 ) + c.c. = 0
2 j
rij
j
XZ



dx1 δχ∗i (1)

(2.19)

In order for L to be stationary, the term inside the square braces must also be
equal to zero, which leads to the Hartree-Fock equations

h(1) +


X

Jj (1) − Kj (1) χi (1) =

j

X
j
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λij χj (x1 ),

(2.20)

where Jj (1)χi (1) =

hR

hR

i

i

−1
dx2 χ∗j (2)r12
χj (2) χi (1) is the Coulomb operator and Kj χi (1) =

−1
dx2 χ∗j (2)r12
χi (2) χj (1) is the exchange operator, which permutes the spatial
coordinates of electrons i and j. The terms within the braces are commonly referred
P
to as the Fock operator f (1) = h(1) + j Jj (1) − Kj (1). It can be shown that an
eigenvalue equation can be recovered through a unitary transformation to the set
of equations that diagonalizes the  matrix, leading to the canonical Hartree-Fock
equations
f (1)χi (1) = i χi (1),
(2.21)

whose solution is invariant by unitary rotation. As a final note, the Fock operator
can be rewritten in terms of a Hartree potential and an exchange potential to make
further analogy with the Hartree equations. The Hartree potential can be defined in
R
P
−1
terms of the Coulomb operator VH (1) = j Jj (1) = dx2 ρ(2)r12
, where in this case
P
2
the electron density ρ(2) = j |χj (2)| depends on the complete set of N orbitals.
This introduces a self-interaction error into the calculation, since the electron is
interacting with an electron density that it belongs to. The same self-interaction
P
error is present in the nonlocal exchange operator Vx χi (1) = − j Kj χi (1) =
R
P
−1
− dx2 j χ∗j (2)r12
χi (2)χj (1) and is thus fully canceled during the course of the
calculation. This leads to a Fock operator of the form f (1) = h(1) + VH + Vx .
It is important to note that while the Slater determinant does not explicitly
include many-body correlation effects for electrons with different spins, correlated
wavefunctions can be constructed as a linear combination of the ground state
Hartree-Fock Slater determinant and sets of excited determinants (where sets of
occupied states are replaced with sets of unoccupied / virtual states). The latter is
typically used in configuration interaction (CI) methods, which may be subdivided
as complete CI where the complete set of excitations is included, full CI for which
all excitations of a finite basis set of excitations is used, and then various truncated
forms of CI which are restricted to include up to single, double, triple or quadruple
excitations. In practice, complete CI is infeasible since the number of excitations is
infinite, and full CI can only be employed for relatively small molecules due to the
number of Slater determinants that must be included. However, it is important to
note that complete CI defines the exact ground state energy E0 of the nonrelativistic
system, and is necessary for defining the correlation energy of a many-electron
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system
EC = E0 − E0HF .

(2.22)

Here, E0HF is the converged ground state Hartree-Fock energy obtained in the limit
of a sufficiently large spin orbital basis set. For truncated CI methods, this is
referred to as basis set correlation. In any case, the correlation energy is typically
a negative quantity since the Hartree-Fock method provides an upper bound to
the exact ground state of the system and including additional Slater determinants
will serve to lower the ground state energy. Apart from CI methods, a number of
perturbative methods have been developed that are less computationally demanding
and provide approximate descriptions of correlation effects. The approaches that
include electron correlation are typically referred to as post-Hartree-Fock methods,
and are often applied within the field of quantum chemistry. In the next section,
density-functional methods will be discussed which are more commonly applied to
the study of solid-state systems.

2.5 Density functional theory
2.5.1 The Thomas-Fermi approximation
In parallel to the development of correlated wavefunction methods, density-functional
methods based on the electron density and approximations to the many-body exchange and correlation effects have been explored. Density functional theory
(DFT) has existed since the early days of quantum mechanics, being proposed
shortly after the discovery of the Schrödinger equation and pioneered independently by Thomas and Fermi in 1927. [89, 90] The semi-classical Thomas-Fermi
model reformulated electronic structure theory in terms of the electron density
R
n(r) = N |Ψ(r, r2 , . . . , rN )|2 dr2 . . . drN , with the notion that the ground state of
the system could be identified by minimizing the energy of the system with respect
to the electron density instead of the wavefunction. This led to the development of
an energy functional ETF [n] = TTF [n] + VH [n] + Vext [n], which was remarkable in
that an analytic expression for the kinetic energy based on the Fermi statistics of
R
a non-interacting homogenous electron gas was derived TTF [n] = CF [n(r)]5/3 dr
3
with CF = 10
(3π 2 )2/3 . The key approximation here was that the spatially varying
electron density was considered to be uniform in the vicinity of each point r, which
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represented an early version of what is commonly referred to today as the localdensity approximation. [91] While conceptually sound, the Thomas-Fermi model
had a number of deficiencies due to the initial approximations considered, such as
its poor treatment of electron kinetic energy and complete omission of exchange and
correlation effects that led to low energy estimates and a poor qualitative description
of numerous physical phenomena. Dirac extended the model in 1930 by adding
R
an exchange functional Vx [n] = Cx [n(r)]4/3 dr with Cx = − 34 ( π3 )1/3 in an effort
to improve its treatment of exchange effects, leading to the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac
model. [92] However, Dirac’s exchange functional served only to further lower the
energy, and neither of the models were able to satisfactorily describe molecular bond
formation and failed to describe anions properly. Additional refinements to the
Thomas-Fermi-Dirac model were subsequently made by von Weizsäcker in an effort
to improve the kinetic energy functional by accounting for the spatial variation in
R
2
the electron density via a gradient correction TW = 18 dr |∇n(r)|
. [93] This led to
n(r)
a modified kinetic energy functional TTFλW [n] = TTF [n] + λTW [n], where λ is an
adjustable parameter. The Weizsäcker correction has led to moderate improvements
in the physical and quantitative description of certain systems based on different
parametrized values of λ, and is the typical starting point for the development of
orbital-free density-functional methods.

2.5.2 The Hohenberg-Kohn theorems
The most significant improvements to DFT took place in the mid-1960s, where
modern DFT was established through the seminal work of Hohenberg, Kohn, and
Sham. In 1964, Hohenberg and Kohn presented two key theorems in a landmark
paper that provided a firm theoretical basis for performing ground state searches
for a non-degenerate inhomogeneous electron gas using the electron density as a
basic variable in place of the many-electron wavefunction. [94] The first theorem
establishes the unique correspondence between an external potential set up by
atomic nuclear coordinates and its corresponding non-degenerate ground state
density.
Theorem 1 Provided a ground state electron density n(r), the external potential
of an interacting electron gas Vext (r) is uniquely determined (within a constant).
Provided an external potential, the ground state electron density is restricted to lie
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within a degenerate set of electron densities that are compatible with the potential.
[84]
The proof is short and relatively straightforward to show. If we consider two
0
different external potentials Vext (r) and Vext
(r) that share the exact same ground
state density n(r), the two systems are described by the Hamiltonians Ĥ and Ĥ0
that differ only through the external potentials and thus have the ground state
wavefunctions Ψ and Ψ0 . The ground state energies are then
E =hΨ|Ĥ|Ψi
E 0 =hΨ0 |Ĥ0 |Ψ0 i

(2.23)

and it is clear that E 6= E 0 . It follows then that the ground state wavefunction
of Ĥ0 is not the ground state of Ĥ (and vice versa) since the ground states are
restricted to be non-degenerate so that E < hΨ0 |Ĥ|Ψ0 i always holds. The latter
expectation value can be rewritten as
hΨ0 |Ĥ|Ψ0 i = hΨ0 |Ĥ0 |Ψ0 i − hΨ0 |Ĥ − Ĥ0 |Ψ0 i,

(2.24)

which means that the following inequality holds
E < E0 +

Z

0
dr[Vext (r) − Vext
(r)]n(r).

(2.25)

The converse case with the primed terms permuted is also true
0

E <E+

Z

0
dr[Vext
(r) − Vext (r)]n(r).

(2.26)

Adding both of these inequalities together leads to the impossible result that
E + E 0 < E 0 + E, which proves that a given external potential is uniquely associated
with a particular ground state electron density. The second Hohenberg-Kohn
theorem builds on the first theorem and solidifies the idea that the unique ground
state of the system can be determined by minimizing an energy density-functional.
Theorem 2 The ground state energy E of an interacting many-electron system can
be expressed in terms of a universal functional FHK [n] that contains the kinetic energy
and all of the many-body electron-electron interactions that are independent of the
R
external potential and internuclear interactions, E[n] = FHK [n] + drVext (r)n(r) +
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EII . The electron density that serves as the global minimum of E[n] provides the
exact many-electron ground state of the system E = hΨ|Ĥ|Ψi = E[n]. [84]
Here, the universal functional FHK [n] = T [n] + Eee [n] contains kinetic energy and
electron–electron interaction energy density-functionals that capture all of the
correlations present in the many-electron wavefunction. The direct consequence of
this theorem is that all of the ground state properties of the interacting electron
gas can be described once the ground state electron density has been identified.
However, the theorem only states that the universal functional FHK [n] exists;
its definition is unknown and is essentially unknowable due to the challenges
in describing exact electron correlation. Similiar to the first Hohenberg-Kohn
theorem, the proof of the second theorem is also short and straightforward, and
proceeds by first restricting the search for ground state densities to the space of
V-representable densities, or the set of all densities that are compatible with and
determined by a given external potential. [84, 91] If we consider two ground state
densities n(r) and n0 (r) associated with two different external potentials Vext (r)
0
and Vext
(r), we have two different ground state energies defined via the general
relation E = E[n] = hΨ|Ĥ|Ψi. Because the ground state wavefunctions belong to
different Hamiltonians, the following inequality holds E < hΨ0 |Ĥ|Ψ0 i = E[n0 ]. This
shows that the density n0 (r) associated with the wavefunction Ψ0 will always lead
to a higher energy than the ground state density n(r) associated with the ground
state wavefunction Ψ for the system with the external potential Vext (r).

2.5.3 The Kohn-Sham equations
While the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems established the theoretical basis for modern
DFT and presented a variational principle based on the electron density, they did
not provide any direction for performing practical calculations. This was remedied
in 1965 with the work of Kohn and Sham who presented a novel self-consistent
method based on non-interacting orbitals analogous to the Hartree self-consistent
field method. [95] In their approach, the interacting many-electron system is
represented in terms of an auxiliary non-interacting system, with quantum manybody interactions described through an exchange-correlation functional Exc [n]. The
model can be developed by starting with the result of the second Hohenberg-Kohn
R
theorem, E[n] = FHK [n] + drVext (r)n(r) + EII . Here, the universal functional
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FHK [n] = T [n] + Eee [n] captures the kinetic energy and all of the correlated
many-body interactions of the electrons in the system. Kohn and Sham rewrote
this functional in terms of a non-interacting electron density GKS [n] = Ts [n] +
EH [n] + Exc [n], with the exchange-correlation functional defined formally as the
difference in energy of the fully-interacting and non-interacting systems Exc [n] =
PN/2
T [n] − Ts [n] + Eee [n] − EH [n]. Here, Ts [n] = − 12 i=1 hψi |∇2 |ψi i is the total kinetic
energy of the non-interacting electrons occupying N/2 orbitals, with the electron
PN/2
density defined as n(r) = 2 i=1 |ψi |2 . The classical electrostatic interaction
R
0)
,
between electrons is captured via the Hartree energy EH [n] = 12 drdr 0 n(r)n(r
|r−r 0 |
which carries a self-interaction error as in the Hartree-Fock approximation that
must be cancelled by exchange effects. The result of this is that the ground state
energy of the system can be obtained by minimizing a functional of the form
EKS [n] = Ts [n] + Eext [n] + EH [n] + Exc [n],

(2.27)

where the only unknown or ambiguous quantity is the exchange-correlation functional. The power of this approach lies in the equality of the universal functionals
GKS [n] = FHK [n]; that is, a fully-interacting system can be described in terms of the
familiar non-interacting system if we know how to define the exchange-correlation
functional.
As before within the Hartree and Hartree-Fock approximations, a set of singleelectron equations can be derived to describe the ground state of the system. The
derivation proceeds by introducing a set of Lagrange multipliers εi,j and a constraint
on the orthonormality of the N/2 orbitals hψi | ψj i = δi,j , which allows us to define
the auxiliary functional
L [n] = EKS [n] −

X

εij (hψi |ψj i − δi,j ).

(2.28)

i,j

Because the constraint is applied to the orbitals, it is useful to consider the variation
δE[n]
of L [n] with respect to ψi∗ (r). It can be shown that the functional derivative δψ
∗
i (r)
can be written as
δE[n]
δTs [n] Z
δEH [n] δExc [n] δn(r 0 )
0 δEext [n]
=
+
dr
+
+
,
δψi∗ (r)
δψi∗ (r)
δn(r 0 )
δn(r 0 )
δn(r 0 ) δψi∗ (r)
"

#
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(2.29)

and the functional derivative of the constraint hψi | ψj i − δi,j to be ψj (r). [84] The
functional derivatives of the kinetic and potential energy functionals in Eq. 2.29
δn(r)
δTs [n]
δEext [n]
1 2
H [n]
can be written as δψ
= Vext (r), δE
=
∗ (r) = ψi (r), δψ ∗ (r) = − 2 ∇ ψi (r),
δn(r)
δn(r)
i

0

i

n(r )
δExc [n]
dr 0 |r−r
0 | = VH (r), and δn(r) = Vxc (r). The stationary condition for the functional
L [n] can be obtained by setting the first variation of the functional to zero δL = 0.
This leads to a set of single electron equations known as the Kohn-Sham equations

R

1
− ∇2 + Vext (r) + VH (r) + Vxc (r) ψi (r) = εi ψi (r),
2





(2.30)

whereas in the Hartree-Fock method, a unitary transformation is performed to
recover a diagonalized matrix of Lagrange multipliers, leading to the above set of
eigenvalue equations. [91] The orbital eigenenergies can be obtained by multiplying
both sides of Eq 2.30 on the left by ψi∗ (r) and integrating
−

Z
1Z
drψi∗ (r)∇2 ψi (r) + drVKS (r)|ψi (r)|2 = εi ,
2

(2.31)

where we have defined the Kohn-Sham effective potential in the system to be the
sum of potentials VKS (r) = Vext (r) + VH (r) + Vxc (r). The ground state energy of
the system can then be expressed in terms of the single electron energy levels by
summing over the orbitals in Eq. 2.31 and substituting the result into Eq. 2.27 to
obtain
Z
X
EKS [n] =
εi − EH [n] + Exc [n] − drVxc (r)n(r),
(2.32)
i

where we have used the definition of the electron density n(r) = i |ψi (r)|2 . The
Kohn-Sham equations can be generalized for spin-polarized systems, systems that
exhibit fractional occupations (which is generally important for the description of
metallic systems), as well as for generalized effective potentials that may include
external fields.
P

2.5.4 Approximating exchange and correlation effects
At this point, little has been said about the exchange-correlation functional whose
existence is the key tenet of Kohn-Sham DFT. A complete review of the topic is
outside of the scope of this work, however a brief overview will be provided for the
sake of completeness. Previously, it was stated that while Exc [n] is defined to be
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a universal functional of the electron density, no known definition exists and it is
unlikely that we will ever discover its form. Instead, density-functional calculations
rely on approximate treatments of the exchange-correlation energy and the search
for increasingly accurate and computationally efficient functionals represents a
major focus of modern research.
Several classes of functionals exist that offer increasingly accurate descriptions
of exchange-correlation energies, albeit at the cost of more resource-intensive
calculations. The hierarchy of these density-functionals were presented by Perdew
and Schmidt as forming a “Jacob’s ladder of density functional approximations”
to chemical accuracy, or “materials heaven”. [96, 97] Along this ladder, additional
features of the electron density are explicitly introduced to satisfy larger sets of
exact constraints for the exchange-correlation energy. The ladder begins with
the electron density n(r) for the local-density approximation (LDA), and then
introduces gradients of the electron density ∇n(r) for the generalized-gradient
approximation (GGA), followed by the introduction of kinetic energy densities
|∇ψi (r)|2 for meta-GGA functionals. Beyond the meta-GGA functionals, hybrid
functionals appear which mix the exchange energy of GGAs with exact Hartree-Fock
exchange. The highest rung of the ladder is the set of random-phase approximations
(RPA) that introduce unoccupied Kohn-Sham orbitals, whose accuracy can only
be realized when calculating energy differences for phenomena that preserve the
number of electrons in the system. The LDA, GGA, and meta-GGA functionals are
referred to as semi-local functionals since they are computed with one integral and
are therefore fairly efficient to calculate. Hybrid and RPA functionals are non-local
functionals and rely on two integrals to compute the exchange-correlation energy.
While the latter provide a more robust description of the exchange-correlation
energy, they can lead to computational costs that are 10–100 times that of the
simpler semi-local functionals. Each class of functional introduces improvements
to the description of the exchange-correlation energy and similarly have their own
unique drawbacks. In this work, we make heavy use of the GGA level of theory and
in what follows, a more detailed discussion of the LDA and GGA will be provided.
In the local-density approximation (LDA) the inhomogeneous electron gas
is approximated as a homogeneous electron gas at each point in the system.2
The LDA functional (or LSDA in its spin-polarized form) is defined in terms
2

For details about the homogeneous electron gas, see Appendix E of Ref. [91].
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of an exchange-correlation density (energy per particle) xc (n) and written as
R
LDA
Exc
[n] = drn(r)xc (n). The LDA exchange-correlation potential is thus defined
as
LDA
dxc (n(r))
δExc
[n]
= xc (n(r)) + n(r)
.
(2.33)
Vxc (r) =
δn(r)
dn
In practice, the exchange-correlation energy density is partitioned into an exchange
energy density and correlation energy density xc (n) = x (n) + c (n), for which
the exchange energy density x (n) is known exactly for the homogenous electron
gas and derived by Dirac (originally for the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac model) to be
x (n) = −Cx n(r)1/3 , with Cx = 34 ( π3 )1/3 . [91, 92] The latter is also referred to as
Slater exchange in the literature due to a similar model developed by Slater. [98]
In contrast to the exchange energy density, the correlation energy density c (n) of
the homogeneous electron gas cannot be expressed exactly. The correlation energy
density is instead described by functions fitted to highly accurate Quantum Monte
Carlo calculations of the homogeneous electron gas performed by Ceperley and
Alder. [99] A number of LDA functionals based on Slater exchange and different fits
to the Ceperley-Alder data exist, the most well-known being the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair
(VWN), Perdew-Zunger (PZ), and Perdew-Wang (PW) functionals. [100–102]
Because the LDA is based on a homogeneous electron gas, it was expected to
only be applicable to systems where the electron density varies slowly. However,
it was discovered that inhomogeneous systems such as atoms, molecules, and
solids with rapidly varying electron density were described surprisingly well within
the LDA. [84, 91] The main deficiency of the LDA is that it tends to overbind
systems, providing overestimated binding energies, phonon frequencies, and elastic
moduli. [103] As a result of this, bond lengths and lattice constants are generally
underestimated as well.
In the GGA, gradients of the electron density are included in the exchangecorrelation energy density xc (n, ∇n), and the energy functional is defined similarly
R
GGA
[n] = drn(r)xc (n, ∇n), or more generally in its spin-resolved
as in the LDA Exc
R
GGA
form Exc
[n↑ , n↓ ] = drn(r)xc (n↑ , n↓ , ∇n↑ , ∇n↓ ) where separate spin-densities
are introduced and contribute to the total electron density as n(r) = n↑ (r) + n↓ (r).
The introduction of density gradients allows for more flexibility in the definition of
the exchange-correlation energy density, and as a result, a unique definition for the
GGA does not exist. In this work, we make use of the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
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(PBE) GGA which is defined in terms of fundamental constants (except for terms
related to the uniform electron gas) and delivers smooth exchange-correlation
potentials. [104] The PBE GGA and GGAs in general tend to underbind systems
compared to LDAs, which may correct or even overcorrect the overbinding of LDAs.
Thus, for some systems, lattice constants and bond lengths may be overestimated
and phonon frequencies and elastic moduli may be underestimated. For a thorough
discussion of the development of GGAs, the reader is directed to Chapter 1 of
Ref. [105].

2.6 Quantum-continuum modeling
Attaining an atomistic understanding of interfacial electrochemistry would be a
boon to fields as diverse as analytical electrochemistry, heterogeneous catalysis,
corrosion science, and hydrometallurgy. Although a variety of classical atomistic
approaches based on parametrized force-field methods have been developed, it
remains challenging to use classical models to describe electrochemical phenomena
due to the key roles that electron-transfer and electrode surface charge play in
interfacial electrochemistry. While most force-field methods are unable to describe
electron-transfer and the formation and breaking of chemical bonds, a class of
recently-developed reactive force-field methods based on bond-order potentials
have appeared in the literature that aims to reproduce many of the key features
of chemistry. [106–110] Yet in spite of this recent progress, reactive force-field
models can be challenging to apply in practice since they tend to be ad hoc by
design. Thus, whenever a new system is to be studied, the force-fields must be
re-parametrized by fitting the model to an extensive set of quantum mechanical
results. After each parametrization, a detailed analysis must be performed to verify
the accuracy of the force-field. Achieving a sufficiently accurate fit can indeed be a
laborious and resource-intensive process. However, once achieved, tens of thousands
to even millions of atoms can be simulated to rigorously study chemical reactions
at timescales inaccessible to conventional quantum chemical approaches. [108]
Parallel to the development of classical approaches for interfacial electrochemistry, the application of first-principles DFT to describe electrochemical phenomena
has been intensively investigated. [71, 111–118] The benefit of first-principles methods over classical methods is that they are able to directly account for the electronic
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degrees of freedom within the system and are not reliant on an ad hoc parametrization for their accuracy. However, the efficacy of density-functional calculations
is limited when one attempts to model reasonably sized systems (> 100 atoms)
due to the costly scaling of modern DFT algorithms. When performing singlepoint SCF calculations, large systems can be tolerable to calculate with moderate
resource-utilization. However, the scaling issue can become truly problematic
when attempting to compute thermally averaged quantities to compare with experimental data, which necessitates the use of ab initio molecular dynamics to
perform a statistical sampling of the phase space of the system. Considering the
size and complexity of the electrochemical interface, ab initio molecular dynamics
simulations that explicitly model the liquid electrolyte tend to be rather “heroic”
calculations that require a significant amount of time and resources to perform.
In view of these challenges, there is a clear need to develop efficient models of
the electrochemical interface that can deliver accurate thermally averaged quantities
while simultaneously accounting for the adsorption of molecular species and the
finite surface charge that develops along the electrode surface. One such promising
approach is to replace the explicit solvent with an implicit or continuum solvent
model, yielding a quantum–continuum model of the electrode-electrolyte interface.
Charged interfaces can be directly studied by replacing the explicit ions in solution
with a model implicit ionic countercharge distribution that appears in the solvent
region of the simulation cell. Adsorption phenomena can then be investigated at
these charged interfaces by introducing adsorbates along the surface in order to
sample the configurational phase space of the system in an effective manner. The
proposed quantum–continuum model of the adsorbate-covered electrode surface
provides a robust description of the coupling that takes place between the interfacial
electric field and the local dielectric response of the electrolyte under variable
environmental conditions at a computational cost that is only slightly higher than
a conventional vacuum DFT calculation. [119] In what follows, an overview of the
continuum solvent model and its integration into standard Kohn-Sham DFT is
presented.
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2.6.1 The Self-Consistent Continuum Solvation (SCCS) model
2.6.1.1

The electrostatic contribution

In this work, solvent effects are described with the Self-Consistent Continuum Solvation (SCCS) model. [119,120] The basis of this model relies upon the construction
of a smooth polarizable dielectric cavity around the self-consistently determined
electron density in the system, (ρelec (r)). The mutual response of the solute and
the continuum dielectric is described by solving a generalized Poisson equation for
the total potential in the system
∇ · (ρelec (r))∇φtot (r) = −4πρsolute (r),

(2.34)

where ρsolute (r) = ρelec (r) + ρions (r) is the sum of the electronic and ionic charge
densities of the system, and the total potential φtot (r) = φsolute (r) + φpol (r) is the
sum of the potentials associated with the solute charge density and the polarization
density that arises at the interface of the dielectric cavity. It can be shown that
Eq. 2.34 can be expressed as a vacuum-like Poisson equation by making use of
the Maxwell equation ∇ · D(r) = 4πρsolute (r), where D(r) is the displacement
field defined in terms of the electric field and polarization field in the system
D(r) = E(r) + 4πP (r) = (r)E(r). Recalling the definitions of the polarization
charge density ρpol (r) = −∇ · P (r) and the electric field E(r) = −∇φtot (r), the
Poisson equation can be rewritten as
∇2 φtot (r) = −4π(ρsolute (r) + ρpol (r)),

(2.35)

where the linearity of the Poisson equation for the total potential is made clear. It
is also straightforward to show through the above analysis that the polarization
charge density can be written as
ρpol (r) =

1
(ρelec (r)) − 1 solute
∇ ln (ρelec (r)) · ∇φtot (r) −
ρ
(r),
4π
(ρelec (r))

(2.36)

where the first term relies on the total potential in the system and the electron
charge density, and the second term relies only upon the charge density of the solute.
While Eq. 2.36 is defined for the entire system, the polarization charge density
appears in practice as a diffuse but localized shell of charge around the solute
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since the gradient of the dielectric function is finite only within the solute-solvent
interface, and the solute charge density decays exponentially from the atomic
nuclear coordinates of the solute into the vacuum.
The electrostatic energy of the solute interacting with the total potential
can be expressed as a functional of the electron charge density E el [ρelec , ρions ] =
1 R solute
(r)φtot (r)dr. [119] Due to the linearity of the total potential, the elecρ
2
trostatic energy can be partitioned into a solute term and a polarization term,
E el [ρelec , ρions ] = E solute [ρelec , ρions ]+E pol [ρelec , ρions ]. Thus, the total potential energy
of the quantum–continuum system can be expressed as
E tot [ρelec , ρions ] = E el [ρelec , ρions ] + E xc [ρelec ]
= (E tot [ρelec , ρions ])solute + E pol [ρelec ],

(2.37)

where in the last line it has been emphasized that the total potential energy
functional can be expressed in terms of a vacuum-like energy functional for the
solute and an independent polarization energy functional for the solvent. A modified
0
effective Kohn-Sham potential VKS
(r) for the quantum–continuum system can then
be obtained as the functional derivative of Eq. 2.37
0
VKS
(r) =

δE pol [ρelec ]
δE tot [ρelec , ρions ]
=
V
(r)
+
,
KS
δρelec
δρelec

(2.38)

where the electrostatic interaction of the solute with the solvent is described through
the functional derivative δE pol [ρelec ]/δρelec . It can be shown that the functional
derivative of E pol [ρelec ] can be written in terms of the total electrostatic potential
of the system and the potential associated with the polarization charge density
δE pol [ρelec ]
1 d(ρelec )
pol
=
φ
(r)
−
|∇φtot (r)|2 .
δρelec
8π dρelec

(2.39)

In practice, an iterative procedure is employed to determine the polarization
potential φpol (r) at each electronic step of the ground state search after the accuracy
of the electron density reaches a specified tolerance value. The contribution of the
continuum dielectric to the effective Kohn-Sham potential is then included at every
electronic step and the process is repeated until self-consistency is reached. [119]
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2.6.1.2

The dielectric cavity

At this point, little has been said about the functional form of the dielectric
permittivity function (ρelec (r)), other than the fact that it has a dependence on the
electron charge density in the system. Fattebert and Gygi originally developed a
dielectric function with the aim to implement a polarizable continuum model within
the framework of planewave DFT. [121,122] However, it was subsequently found that
the proposed dielectric function led to unstable calculations when modeling surfaces
because the gradient of the dielectric function was not sufficiently smooth. [75, 119]
As a consequence of this, the Fattebert-Gygi dielectric function leads to sharp
polarization charge densities and potentials, in addition to a dielectric response
that occurs too close to the solute charge density. [119] Both of these features could
in principle be responsible for the observed convergence issues. Revisiting this
problem, Andreussi and co-workers proposed a set of mathematical requirements
that a local solvation model should meet in order to ensure numerical stability. [119]
The first requirement is that within the interior of the solute and in the bulk of the
solvent, the dielectric function should adopt values of 1 and S (the permittivity of
the bulk solvent), respectively, to ensure that no polarization charges appear within
the solute and that the bulk permittivity of the solvent is recovered. Furthermore,
the dielectric function should be exactly equal to these values within their respective
regions. The final requirement is for the dielectric permittivity and its first and
second derivatives to be mathematically smooth in all regions of the system so
that it can be effectively represented with the numerical grids used throughout
planewave DFT calculations. [119] With these requirements in mind, Andreussi
and co-workers revised the Fattebert-Gygi dielectric function and developed the
following permittivity function that meets the established requirements

(ρelec ) =




1,






exp









ρelec > ρmax
"

#


ln S  elec
ζ(ρ ) − sin(ζ(ρelec )) , ρmin < ρelec < ρmax .
2π

(2.40)

ρelec < ρmin

S ,

Here, the charge density-dependent function
ζ(ρelec ) = 2π

ln ρmax − ln ρelec (r)
ln ρmax − ln ρmin
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(2.41)

defines the location and the spread of the interface of the dielectric cavity based
on two adjustable parameters ρmax and ρmin . These parameters define inner and
outer isodensity surfaces of the electron charge density, respectively. Andreussi and
co-workers found that values of ρmax = 5 × 10−3 a.u. and ρmin = 1 × 10−4 a.u. were
able to reproduce the electrostatic contribution to the solvation free energy of the
polarizable continuum model implemented in the Gaussian 03 code for a diverse
set of 240 neutral molecules with a mean absolute error of 0.95 kcal/mol. [119] The
shape of the dielectric cavity using the neutral parameterization is shown below in
panel a of Fig. 2.1 for a copper sub-monolayer on the gold (100) surface. As shown
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Figure 2.1. a) The logarithmic electron charge density of a copper-covered gold (100)
surface plotted against the dielectric permittivity. b) The SCCS polarization charge
density with positive(negative) charges shown in red(blue).

in panel b of Fig. 2.1, the associated polarization charges appear as a diffuse but
localized density at the electrode-solution interface.
2.6.1.3

The cavitational contribution

In addition to the electrostatic contribution to the solvation free energy, nonelectrostatic cavitational terms are often included in continuum dielectric models to
describe solvent-specific features of the solvation process. [123] Physically speaking,
these cavitational terms are related to the disruption or modification of non-bonded
intermolecular interactions within the bulk of the solvent that is necessary to form
the cavity around the solute. In addition to this, thermal contributions related to
the change in the vibrational and rotational modes of the solute-containing system
are considered, as well as the work associated with the volume change in the system
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due to solvation. [119, 124, 125] The non-electrostatic contribution Gnon-el to the
solvation free energy can summarily be expressed as
Gnon-el = Gcav + Gdis + Grep + ∆Gtm + P ∆V,

(2.42)

where Gcav is the cavitational energy, Gdis is the dispersion energy, Grep is the
repulsion energy, Gtm is the thermal energy, and P ∆V is the work due to volume
change upon solvation. [123] Similar to other PCM-like solvation models, SCCS
neglects the thermal contribution to the solvation free energy.
In the SCCS model, the cavitational energy is computed as the product of
the experimental surface tension γ and the quantum surface S, Gcav = γS. The
quantum surface is defined as the surface bounding the quantum volume, which
is the effective volume of the solute within the cavity. Generally speaking, the
reported volume of an atom or molecule from quantum mechanical calculations is a
matter of convention. It is convenient however, to use the geometry of the dielectric
cavity to define the volume of a solute. In practice, this can be accomplished by
defining a smooth switching function Θ that describes the transition between the
interior of the cavity Θ = 1 and the exterior of the cavity Θ = 0
Θ(ρ

elec

0 − (ρelec )
)=
.
0 − 1

(2.43)

This switching function developed by Andreussi and co-workers is a numerically
stable variant of the step function originally proposed by Cococcioni et al. to
compute the quantum volume and quantum surface. [126, 127] The calculation of
the quantum volume is then a straightforward integration of the switching function
V =

Z

drΘ(ρelec ),

(2.44)

and the quantum surface is obtained by integrating the derivative of the switching
function
Z
dΘ(ρelec )
|∇ρelec |.
(2.45)
S = − dr
dρelec
The dispersion and repulsion energies that describe the van der Waals and Pauli
repulsion interactions within the solvent are described together as a sum and taken
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to be linearly dependent on the quantum surface and quantum volume
Gdis + Grep = αS + βV,

(2.46)

where α and β are tunable parameters that may be obtained by fitting the model
against experimental solvation energies. Similar to other polarizable continuum
models, SCCS neglects the free energy contribution from the thermal motion of
the solvent, but an explicit pressure dependence may be included following the
approach of Cococcioni et al. based on the quantum volume of the cavity. [126]
Thus, the total free energy of solvation using SCCS may be computed as
∆Gsol = ∆Gel (0 , ρmin , ρmax ) + (α + γ)S + βV,

(2.47)

where ∆Gel is the electrostatic contribution to the change in free energy of the
solute embedded in the polarizable continuum and the solute in vacuum. In total,
SCCS uses two physical parameters (0 and γ) related to the solvent and four
adjustable parameters (ρmin , ρmax , α, β) to obtain the solvation free energy. Using
values of ρmax = 5 × 10−3 a.u. and ρmin = 1 × 10−4 a.u., Andreussi and co-workers
found values of α + γ = 50 dyn/cm and β = −0.35 GPa were able to reproduce
the experimental solvation free energies of a diverse set of neutral molecules with a
mean absolute error of 1.3 kcal/mol.
Finally, it should be mentioned that like the electrostatic contribution to the
solvation free energy, the cavitational contributions can be added as an additional
potential to the Kohn-Sham equations for the self-consistent ground state search.
In order to accomplish this, the derivative in Eq. 2.45 is approximated with a finite
difference method
S=

Z

"

dr Θ ρ

!

elec

∆
∆
−
− Θ ρelec +
2
2

!#

|∇ρelec |
,
∆

(2.48)

where ∆ is purely a numerical parameter used to approximate the derivative. It
can be shown that the functional derivative of the quantum surface can then be
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written as
"

!

∆
∆
δS[ρelec ] 1
elec
elec
Θ
ρ
−
−
Θ
ρ
+
=
δρelec
∆
2
2

!#



X X ∂i ρelec (r)∂j ρelec (r)∂i ∂j ρelec (r)
X ∂i2 ρelec (r)
,
×
−
elec
3
elec
i

j

|∇ρ

(r)|

i

|∇ρ

(2.49)

(r)|

leading to the cavitational potential δGcav /δρelec = γδS/δρelec . Similarly, the
functional derivative of the quantum volume can be computed to include the effects
of pressure in calculations
δΘ(ρelec )
1 d(ρelec )
δV [ρelec ]
0
=
δ(r
−
r
)
=
−
δ(r − r 0 ),
δρelec (r 0 )
δρelec (r 0 )
0 − 1 dρelec

(2.50)

which, when combined with the latter, leads to a potential for the dispersion
and repulsion effects as δ(Gdisp + Grep )/δρelec = (α + γ)γδS/δρelec + βδV /δρelec .
Along with the electrostatic contributions described previously, the inclusion of this
potential into the Kohn-Sham equations leads to an efficient accounting of solvation
effects in first principles calculations. In the following chapters, we demonstrate how
the SCCS model can be applied to treat solvation effects at electrified metal–solution
interfaces.
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Chapter 3 |
Thermodynamic modeling
3.1 Statistical mechanics
The connection between the microscopic properties of a system and its macroscopic
observables is described within the framework of statistical mechanics. In this
section, we provide a brief overview of some of the main results of classical thermodynamics and statistical mechanics. We then establish the model used to describe
metal electrodeposition in this work.

3.1.1 Preliminaries
We begin by considering the combined first and second law of thermodynamics that
relates the change in the internal energy due to the heat flow δq = T dS in and out
P
of the system as well as the total work done on or by the system δw = j Yj dXj
dU = T dS +

X

Yj dXj

(3.1)

j

where U = U (S, Xj ) is the internal energy of the system, T is the thermodynamic
temperature, S is the entropy of the system, Yj represents a generalized intensive
potential, and Xj represents a general extensive quantity. Eq. 3.1 defines a fundamental relation from which all thermodynamic information of a system can be
derived. [128] This can be expressed more familiarly in terms of the mechanical and
chemical work done on the system by changing its volume and adding or removing
particles as
X
dU = T dS − pdV +
µi dNi ,
(3.2)
i
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where V is the volume of the system, p is the pressure, µi is the chemical potential
of particles of type i, and Ni is the number of particles of type i. The fundamental relation may always be augmented to consider additional forms of work,
however the consideration of mechanical and chemical work is the usual starting
point for chemical thermodynamics by convention. The fundamental relation may
equivalently be expressed in the entropy representation as
dS =

X µi
1
p
dU + dV −
dNi ,
T
T
i T

(3.3)

where it is noted that the entropy is defined to be a function of the extensive
quantities in the system S = S(U, V, Ni ). Entropy can be viewed classically as a
measure of the degree of thermal equilibration within a system. In the case of an
isolated system with fixed U , V , and Ni , the total entropy attains a maximum
value at equilibrium with respect to the set of fixed extensive quantities, and by
the second law of thermodynamics, all real internal processes that occur within the
system serve to increase the total entropy.
A key property of entropy and internal energy is that they are by definition
extensive quantities. To show this, one can first consider that the entropy (or equivalently the internal energy) of a system at equilibrium behaves as a homogeneous
first order equation that scales in a one-to-one fashion with the system size
S(λU, λV, λNi ) = λS(U, V, Ni )

(3.4)

for a general scalar λ. [128] Calculating the first derivative of the entropy with
respect to this scalar, we obtain (dropping the sum in front of the Ni )
S(U, V, Ni ) =

∂S(λU, λV, λNi )
∂S(λU, λV, λNi )
∂S(λU, λV, λNi )
U+
V+
Ni (3.5)
∂(λU )
∂(λV )
∂(λNi )

which is valid for any general scalar λ of the system size. Choosing λ = 1, one
obtains
!
!
!
∂S
∂S
∂S
S(U, V, Ni ) =
U+
V +
Ni
(3.6)
∂U
∂V
∂Ni
defining the Euler relation of the entropy [128]
S(U, V, Ni ) =

1
p
µi
U + V − Ni .
T
T
T
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(3.7)

Starting from the energy representation, one would analogously obtain
U (S, V, Ni ) = T S − pV + µi Ni .

(3.8)

Consequently, both the total entropy and total internal energy of an isolated
composite system can be obtained as a sum over all of the self-contained subsystems.

3.1.2 The microcanonical ensemble
In order to introduce the framework, we initially consider an isolated system. As
in classical thermodynamics, we define an isolated system to be composed of a
collection of N indistinguishable particles that occupy a region of space with a
specified volume V and a fixed energy E. The instantaneous positions q and
momenta p of the N particles define the energy of the system through a manyP p2i
N
1
body Hamiltonian H(q N , pN ) = N
We can view the set of 6N
i 2mi + U(q ).
N
N
coordinates {q , p } as defining a hyperdimensional phase space of the system,
for which each particular set of coordinates defines one microstate of the isolated
system, whose macrostate is determined by the fixed values N , V , and E. The
latter set of constraints forms what is commonly referred to as a microcanonical
ensemble, which consists of a vast set of identical systems that share the same set
of extensive quantities.
In general, the probability of the system being in a particular microstate is
given by the Boltzmann distribution
h

P (q N , pN ) =

exp −βH(q N , pN )

i

h
i =
1 Z
N
N
N
N
dp
dq
exp
−βH(q
,
p
)
h3N N !

where β = 1/kB T is referred to as the thermodynamic beta,
1

h

i

exp −βH(q N , pN )
Q
2

(3.9)
kB is the Boltzmann

In the limit that the average interparticle distance is much larger than the thermal de
Broglie wavelengths of the particles, the Hamiltonian can be approximately described via classical
mechanics and the occupations via Boltzmann statistics; otherwise, quantum effects become
prominent necessitating the use of the density matrix formalism of quantum statistical mechanics
and Fermi-Dirac or Bose-Einstein statistics must be considered depending upon the nature of the
particles.
2
β is introduced as a Lagrange multiplier when deriving the particle number distribution that
maximizes the number of microstates in a microcanonical ensemble.
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constant, and Q is the partition function of the system. Because each volume
element of phase space dpdq has dimensions of action, it is common by convention
to introduce a factor of h−3 for each element to obtain a dimensionless probability,
where h is Planck’s constant. Furthermore, because the particles are indistinguishable, a permutation factor (N !)−1 is also introduced to account for the identical
configurations that arise from interchanging the positions of indistinguishable particles. The expectation value for a property A of a classically interacting system
can then be computed by integrating the weighted probability distribution over the
phase space of the system
hAi =

1 Z
dpN dq N A(q N , pN )P (q N , pN ),
h3N N !

(3.10)

where here we see that the prefactor (h3N N !)−1 cancels when the expectation
value is computed. In practice, this expression can be simplified by analytically
solving the momentum integrals over the phase space of the system. This enables
one to focus solely on the contribution of the configuration-dependent potential
U(q N ) when computing expectation values, which means that the probability
distribution that must be considered depends only on the configurational space
of the system P(q N ) ∝ P (q N , pN ). Similarly, we also consider a configurationdependent partition function Z ∝ Q.
In the case that the particle positions are restricted to lie on a fixed lattice
of sites, the energy levels of the system become discretized and the integrals over
phase space are replaced by summations. This leads to the following probability
distribution
h
i
h
i
exp − βEi
1
h
i =
Pi = X
exp − βEi ,
(3.11)
Z
exp − βEj
j

where the sum runs over the microstates that constitute the configurational phase
space of the system. Accordingly, expectation values are obtained by computing a
P
weighted sum over the phase space of the system hAi = i Ai Pi .
Because each accessible microstate in an isolated system shares the same energy
Ei = E = U , there is an equal probability to be in any given microstate. This
is known as the “principle of equal a priori probabilities”, and it can easily be
shown that the probability is P = 1/ΩN V E , where ΩN V E is the number of accessible
microstates for an isolated system with constant N , V , and E. Boltzmann proposed
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a statistical definition for the entropy of an isolated system as being proportional
to the logarithm of the number of accessible microstates
S(N, V, E) = kB ln ΩN V E ,

(3.12)

where the proportionality constant kB sets the scale for the thermodynamic temperature to agree with the Kelvin scale. From this perspective, the equilibrium of
an isolated system is obtained by identifying the largest set of energy degenerate
microstates under the constraints of constant N , V , and E, thereby maximizing the
entropy. The Boltzmann entropy formula additionally complies with the classical
result of additivity across sub-systems, for which the total entropy Stot of two
sub-systems A and B can be expressed as
Stot = SA + SB = kB ln ΩA + kB ln ΩB = kB ln(ΩA × ΩB ) = kB ln Ωtot .

(3.13)

In principle, one can apply the Boltzmann entropy formula along with a potential
to simulate a collection of interacting particles in an isolated system at a fixed
entropy. A straightforward approach would be to perform molecular dynamics
simulations for a prescribed total energy, particle number, and system volume. Here,
the total energy of the system is conserved as potential energy is converted into
kinetic energy and vice versa. However, long simulation times may be required to
adequately sample the configurational space of the system. An alternative approach
is to use the so-called “demon algorithm” which is a Monte Carlo-based method
to simulate both discrete and continuous systems at a fixed energy. [129] In this
approach, the system is initialized to a configuration with the desired energy, and
a “demon” with initially zero energy is introduced into the system that visits each
particle attempting a Monte Carlo move. If the move lowers the system energy, the
demon collects an equal amount of positive energy. If a subsequent move increases
the system energy, the move is only accepted if the demon can provide the energy,
thereby conserving the total energy of the system. [129]

3.1.3 The canonical ensemble
While the Boltzmann formula correctly describes the entropy of an isolated system
providing a robust definition of the underlying thermodynamic relation, it is
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generally impractical to work within the microcanonical ensemble since there is
no experimental analogue. Instead, a typical choice is to consider a system at
a fixed temperature instead of a fixed energy, meaning the new set of natural
variables N , V , T defines the macrostate of the system. This is consistent with
performing a Legendre transform of the internal energy F = U − T S, indicating
that the equilibrium of the system occurs when the Helmholtz free energy F is
minimized with respect to its natural variables, which occurs simultaneously when
the entropy is maximized. Within this representation, the fundamental relation
can be expressed as
X
dF = −SdT − pdV +
µi dNi ,
(3.14)
i

from which all thermodynamic information of the system can be derived. In the
language of statistical mechanics, this is referred to as studying a system within
the canonical (N V T ) ensemble as it is the natural choice to study systems under.
Unlike the microcanonical ensemble, the system is no longer viewed as being
isolated as heat transfer is allowed to occur between the system and an immense
heat bath held at fixed temperature that is in thermal contact with the system.
The total energy of the composite system containing the heat bath and the subsystem of interest is taken to be a constant, with the total energy of the heat
bath being considerably greater than that of the sub-system. Because the heat
bath is much larger than the sub-system, heat transfer between the sub-system
and the heat bath affects its temperature negligibly. At equilibrium, the intensive
parameters within a composite system is uniform, meaning that heat transfer
will occur until the temperature of the system matches that of the heat bath.
Furthermore, the probability of being in a particular microstate is now statedependent as a consequence of the thermal fluctuations that occur to maintain
the fixed equilibrium temperature of the composite system, leading to the familiar
Boltzmann distribution
h
i
1
Pi = exp − βEi .
(3.15)
Z
The statistical definition of the Helmholtz free energy in terms of the Boltzmann
probability can be obtained by considering the Gibbs entropy formula
S = −kB

X
i
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Pi ln Pi ,

(3.16)

which provides a generalized definition of entropy for any statistical ensemble. In
this case, one obtains the entropy to be
S=

hEi
+ kB ln Z.
T

(3.17)

With some algebra, we can cast this into a more recognizable form
− kB T ln Z = hEi − T S,

(3.18)

where comparing with the definition of the Helmholtz free energy F = U − T S, we
find that the free energy of the system depends explicitly on the partition function
F = −kB T ln Z. Here we note that while extensive quantities such as the internal
energy U = hEi are obtained as expectation values of a property associated with
the system, the entropy of a system is a stand alone quantity that has an explicit
dependence on the partition function of the system.

3.1.4 The grand canonical ensemble
If we consider an open system that allows for the exchange of both heat and particles
with an external reservoir held at fixed temperature and chemical potential, the
natural variables of the system become µj , V , and T , which defines a grand canonical
ensemble. From the Legendre transform φ = U −T S −µj Nj , one obtains a definition
for the fundamental relation
dφ = −SdT − pdV − Nj dµj +

X

µi dNi

(3.19)

i6=j

where φ is the grand potential or grand canonical free energy. In this ensemble,
each microstate of the system contains a variable number of particles of (one or
more) type j and the associated Boltzmann distribution is expressed as
Pk =

h
i
1
exp − β(Ek − µj (Nj )k )
Z

(3.20)

where Z is the grand canonical partition function. As in the canonical ensemble,
we can similarly define the grand potential by first applying the Gibbs entropy
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formula to obtain

hEi µj hNj i
−
+ kB ln Z.
(3.21)
T
T
Rearranging this equation, we obtain the definition of the grand potential to be
S=

φ = −kB T ln Z = hEi − T S − µj hNj i.

(3.22)

Here, the only types of particles that may fluctuate in number are those of type j
which have had their chemical potential fixed in the external reservoir.

3.1.5 The electrochemical grand canonical ensemble
In this work, we consider adsorption phenomena at electrified metal-solution interfaces using planewave density functional theory and the self-consistent continuum
solvation model introduced in the previous chapter. Because the adsorption phenomena we are interested in modeling are observed through voltammetric measurements,
it is necessary to consider a grand canonical ensemble that is sensitive to the finite
charge that develops at the electrode-solution interface during electrode polarization.
The fundamental relation is augmented to account for an additional electrical work
term
dU = T dS − pdV + µi dNi + ΦdQ,
(3.23)
where Q is the charge on the adsorbate-covered electrode surface, Φ is the voltage
on the electrode, and the internal energy is formally defined to be a function of
the extensive natural variables U = U (S, V, N, Q). Similar to the conventional
grand canonical ensemble, we consider that the open system is in contact with an
external reservoir held at a fixed temperature T and a fixed chemical potential µj .
However, in this model we additionally consider that the system is in contact with
an external potentiostat held at a fixed voltage Φ. As shown in Appendix A, the
Boltzmann distribution for this type of ensemble can be expressed as
Pk =

h
i
1
exp − β(Ek − µj (Nj )k − ΦQk ) .
Z

(3.24)

Following the same procedure as before, we can apply the Gibbs entropy formula
to obtain
hEi µj hNj i ΦhQi
S=
−
−
+ kB ln Z,
(3.25)
T
T
T
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and upon rearrangement, we obtain the definition of the electrochemical grand
canonical free energy
φ = −kB T ln Z = hEi − T S − µj hNj i − ΦhQi.

(3.26)

which is equivalent to the triple Legendre transform φ = U − T S − µj Nj − ΦQ.
For the moment, we have not enforced any restrictions on the charge Q, but it
will be shown in subsequent chapters that in the quantum–continuum approach,
Q is defined in terms of a particular ionic countercharge model and represents
the capacitive charge at the interface controlled by the electrical double layer. In
practice, Q has a direct dependence on the number of adsorbates on the surface N
and the voltage on the electrode Φ. As a further matter, it is useful to define the
electrochemical enthalpy
F = U − ΦQ,
(3.27)
which allows us to rewrite the Boltzmann probability without any loss in accuracy
or generality as


1
Pi = exp − β(Fk − µj (Nj )k ) .
(3.28)
Z
This is the form of the Boltzmann probability that will be used in subsequent
chapters of this dissertation to determine the average surface coverage of adsorbates.
It is also worthwhile to point out that within the grand canonical electrochemical
ensemble we recover the standard definition for the average particle number
1 ∂ ln Z
∂φ
=−
hNj i =
β ∂µj
∂µj

!

(3.29)
T,V,Φ,µk 6=µj

as well as the generalized susceptibility


∂hNj i
1 ∂ 2 ln Z
1  1 ∂ 2Z
1
=
=
− 2
2
2
∂µ
β ∂µ
β Z ∂µ
Z

∂Z
∂µ

!2 


 = β hN 2 i − hNj i2 .
j

(3.30)

A similar definition can be obtained for the average charge on the electrode
1 ∂ ln Z
∂φ
=−
hQi =
β ∂Φ
∂Φ
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!

(3.31)
T,V,µj

and the charge susceptibility


∂hQi
1 ∂ 2 ln Z
1  1 ∂ 2Z
1
=
=
− 2
2
2
∂Φ
β ∂Φ
β Z ∂Φ
Z

∂Z
∂Φ

!2 


 = β hQ2 i − hQi2 .

(3.32)

The latter result is quite interesting since it relates the fluctuation of the charge on
the electrode to the variation in the charge due to a shift in the applied voltage.
This is precisely the definition of the differential capacitance of the electrode
C0 =

∂σ
1 ∂hQi
=
,
∂Φ
A ∂Φ

(3.33)

where A is the electrode surface area. This suggests that the differential capacitance
of the interface could be calculated from a statistical basis provided a sufficiently
detailed model of the electrical double layer.

3.2 Markov Chain Monte Carlo
In the previous section, a general overview of statistical mechanics was presented,
drawing particular attention to the importance of the partition function and the
essential role it plays in defining free energies, ensemble averages, and the Boltzmann
probability of a given microstate. While this provides a firm theoretical basis for
the computation of desirable thermodynamic quantities from atomistic simulations,
a practical approach for performing these computations has yet to be discussed. In
what follows, an overview of a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method for performing
lattice-based grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations is presented. The overview
begins with an introduction to Monte Carlo methods, followed by a description
of Markov processes, and concluding with the Metropolis importance sampling
method in the context of statistical mechanical calculations.

3.2.1 Monte Carlo methods
The Monte Carlo method is a numerical integration technique based on random
sampling that excels at approximating solutions to high-dimensional integrals that
may be otherwise intractable to solve. Monte Carlo methods have been applied
frequently to problems within statistical physics since their development in the
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late 1940s at Los Alamos National Laboratory. [130] 3 At the time, Los Alamos
researchers were actively studying neutron diffusion through fissionable materials in
an effort to advance the United States’ nuclear weapons program. The development
of theoretical models of neutron diffusion was challenging at the time due to the nondeterministic generation, scattering, and absorption behavior of neutrons during the
course of fission reactions. After attending talks by Nicholas Metropolis, Stanley
Frankel, and Anthony Turkevich wherein they reviewed some of the first neutron
diffusion results obtained from work done on the recently built ENIAC 4 , Los
Alamos researcher Stanislaw Ulam realized a possible statistical model of neutron
diffusion. In Ulam’s statistical model, the evolution of a distribution of neutrons
subject to a set of probabilistic events was simulated, where the future states of
the system relied only on randomly drawn numbers to trigger specific events. After
consulting with John von Neumann, the statistical method was implemented and
the first simulations were ran on the ENIAC in 1947 leading to impressive results.
Metropolis coined the name Monte Carlo for the statistical method, characterizing
the reliance of the method on random numbers and alluding to Ulam’s uncle who
frequented the famous casinos in Monte Carlo, Monaco. [130]
The Monte Carlo method was subsequently popularized for its ability to estimate
high-dimensional integrals with relatively low computational effort, overcoming
the well known curse of dimensionality associated with conventional numerical
quadrature techniques. 5 One basic Monte Carlo approach to numerical integration
is to estimate the integral of a function using a direct sampling method known
commonly as just Monte Carlo integration. [86] To illustrate the procedure and
introduce the necessary statistical concepts, we can consider the one-dimensional
3

Enrico Fermi had originally devised a Monte Carlo-like model while studying neutron diffusion
in the 1930s, but did not publish on the methods as he believed the results he obtained to be
more interesting than the method itself. [130]
4
The Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer (ENIAC) was the world’s first electronic
computer, boasting a computational speed of 500 FLOPS, roughly 1000× that of conventional
electromechanical calculators. The ENIAC was built at the University of Pennsylvania and was
originally intended to compute trajectory tables for artillery shells for the United States’ army
during World War II. After the war, John von Neumann and Nicholas Metropolis ran some of
the first Monte Carlo simulations on the ENIAC to aid in the development of the hydrogen
bomb. [130, 131]
5
Typically, uniform meshes must be used and the cost of doing a numerical integration scales
with the dimension d of the problem as N d , where N is the number of points sampled in each
dimension.
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integral
Z

I=

b

f (x)dx,

(3.34)

a

which we can equivalently express as
I = V hf i,

(3.35)

where V = ab dx = b − a is the length (or volume in higher dimensions) of the
integration domain, and
1 Zb
hf i =
f (x)dx
(3.36)
b−a a
R

is the average or expected value of f (x) over the interval [a, b]. Thus, in order to
obtain an accurate estimate for the integral I, it is necessary to obtain an accurate
estimate of the expected value hf i.
An estimator for the expected value is the sample mean f¯N , which can be
calculated by evaluating f (x) at N random values of x drawn from a uniform
probability distribution over the interval [a, b], as demonstrated in Fig. 3.1. Since
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Figure
3.1.
Convergence of the Monte Carlo integration approach to solve I =
Rb 2
2
a x sin (x)dx in the interval [0, 6.2] (I = 39.76349).

the samples are drawn from a uniform probability distribution, the sample mean
can be computed as a simple unbiased arithmetic average of the samples fi = f (xi )
N
1 X
f¯N =
fi .
N i=1

(3.37)

It is not surprising to see in Fig. 3.1 that the estimate for the integral improves with
increasing sample sizes since the sample mean f¯N approaches the exact expected
value hf i in the limit that the number of samples N goes to infinity as guaranteed
by the law of large numbers. However, because we can only ever sample a finite
number of points and because the samples are drawn randomly according to a
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uniform probability distribution, independent measurements of the sample mean
will lead to a distribution of estimates for the expected value hf i, as shown in
Fig. 3.2. By virtue of the central limit theorem, the sample means will always be
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Figure 3.2. Distribution of the sample means f¯N of f (x) = x2 sin2 (x) in the interval
[0, 6.2]. The variance of the distributions decrease monotonically and uniformly with
sample size. Each distribution was obtained from 105 independent measurements.

normally distributed about the exact expected value hf i and the standard error
∆f¯N of the estimates will decrease as √1N with increasing sample sizes.
In order to prove these statements, it is straightforward to first show that the
expected value of the sample mean hf¯N i is equal to the exact expected value hf i
via
*
+
N
N
N
1 X
1 X
1 X
¯
hfN i =
fi =
hfi i =
hf i = hf i,
(3.38)
N i=1
N i=1
N i=1
where hfi i = hf i so long as the sampled values fi are independent and obtained
with the correct probability distribution. In order to define the standard error ∆f¯N
for the measurement, it is useful to show that we can also calculate the expected
value of the square of the sample mean
*

hf¯N 2 i =

N
1 X
fi
N i=1

!2 +

=

N X
N
1 X
1
N −1 2
hfi fj i = hf 2 i +
hf i
2
N i=1 j=1
N
N

(3.39)

where we have made use of the fact that hfi2 i = hf 2 i using similar arguments as
above and that hfi fj i = hfi ihfj i = hf i2 in the case that fi and fj are evaluated
with independently drawn samples. [132] We can now define the statistical error in
terms of a mean-squared deviation of f¯N from the expected value hf i
∆2f¯N = h(f¯N − hf i)2 i = hf¯N 2 i − hf i2 .

(3.40)

Upon substituting the definition of hf¯N 2 i from Eq. 3.39, we obtain the result that
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the square of the statistical error is related to the variance of f (x) divided by the
number of random samples
∆2f¯N =

hf 2 i − hf i2
Var(f )
=
.
N
N

(3.41)

We can in turn obtain an estimate for this error in terms of samples means by
considering the expected value of the fluctuations in the sampled data
N −1
Var(f ),
hfN 2 − f¯N 2 i =
N

(3.42)

which suggests the following approximation for the variance Var(f ) ≈ NN−1 (fN 2 −
f¯N 2 ) [132]. An estimate for the standard error can then be obtained using the
approximated variance with Eq. 3.41

∆f¯N ≈

v
u
u f 2 − f¯ 2
N
t N

N −1

.

(3.43)

Thus, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2, the accuracy and precision of
estimates for integrals obtained through Monte Carlo integration are guaranteed to
improve systematically with increasing sample sizes with the error on the estimate
decreasing as √1N . The caveat to this of course is that all of the samples must be
drawn independently from the same probability distribution.
While Monte Carlo integration can be applied generally, it is not always convenient to use uniformly distributed samples, especially if the function to be integrated
is strongly peaked in certain regions. One way that the efficiency of Monte Carlo
calculations can be enhanced is to use the rejection sampling approach introduced
by von Neumann, where a scaled sampling distribution that is similar in shape to
the function to be integrated can be selected. [133] One is then concerned with
sampling the space beneath the curve (or surface in higher dimensions) to estimate
the integral as a bounded area (or volume). To demonstrate the procedure, consider
R
again the integral I = ab f (x)dx of the one-dimensional function f (x) = x2 sin2 (x),
as shown in Fig. 3.3. A proposal distribution for which coordinates (xi , yi ) will
be sampled is defined as a scaled distribution function kQ(x) in such a way that
f (x) ≤ kQ(x) for all values of x in the interval [a, b]. The scalar k ensures that
the target function f (x) we wish to sample is entirely enveloped by the proposal
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Figure 3.3. Convergence of the rejection sampling approach to solve I = ab x2 sin2 (x)dx
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R

distribution kQ(x). In this example, we choose Q(x) to be a uniform probability
distribution over the interval [a, b]

Q(x) =




0,



x<a

1

,
b−a




0,

a<x<b,

(3.44)

x>b

however Q(x) could be any general distribution. For simplicity, we select k = 25.
N samples are then drawn from the probability distribution Q(x) to obtain a set
of x-components {xi }, and then for each xi , a sample is drawn from a uniform
distribution in the range [0, kQ(xi )] to obtain the associated set of {yi }. The
integral can then be approximated as
I≈

Na Z b
kQ(x)dx
N a

(3.45)

where Na is the number of accepted sampled points in the space beneath f (x).
While the estimate of the integral improves as the total number of samples is
increased (Fig. 3.3), choosing a uniform probability distribution as a proposal
distribution is not very efficient in this case since the space of the bounding region
is much larger than the space beneath f (x). The efficiency can always be improved
by selecting a proposal distribution Q(x) that provides an increasingly better
overall conformation to the shape of the target distribution f (x). Sometimes it is
challenging to find a simple proposal distribution that can be applied to enhance the
efficiency of the sampling to a satisfactory degree. In cases such as this, a non-trivial
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but more suitable probability distribution function can always be constructed as
a linear combination of one or more distributions by application of the inverse
transform method. This can be done so long as it can be shown that the cumulative
distribution function of the proposal distribution exists. [134]
The final sampling approach that will be discussed is also the most relevant
to this work: importance sampling. Importance sampling excels at approximating
integrals and expected values in high-dimensions, and if done probably, can lead to a
large reduction in the sample variance providing efficient and precise estimates. [131]
When attempting to approximate an expected value of some function f (x) with
respect to a probability distribution P (x), we are faced with solving an integral of
the general form
Z
hf i = f (x)P (x)dx
(3.46)
The general procedure used in importance sampling is to first identify an importance
sampling distribution Q(x) that best conforms to the integrand f (x)P (x), similar to
what is done with rejection sampling. Unlike rejection sampling though, all samples
drawn from Q(x) are accepted and count towards the estimate of the integral. The
strategy is to then select an importance sampling distribution that emphasizes (and
therefore samples more frequently) the regions where the integrand f (x)P (x) is
large and contributes significantly to the integral, and de-emphasizes (and therefore
samples less frequently) the regions where the integrand is small and has a smaller
contribution to the integral. This is particularly useful in situations where it is
difficult to sample from P (x) directly or the integrand f (x)P (x) is strongly peaked.
Without any loss in precision or accuracy, the expected value hf i can be rewritten
as
Z
Z
P (x)
hf i = f (x)
Q(x)dx = f (x)w(x)Q(x)dx,
(3.47)
Q(x)
P (x)
where w(x) = Q(x)
is called an importance weight that corrects the bias introduced
by sampling from the distribution Q(x). Since N samples are drawn from the
non-uniform importance sampling distribution Q(x), an estimator for the expected
value hf i can be written as
N
1 X
f¯N =
w(xi )f (xi ).
N i=1

(3.48)

Of course, the best choice for the importance sampling distribution is to choose
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Q(x) = P (x), so that the estimator reduces to a simple arithmetic average over the
samples generated from Q(x)
N
1 X
f¯N =
f (xi ).
N i=1

(3.49)

In the context of estimating ensemble averages in statistical mechanics, importance
sampling is an attractive approach since the Boltzmann distribution is strongly
peaked in the vicinity of energy minima. The challenge that must be addressed
then is how to perform the random sampling within the configurational space
of atomic systems according to the Boltzmann distribution. In what follows, an
importance sampling method based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo developed by
Metropolis and co-workers will be introduced. [135] Prior to discussing this though,
it is necessary to say a few words about Markov Chains.

3.2.2 The statistics of a Markov process
In the context of this work, we consider a Markov process to be a stochastic
process that generates a sequence of states at discrete times t according to a target
probability distribution π. [86] This sequence of states is referred to as a Markov
chain and exhibits the property that each state in the chain depends only on the
previous state. In order to construct the chain, an initial state X0 = Sm must be
provided for the initial time t = 0, where the state at time t is represented by the
random variable Xt . The next state Sn visited in the chain is then determined by
the conditional probability
Wm→n = P (Xt = Sn |Xt−1 = Sm ),

(3.50)

which defines the transition rate Wm→n for which the system moves from state m to
state n per unit time. [86] The complete set of transition rates for a state m obeys
P
the normalization condition n Wm→n = 1 and Wm→n ≥ 0 for all n. The total
probability of being in state Sn at time t is then provided by the joint probability
P (Xt = Sn ) = Wm→n P (Xt−1 = Sm ),
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(3.51)

which is nothing other than the product of the transition rate for moving from
state m to n and the probability that the system was previously in state Sm at the
time t − 1. The latter indicates that the total probability to be in a particular state
Sn is time-sensitive for a non-stationary probability distribution P .
Because we are interested in sampling a unique target probability distribution
π, we must identify the conditions under which the non-stationary distribution
P (Xt = Sn ) converges to to the stationary distribution π(Sn ). Following the
formalism of Landau and Binder, it useful to first consider a continuous time
t so that the time-dependent probability to be in state Sn can be written as
P (Xt = Sn ) → P (Sn , t). [86] The variation in the probability P (Sn , t) over time
can then be described by a master equation
X
∂P (Sn , t)
=
[Wm→n P (Sm , t) − Wn→m P (Sn , t)] ,
∂t
m6=n

(3.52)

which relates the temporal change in P (Sn , t) to the difference in the probability of
moving from a state m into state n and vice versa. The probability distribution
n ,t)
P (Sn , t) becomes stationary when its time derivative vanishes ∂P (S
= 0. This
∂t
leads to the condition that
Wn→m π(Sn ) = Wm→n π(Sm ),

(3.53)

which expresses that the probability to transition from state m to state n is exactly
equal to the probability of transitioning from n to m. Here we have also shown that
the time-dependence of the probability is dropped, and the probability distribution
P (Sn ) is replaced by the equilibrium probability distribution π(Sn ). The above
relation is known as the condition of detailed balance and is of paramount importance
as it preserves the total probability in the system.
In order to guarantee that P (Sm ) converges to the unique target distribution
π(Sm ), it is necessary to find a definition for the transition rates that not only
satisfies detailed balance, but also results in an ergodic Markov chain. [136] Ergodicity implies that every state within a finite state space is accessible and any
transition between two states m → n can occur within a finite number of steps. In
the next section, an ergodic Monte Carlo approach satisfying detailed balance will
be discussed. [135]
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3.2.3 Metropolis importance sampling
In their seminal paper, Metropolis and co-workers presented one of the first instances of importance sampling techniques for performing statistical mechanical
calculations of classically interacting many-particle systems. [135] The general
procedure they developed begins with defining a Hamiltonian H that describes the
energy of the interacting system. For classically interacting systems, the relevant
probability distribution is the Boltzmann distribution P(H) = exp(−βH)/Z and
the importance sampling distribution Q(H) can optimally be taken to also be the
Boltzmann distribution. By starting with the condition of detailed balance, it can
be shown that the ratio in the probabilities of being in states Sn and Sm is equal
to the ratio in the transition rates
Wm→n
P(En )
=
= exp(−β(En − Em )).
Wn→m
P(Em )

(3.54)

As shown by Hastings, we can additionally partition the transition rates into a
product of a selection probability gm→n that describes the probability that a state
n would be selected based on being in state m, and an acceptance ratio Am→n that
describes the probability that state n is accepted based on being in state m, so
that Wm→n = gm→n Am→n . [131, 137] The approach of Metropolis and co-workers is
to choose a uniform selection probability for all of the states n that are accessible
from m and to set the selection probability to zero for all of the inaccessible states.
This means that gm→n = gn→m , and the condition of detailed balance can be met
by choosing acceptance ratios that satisfy
Am→n
= exp(−β(En − Em )).
An→m

(3.55)

Metropolis and co-workers showed that the most efficient choice for a simulation
that still satisfies detailed balance is to define the acceptance ratio as
h

i

Am→n = min 1, exp(−β(En − Em ) ,

(3.56)

which means that if the proposed state n has a lower energy (En − Em < 0) then
the state should be accepted with 100% probability, and if state n has a higher
energy (En − Em > 0) then the new state should be accepted with a probability
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equal to the Boltzmann factor exp(−β(En − Em )). [131, 135]
The definition of the acceptance ratio tells us how states are to be accepted, but
does not tell us how to propose new states. In the original paper, Metropolis and
co-workers studied the statistical mechanics of interacting hard spheres with spatial
degrees of freedom. [135] As a single “move” in their system to produce a new state,
they considered a random displacement of an individual sphere up to a maximal
distance of ∆xi = αξi where xi is a component of the coordinate, α is a specified
maximum distance and ξi is a uniformly selected random number in the interval
[−1, 1]. The process was repeated for every sphere for a predetermined number
of iterations, where after each displacement the energy change was computed in
order to determine whether to accept or reject the proposed configuration. In
order to ensure the simulation remains ergodic, they showed that it is necessary to
retain the previous state in the Markov chain in the case that a proposed state is
rejected. [135]

3.2.4 Single-spin-flip dynamics for spin lattice models
For lattice-like systems such as those studied in this work, the positions of the
particles are fixed and the degrees of freedom in the simulation are the occupations
of each lattice site. For historical reasons, the state of a lattice site is often referred
to as a “spin” denoted by σi for a site i in the lattice in reference to the Ising model
used to study ferromagnetic materials. [138, 139] A complete review of the Ising
model for ferromagnetism will not be covered here, but it is useful to discuss some
of the main features of the model to introduce the Metropolis Monte Carlo method
for lattice systems.
Despite having been intensively studied since 1944, the two-dimensional Ising
model remains to be of interest to this day as it is the simplest model that can
describe first- and second-order phase transitions. It is typically the de facto
model used to assess the quality and efficiency of new Monte Carlo algorithms
for statistical physics since exact solutions for the model exist and the scaling
properties of the model are well-known. As indicated in Fig. 3.4, the Ising model
exhibits a first-order phase transition at temperatures below a critical temperature
Tc where the magnetization M of the lattice discontinuously changes sign when
a magnetic field sweep crosses h = 0. At the critical point (T = Tc , h = 0), a
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Figure 3.4.
The Ising model phase diagram. Below the critical temperature Tc ,
two ferromagnetic ground states exist with finite magnetization. A first order phase
transition is observed when the sign is changed on the external magnetic field. As the
temperature approaches Tc , the magnetization smoothly vanishes and the system becomes
paramagnetic.

continuous phase transition occurs where the magnetization is continuous, but its
derivatives exhibit discontinuities and the system transitions from a ferromagnetic
state to a paramagnetic state. Above the critical temperature, no first-order phase
transitions occur and the magnetization will smoothly change as a function of the
applied magnetic field.
The Ising model Hamiltonian is written as a function of the set of spins {σi } on
the lattice
H({σi }) = −J

N X
X

i=1 j∈{z}

σ i σj − h

N
X

σi ,

(3.57)

i=1

where J in the first term is a nearest-neighbor interaction parameter and the second
sum runs over the set of first nearest-neighbors of site i denoted by {z}, and in the
second term h is the external magnetic field applied to the system. The magnetic
field has the same effect on the spin variables as the chemical potential would
in an atomic system with occupational degrees of freedom modeled as a lattice
gas. [131] For a binary lattice, the spin variables adopt values of σi = ±1 denoting
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spin-up and spin-down, or equivalently the binary state of being occupied by a
component A or a component B. 6 Extending the model to consider ternary or
even higher-order systems is a straightforward process that requires one to augment
the set of allowed spin values for sites in the lattice which can be achieved by using
discrete Chebyshev polynomials. [140] In this case, the physics of the model changes
and it is necessary to introduce additional interaction terms to the Hamiltonian.
A single Monte Carlo move for a lattice of spins consists of randomly selecting
a site i in the lattice and “flipping” its spin, σi = ±1 → σi = ∓1. So long as
these single-spin-flip moves are considered and rejected states are saved in the
Markov chain, the conditions of detailed balance and ergodicity of the Markov
chain are ensured and the samples will be drawn according to the Boltzmann
distribution. [86, 131] Because the Boltzmann distribution is sampled directly, an
estimator for the ensemble average hAi can be computed as a simple arithmetic
mean of the sampled values from the simulation
N
1 X
ĀN =
Ai
N i=1

(3.58)

P (x)
where in this case the importance weight w(x) = Q(x)
goes to unity since the
importance sampling distribution is exactly equal to the target distribution.
Barring the definition of an exact Hamiltonian for the moment, this general
procedure to sample states of a lattice with occupational degrees of freedom
according to a Boltzmann distribution is summarized below in Algorithm 1. Here,
we refer to a “sweep” of the lattice as consisting of a number of spin flip attempts
equal to the number of sites in the lattice so each site changes once on average in this
unit of Monte Carlo “time”. It is generally necessary to run simulations for thousands
or even millions of sweeps in order to obtain good statistics. Furthermore, it is
necessary to discard a number of sweeps in the beginning of the simulation since the
Markov chain is most likely initialized in a state that is far from equilibrium. [86,131]
6

In studying interacting atoms on a lattice within a lattice gas instead of spin orientations on
a lattice within a magnetic material, the spin variables are typically transformed to occupation
variables ci = 12 (σi + 1) that adopt values of 1 and 0 to denote occupied and vacant sites,
PN P
PN
respectively. The lattice gas Hamiltonian H({ci }) = − i=1 j∈{z} ci cj − µ i=1 ci differs from
the Ising model by only an arbitrary additive constant where the interaction energy is related to
the Ising interaction via  = 4J and the chemical potential is related to the magnetic field via
µ = 2h − 12 z.
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Algorithm 1 The Metropolis algorithm for single-spin-flip dynamics
1: procedure Metropolis(β, Nsweep )
2:
Initialize a lattice with ordered or random spins
3:
Compute the energy E of the lattice
4:
while niter 6= Nsweep × Nsites do
. Change each site Nsweep times
5:
Propose a random spin flip
6:
Compute the energy change ∆E
7:
Draw a uniform random number R in [0, 1]
8:
if R < exp(−β∆E) then
. The Metropolis criterion
9:
Accept the spin flip
10:
Update the energy: E = E + ∆E
11:
Record the current energy
12:
Update the iterator: niter = niter + 1
13:
end
Thus, the Markov chain requires a “warm up” period to reach the stationary
distribution and sampling should only begin after convergence has been verified.
This behavior is illustrated below in Fig. 3.5, which depicts trajectory data for a
two-dimensional Ising model simulated in the absence of an external magnetic field
(h = 0). Convergence for both the energy E = H({σi }) and the magnetization
P
M = N1 N
i=1 σi per site are observed after a warm-up period of approximately 2, 000
Monte Carlo sweeps. For simple applications, one can visually assess convergence
by examining plots of the trajectory data and obtain statistics in a post-processing
step. Alternatively, a more robust approach that can be applied on the fly is to
partition trajectory data into sequential blocks, checking periodically if the block
averages have converged to within a designated tolerance factor. [141] The latter
approach is preferable as it allows simulations to be automated easily.

3.2.5 Autocorrelation in trajectory data
When assessing the accuracy of an estimator for an expected value obtained
with the Metropolis algorithm, it is important to recognize that sequentially
sampled states may be highly correlated. The origin of this correlation is that
the Metropolis algorithm perturbs individual particles or sites in each cycle of
the algorithm. [86, 131] This indicates that the samples are no longer independent
and that the estimate of the standard error derived previously (Eq. 3.43) cannot
be applied here. The degree of correlation amongst the sampled states along the
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Figure 3.5. Convergence of the energy and magnetization of a 200 × 200 square Ising
lattice. The system was equilibrated at a temperature of T = 2.5 kJB with all of the
spins initially aligned at time t = 0. Spin up(down) regions are shown in yellow(purple).
Simulation time is in units of Monte Carlo sweeps (MCS). Samples were drawn after each
sweep of the lattice.

trajectory for a property A can be tracked by calculating the time-lag autocorrelation
χA (t) =
=

Z

dt0 A(t0 ) − hAi A(t0 + t) − hAi

Z

dt0 A(t0 )A(t0 + t) − hAi2











(3.59)

= hA(0)A(t)i − hAi2 ,
which is nothing other than the covariance of A at time t = 0 and time t. [131]
It is convenient to divide Eq. 3.59 by the autocorrelation at time t = 0, which
is simply the variance of A, χA (0) = hA2 i − hAi2 . Thus, at t = 0, the states are
perfectly correlated and χA (0)/χA (0) = 1. As time passes, the states gradually
become decorrelated through the stochastic processes of the simulation, indicating
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that the factorization hA(0)A(t)i = hA(0)ihA(t)i = hAi2 becomes possible in the
limit that the simulation time tsim goes to infinity. The normalized autocorrelation
function χA (t)/χA (0) thus tends towards 0 as the simulation progresses.
The characteristic time scale over which a property becomes decorrelated with
itself in a time series is quantified by the autocorrelation time τ . The autocorrelation
time describes the time interval that is needed to reduce the autocorrelation
between samples by a factor of e−1 , indicating that the autocorrelation function
can alternatively be defined as
χA (t)
= e−t/τ ,
χA (0)

(3.60)

where the relaxation time appears explicitly in the exponential. [86, 131] The latter
is exact only in the limit that the autocorrelation of a variable A can be computed
over infinite time and that the relaxation process can be effectively characterized by
only one correlation time. In practice, simulation times are finite meaning we can
only approximately calculate the autocorrelation and we assume that one particular
correlation time τ dominates. An estimate for the autocorrelation in the trajectory
data can be obtained by using a discrete form of the autocorrelation function
T
T
T
1 X
1 X
1 X
χA (t) =
A(t0 )A(t0 + t) −
A(t0 ) ×
A(t0 + t) ,
T t0 =0
T t0 =0
T t0 =0

"

#

"

#

(3.61)

with T = tsim − t. [131] The discrete autocorrelation function approaches the exact
result in the limit that the simulation time approaches infinity. Applying Eq. 3.61,
one can compute the autocorrelation for a host of different quantities directly from a
Monte Carlo simulation, as shown in Fig. 3.6 for the example two-dimensional Ising
model considered previously. Here we see that the autocorrelation of the energy and
the magnetization of the system both exponentially decay over time, albeit with
different relaxation times. Generally it is necessary to identify the largest relaxation
time in the system so that accurate estimates can be obtained for all measurable
properties in the simulation. In principle, this can be achieved by fitting a line to
the logarithm of the autocorrelation function ln(χA (t)/χA (0)) = −τ −1 t as shown
in panel b of Fig. 3.6, where the sole regression coefficient is the negative inverse of
the autocorrelation time. Here one would find for the example in Fig. 3.6b that
the correlation time τ is approximately 100 MCS. This indicates that independent
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Figure 3.6. Autocorrelation of the energy and magnetization of a 200 × 200 site Ising
model. Samples were collected after every sweep of the lattice for a total simulation time
of 105 MCS. (a) The intersection of χ(t)/χ(0) with the dashed line at e−1 defines the
characteristic relaxation times τ . (b) The relaxation times can be obtained from a linear
fit to the logarithm of the autocorrelation.

samples can be obtained if measurements are taken every 2τ = 200 MCS, as the
states are still fairly correlated even after just one correlation time. The accuracy of
this fitting approach is limited however, since the discrete autocorrelation function
is sensitive to the total simulation time and one must decide upon a suitable
interval to perform the fitting over. [131] The origin of the uncertainty lies in the
approximate nature of Eq. 3.61, which leads to deviations in the characteristic
exponential decay. These deviations are readily observed on the logarithmic scale
in Fig. 3.6b. It should also be noted that even though independent samples can
be obtained at measurement intervals of δt = 2τ Monte Carlo sweeps, one should
use shorter intervals such as 1 or 10 Monte Carlo sweeps since the use of longer
intervals prevents an accurate determination of the correlation time and is a rather
inefficient way to collect statistics. In fact, for sufficiently long simulations, it can
be shown that the standard error on the estimate depends only on the ratio of the
correlation time to the total simulation time. [131]

3.2.6 Error analysis of correlated samples
As mentioned previously, it is necessary to determine the autocorrelation time
in order to obtain accurate statistics. This statement can be qualified by reexamining the standard error ∆Ā of the sample mean Ā assuming that the samples
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are correlated. In this case, the equality hAi Aj i = hAi2 no longer holds, and an
additional term describing correlation effects appears in the mean-squared error
∆2Ā =

N Xh
i
Var(A)
1 X
+ 2
hAi Aj i − hAi2 ,
N
N i=1 j6=i

(3.62)

which reduces to the error obtained with independent samples (Eq. 3.41) when the
correlations vanish and the equality between hAi Aj i = hAi2 is restored. [132, 142]
The correlation term introduced above can be expressed as a function of the
integrated autocorrelation time
τ=

Z
0

∞

Z ∞
χA (t)
e−t/τ dt,
dt =
χA (0)
0

(3.63)

which is asymptotically equal to the autocorrelation time in the exponential of the
integrand. To show how the autocorrelation time affects the standard error, we
present a simplified version of the derivations presented in Refs. [132, 142]. One
can first simplify the summation in Eq. 3.62 by acknowledging the invariance of
the expected value with respect to an exchange of indices hAi Aj i = hAj Ai i and to
subsequently relabel j as j = i + t
∆2Ā

−i h
N N
i
X
Var(A)
2 X
hAi Ai+t i − hAi2 .
=
+ 2
N
N i=1 t=1

(3.64)

From here, one can additionally take advantage of the invariance of the expected
value of hAi Ai+t i with respect to the index shift t since all states are sampled from
the same equilibrium distribution. Thus, the expected value can be rewritten as
hAi Ai+t i = hA1 A1+t i, allowing us to perform the sum over the index i delivering
N identical expected values. The resulting expected value depends only on the
temporal displacement in the time-series
∆2Ā

−1 h
i
Var(A)
2 NX
=
+
hA1 A1+t i − hAi2 .
N
N t=1

(3.65)

If we assume now that the simulation time tsim = N δt (with δt Monte Carlo sweeps
separating samples) is significantly longer than the relaxation time τ , the limit on
the sum can effectively by treated as infinity and the summand can be replaced
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with the discrete normalized autocorrelation function
∆2Ā ≈

∞
Var(A)
Var(A) X
χA (t)
+2
,
N
N t=1 χA (0)

(3.66)

where we recall that χA (0) = Var(A). Here, the infinite sum defines the integrated
autocorrelation time τ /δt for the discrete autocorrelation function. This means
that an estimate for the standard error for correlated samples can be obtained as

∆Ā =

v
u
u f 2 − f¯ 2 
N
t N

N −1

2τ
1+
,
δt


(3.67)

after recalling the estimate for the variance from Eq. 3.42. Thus, the square of
the standard error for correlated samples is always larger than what one would
anticipate having with independent samples by a factor of 1 + 2τ /δt. This factor
is known commonly as the statistical inefficiency of the simulation. [143] The
statistical inefficiency grows as one approaches critical regions due to the wellknown critical slowing down of local update algorithms such as the Metropolis
algorithm. In the critical region, correlation lengths and susceptibilities of the
system diverge necessitating increasingly longer simulations and larger cell sizes
to obtain accurate results. More advanced algorithms have been developed to
overcome critical slowing down by performing global updates by flipping the spins
of clusters of sites simultaneously. [86, 144, 145]

3.2.7 The “Blocking method” for efficient error determination
In the previous section it was shown that it is necessary to determine the autocorrelation time of a measured property from Monte Carlo trajectories in order to
calculate its standard error. In practice, evaluating the autocorrelation of a time
series can be a computationally demanding task and estimates for the autocorrelation time are subject to a variety of uncertainties due to the simulation length and
fitting procedure. 7 [131] The uncertainty in the autocorrelation time subsequently
increases the uncertainty in the error estimate itself and may require multiple runs
of varying simulation length to ascertain the correct autocorrelation time.
7

The autocorrelation of a time series can alternatively be computed as a convolution using
a fast Fourier transform (FFT) technique delivering a significant speed up to the calculation.
However, the approach may still be error-prone due to the finite simulation length.
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A computationally efficient alternative that circumvents these issues was presented by Flyvbjerg and Petersen. [146] Their approach relies upon an iterative
blocking transformation to reduce correlations within the time series. The blocking transformation proceeds by converting a time series A(t) = {A1 , A2 , . . . , An }
of size n to an averaged time series that is half as large. The new time series
A0 (t) = {A01 , A02 , . . . , A0n0 } is obtained as
1
A0i = (A2i−1 + A2i ),
2

(3.68)

with n0 = 12 n. It can be shown that the blocking transformation preserves the
mean and the standard error ∆Ān of the original time series as all that has been
changed is the manner in which unweighted sums are computed. [146] However,
sequential states in the transformed time series gradually become decorrelated due
to the averaging procedure and the variance of the transformed time series decreases
with each subsequent transformation. Flyvbjerg and Petersen considered that the
square of the standard error of correlated samples serves as an upper bound to the
independent sample error estimate
∆Ān 2 ≥

Var(A)
,
n

(3.69)

where equality is guaranteed when one accounts for the effects of the correlation
time τ . If the variance is defined in terms of the expected value of a biased variance
P
estimator Var(A) = hs2 i+∆Ān 2 with s2 = n1 ni=1 (Ai − Ā)2 , one can express Eq. 3.69
in terms of an expected value of the variance estimator
*
2

∆Ān ≥

+

s2
.
n−1

(3.70)

The approach of Flyvbjerg and Petersen is to then approximate the expected value
of the variance estimator in Eq. 3.70 with the variance estimator itself computed
from the transformed time series.
The error estimate is guaranteed to plateau at the correct value of the standard
error after successive block transformations if the simulation has been run for a
sufficiently long enough time; otherwise the error will appear to diverge. [146] This
property can be understood from the standpoint that if the simulation time is much
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longer than the correlation time, the block averages will eventually be performed
over time intervals that are larger than the correlation time delivering independent
samples. Alternatively, if the simulation time is shorter than the correlation
time, the samples will always be correlated regardless of however many block
transformations have been applied. This convergence behavior is illustrated below
in Fig 3.7 where the error in the magnetization of a two-dimensional 30 × 30 square
b.
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Figure 3.7. Convergence and divergence of the blocking method error analysis for a
30 × 30 square Ising lattice simulated at (a) T = 2 kJB and (b) T = 2.15 kJB for 106 Monte
Carlo sweeps each. The dashed line in (a) denotes the converged standard error.

lattice Ising model was evaluated after 106 Monte Carlo sweeps at a temperature
that is outside of the critical region and one that is close to the critical temperature,
the latter demonstrating the effects of critical slowing down. The symmetric error
bars δ areq
the standard deviation of the blocked variables, which can be shown to be
δ = ∆Ān / 2(n0 − 1). [146] The divergence of the estimated error is an unambiguous
indicator that the simulation has not been run long enough and is furthermore an
efficient and straightforward check on the quality of the results. In the case that
the error estimates do converge, one can then directly estimate the correlation time
τ through the definition of the statistical inefficiency
δt
τ=
2

∆2Ān (n)
−1
∆2Ān (0)

!

(3.71)

where the errors in the numerator and denominator are the converged estimate
obtained after n block transformations and 0 block transformations, respectively,
and δt is the Monte Carlo time that passes between successive measurements. [132]
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Using this approach, the correlation time for the magnetization in Fig. 3.7a is
obtained to be τ = 12.4 Monte Carlo sweeps in comparison to τ = 10.5 Monte
Carlo sweeps using the error prone linear fit technique.

3.3 Generalized Ising model Hamiltonians
In the previous section, the method of single-spin-flip Metropolis Monte Carlo was
presented for simulating lattice-like systems with occupational degrees of freedom.
An algorithm based on Metropolis importance sampling was presented (Algorithm
1) for performing these Monte Carlo simulations, where the key acceptance criterion
depends on the change in energy of the system after a single spin flip ∆E = E2 − E1 .
In the interest of going beyond a simple toy model to study adsorption phenomena
at metal-solution interfaces, it is necessary to identify a Hamiltonian that can
reproduce the atomistic thermodynamics associated with the adsorption and mixing
of components along the surface. Currently, the best estimates that can be obtained
for adsorption and mixing behavior at the atomistic level are based on the results of
density-functional calculations as they provide a robust treatment of the chemistry
and energetics associated with such interfacial phenomena. It is nevertheless
impractical to use density-functional calculations to obtain on-the-fly configurational
energies for large scale Monte Carlo simulations due to the high computational cost
and poor scaling of planewave density functional theory codes. A computationally
efficient alternative is to fit a predictive cluster expansion Hamiltonian to firstprinciples datasets and use this in conjunction with standard Monte Carlo methods.

3.3.1 The cluster expansion approach
A cluster expansion can be viewed as a generalization of the Ising model where
the energy (or any general property [147]) of a configuration {σi } is expanded in
polynomials of the site occupation variables
ECE ({σi }) = J0 +

X
i

Ji σi +

X

Ji,j σi σj +

i,j

X

Ji,j,k σi σj σk + . . . ,

(3.72)

i,j,k

where the expansion coefficients J{x} are called the effective cluster interactions
(ECIs), and the products of the occupation variables {σi } form clusters of points,
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pairs, triplets, quadruplets, etc. that are used to represent local interactions within
the lattice. [140, 148] Similar to the Ising model, the occupation variables of a
binary lattice adopt values of σi = {±1}, or can be adapted to alternatively use
σi = {0, +1}. [149] Sanchez and co-workers showed that the expansion can be
generalized to multicomponent systems using discrete Chebyshev polynomials to
generate the set of allowable spins on the lattice. [140] Examples of cluster functions
generated for the FCC (111) surface are shown below in Fig. 3.8. Here we have

Points and Pairs

Triplets and Quadruplets

2 NN
0 NN
3 NN
1 NN

Figure 3.8. Point, pair, triplet, and quadruplet clusters for the FCC (111) surface with
maximum interaction lengths of three nearest-neighbors (NN). The white point cluster
represents the constant cluster which is always included.

made the arbitrary decision to show clusters with interaction lengths of only up to
three nearest neighbors with up to four vertices. However, it can already be seen
from this simple example that higher order clusters are composed of combinations
of smaller and simpler clusters. The complexity of these combinations grows as
more vertices are considered and longer interaction lengths are accounted for. In
principle, the cluster functions form an infinite basis set that is complete and
orthonormal, enabling one to determine the energy of any arbitrary configuration
{σi } in a formally exact manner. [140] In practice, the infinite size basis set is
unattainable, but this should not matter as the truncated cluster expansion is
able to deliver highly accurate energy estimates with even a small number of basis
functions. It is for this reason that cluster expansions have been used routinely in
computational materials science and related fields to study the properties of bulk
alloys and metal oxides as well as to study adsorption phenomena at metal-vacuum
and alloy-vacuum interfaces. [61, 147, 149–158]
In order to construct the expansion, it is necessary to first generate a dataset of
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configurational energies with which the expansion can be trained on, and to second,
identify which cluster functions to include in the expansion. Standard methods exist
to generate datasets such as the group-theoretical approaches introduced by Hart
and Forcade that provides an efficient enumeration of unique superlattices with
symmetrically distinct configurations. [159, 160] These algorithms are implemented
in the open-source CASM code 8 developed by the Van der Ven group at UC Santa
Barbara which was used to generate training sets in this work. [161] The generated
structures are then used as inputs to planewave density-functional theory codes to
accurately determine formation enthalpies and other thermodynamic quantities of
interest. Similarly, standard methods have appeared over the years for constructing
and fitting cluster expansions themselves. One of the first methods for fitting cluster
expansions to first-principles datasets is due to Connolly and Williams and is known
as the “structure-inversion method”. [162] The structure-inversion method relies on
expressing the cluster expansion in an alternative form where the sum is reordered
to be done over symmetrically distinct cluster functions. The expansion is rewritten
in terms of a set of correlation functions Π̄α ({σi }) for a specific prototypical cluster
figure α
X
ECE ({σi }) = N
mα Jα Π̄α ({σi }),
(3.73)
α

where the sum runs over all of the unique prototypes of clusters and N is the
number of sites in the lattice. Here, a multiplicity factor mα is introduced that
accounts for the number of symmetry-related clusters α that exist per site, and Jα
is a constant ECI for a particular type of cluster α. The correlation function can
be expressed as the average of the cluster function α over the entire the lattice
Π̄α ({σi }) =

1 XY
σi ,
N mα β≡α i∈β

(3.74)

where the sum is over all the clusters β that are equivalent to α by a symmetry
operation, and the product runs over the set of vertices in cluster β. [163] The
structure-inversion method then proceeds by constructing a linear equation E = Π̄J
to directly obtain the ECIs by inverting a matrix of correlation functions J = Π̄−1 E.
This approach necessarily requires that the number of clusters is equal to the
number of configurations in the training set in order to provide an invertible
8

The CASM code: A Clusters Approach to Statistical Mechanics
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correlation matrix. While the structure inversion method works well for the
configurations included in the training set, the accuracy of the resulting expansion
for configurations outside of this set is ambiguous. Other approaches for constructing
cluster expansions and fitting ECIs have been applied in an effort to make the
fits more accurate and predictive, such as the use of linear regression, linear
programming techniques, cross-validation analysis, and more recently, Bayesian
compressive sensing algorithms, steepest descent algorithms, genetic algorithms,
and depth-first algorithms. [141, 147, 150, 155, 164–167]

3.3.2 The cluster expansion fitting procedure
In this work, we develop and test a voltage-dependent cluster expansion scheme for
modeling transition metal electrodeposition phenomena at electrified metal-solution
interfaces. Solvent effects are treated using the self-consistent continuum solvation
(SCCS) model described in Section 2.6. Voltage effects are implicitly included
within the cluster expansion model by fitting electrochemical enthalpies (Section
3.1.5). Finite temperature effects are accounted for by performing Metropolis Monte
Carlo simulations in the electrochemical canonical and grand canonical ensembles
(Section 3.1.5) to study the thermodynamics at electrified metal-solution interfaces.
Planewave density functional theory calculations were performed using the
PWscf code implemented in Quantum ESPRESSO. [168, 169] The symmetry
operations needed to generate the correlation matrices Π̄ for cluster expansion
fitting were obtained using the open-source Spglib space group library. [170]
Cluster expansions are constructed using the steepest descent algorithm described
in Ref. [167] since it has been shown to be a more robust approach for feature
selection for surface cluster expansions compared to genetic algorithms and the
MIT ab-initio Phase Stability (MAPS) algorithm implemented in the ATAT code.
[141, 165, 167, 171–173] While the MAPS algorithm constructs cluster expansions
starting with points and small pairs, sequentially adding larger and more complex
clusters once all of their sub-clusters are already present in the expansion, the
steepest descent and genetic algorithms select clusters from a large pool of candidate
clusters and retain them when the enhance the predictive accuracy of the model.
The quality of a generated cluster expansion is assessed by computing a leave-one-out
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cross-validation (LOOCV) score

∆=

k
1X
(Ei − Êi )2
k i=1

! 21

,

(3.75)

where Ei is the energy of the ith structure in the training set obtained from firstprinciples calculations and Êi is the cluster expansion energy of configuration i
using ECIs obtained from a linear fit to the other k − 1 structures in the training
set. A lower cross-validation score ∆ indicates a more predictive and accurate
cluster expansion. [171] In practice, ∆ should be on the order of 10 meV/site to
obtain accurate energy estimates from the cluster expansion.
Steepest descent searches are carried out by first defining an initial expansion
with empty, point, and nearest neighbor pair clusters, which are retained in all
subsequently generated expansions. The initial LOOCV score is computed and a
large pool of cluster functions are generated that contains clusters with all diameters
and vertex numbers up to predefined maximal values. At each iteration of the
algorithm, a full sweep of the cluster pool is performed. If the cluster is currently
in the expansion, it is temporarily removed and the LOOCV score of the new
temporary expansion is computed. If the cluster is not in the expansion, it is
temporarily added and the LOOCV of the augmented expansion is computed. After
all clusters in the pool have been tested, the single addition or removal that leads
to the largest decrease in the LOOCV score is accepted and the process is repeated
until the LOOCV score has converged. Thus, after each iteration, only one cluster
is added or removed from the expansion and once retained, a cluster is allowed
to be removed in subsequent iterations if it is found to lower the overall LOOCV
score.
In what follows, explicit steps are provided for calculating electrochemical
enthalpies from first-principles results using a planar ionic countercharge model
to describe the response of the aqueous electrolyte. The approach is developed
and applied to study the underpotential deposition of copper on gold (100) using
an Ising model Hamiltonian. The voltage-dependent cluster expansion approach
is subsequently developed and applied to model the underpotential deposition
of silver on the gold (100) surface. Finally, the cluster expansion approach is
additionally applied to study the equilibrium distribution of palladium multimers
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within palladium–gold surface alloys on the gold (111) surface under realistic
electrochemical conditions.
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Chapter 4 |
Underpotential Deposition of Cu
on Au(100)
4.1 Introduction
Underpotential deposition (UPD) has played an increasingly important role in
the electrochemical preparation of nanomaterials with atomically thin metal film
coatings for catalysis, imaging, and sensing applications. [174–179] The UPD process
is characterized by the formation of a (sub)monolayer of metal ions on a more
noble metal substrate in a voltage range more positive than the reversible reduction
potential of the adsorbing ion. The voltage at which the adlayer desorbs from
the surface during an anodic scan is typically referenced to the bulk stripping
potential of the adsorbed metal film and is termed the underpotential shift (∆Φupd ).
Kolb and co-workers correlated underpotential shifts with differences in work
functions of the substrate and the depositing metal (Fig. 4.1) suggesting that a
charge transfer between the adlayer and the substrate may account for the larger
adsorption energy of the adatom on the foreign surface. [67] Since their seminal
work, numerous studies have been performed in an effort to characterize a wide
variety of UPD couples with the aim of understanding the voltammetric dependence
of the formation and stability of the UPD layer in addition to its composition and
surface structure. [180–186] Simultaneously, the theoretical aspects of UPD have
been studied from first principles in an effort to connect calculated adsorption
energies and model surface structures to experimentally measured underpotential
shifts. [182, 187–195] For a thorough overview of the modeling of UPD phenomena,
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UPD has in several cases been met with great success while simultaneously yielding
several perplexing inaccuracies. One such challenging case to model is the UPD of
copper onto the low index surfaces of gold in sulfuric acid media. [192, 193, 195]
While the copper-gold-sulfate system is perhaps one of the most well experimentally
characterized UPD couples, first-principles calculations that are performed in
vacuum predict copper to desorb at overpotentials, thereby underestimating the
voltage-dependent stability of the copper adlayer on gold electrodes. [191, 193]
Recently, a growing consensus has appeared in the literature that it is necessary
to account for the adsorption of anions to accurately model the stability of metal
atoms at the electrode surface. [195,198,199] While these reports represent significant
progress in the modeling of interfacial electrochemical phenomena, few investigators
have attempted to include other key environmental factors such as the presence of
the solvent and the electrical double layer that forms along the interface. Including
solvent effects in DFT calculations would deliver more reliable voltage-dependent
predictions since the surface charge transfer and the resulting electrostatic energy
between the surface dipole and the interfacial electric field would be correctly
captured. [71, 200, 201] This energy is, however, a time averaged property of the
+

3+

2+

+

2+

+

2+

2+
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system that requires one to treat the dynamical motion of the surrounding solvent
molecules. Performing large-scale molecular dynamics simulations of the entire alloy–
solution interface is nonetheless computationally demanding due to the algorithmic
cost of DFT calculations. A computationally efficient alternative for calculating
surface charge transfer consists of replacing the explicit molecules of the solvent
with a polarizable continuum dielectric environment. [76, 78, 119] The electrostatic
interaction between the surface and the solvent is modeled by computing the
response of the system to a polarization density that is induced along the surface
of the continuum dielectric cavity surrounding the electrode. The interfacial dipole
potential can thus be obtained without explicitly describing the response of the
dynamically evolving solvent, leading to a substantial reduction in computational
cost while retaining the essential features of the coupling of the surface dipole with
the interfacial electric field.
In this work, we perform a critical analysis of the influence of the electrochemical
environment on the voltage-dependent stability of a copper UPD layer on a gold
(100) surface. We confirm the prediction of overpotential deposition in vacuum
conditions and subsequently demonstrate how experimentally accessible quantities
of the electrochemical interface such as the double layer capacitance and the activity
of the ions in solution can be taken as environmental parameters in a voltagesensitive surface stability analysis. We then demonstrate how quantum–continuum
results can be used to parameterize grand-canonical electrochemical Monte Carlo
simulations that enable us to assess how varying the applied voltage affects the
surface composition and surface structure of the UPD adlayer. Finally, we study
the influence of sulfate coadsorption on the UPD of copper on gold (100) under
electrochemical conditions.

4.2 Computational methods
Quantum–continuum calculations are carried out using the pwscf code of the opensource quantum-espresso software with the newly released environ module.
[119, 168] We adopt a slab model to represent the electrode surfaces, whereby
the adlayer is included symmetrically at the top and bottom layers to minimize
spurious dipole interactions across the supercell. We consider slabs of seven layers
in the 2 × 2 primitive cell geometry. We employ the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
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(PBE) exchange-correlation functional to describe quantum electronic interactions
with ultrasoft pseudopotentials to represent the ionic cores. We set the kinetic
energy and charge density cutoffs to be of 40 Ry and of 480 Ry, respectively, after
verifying numerical convergence of the interatomic forces within a few meV/Å and
of the total energies within 50 meV per cell. The Brillouin zone is sampled with a
shifted 4 × 4 × 1 Monkhorst–Pack grid, and the electronic occupations are smoothed
with 0.02 Ry of Marzari–Vanderbilt cold smearing. The slabs are centered in each
cell and it is found that a vacuum height of 10 Å was sufficient to converge the
electrostatic potential at the cell boundaries with the generalized electrostatic
solvers that have been implemented in the module. [202, 203]
Solvent effects are included by computing the response of the continuum dielectric medium along a smooth dielectric cavity that is constructed on the selfconsistently calculated electron density of the surface (the self-consistent continuum
solvation model). [119] This approach is inspired by the solvation model of Fattebert
and Gygi with the main difference that the density-dependent parameterization
of the dielectric cavity is logarithmically smooth instead of being linearly smooth,
thereby enabling the convergence of surface simulations where the electron density
can exhibit sharp fluctuations at the interface. [121,122] In specific terms, the shape
of the dielectric cavity is controlled by an inner and an outer isocontour surface of
the electron charge density, ρmax and ρmin , respectively. The density dependence of
the dielectric permittivity is thus defined as (ρ) = exp[(ζρ − sin(2πζρ )/2π) ln 0 ],
where 0 is the dielectric permittivity of the surrounding solvent and the densitydependent ζρ variable is defined as ζρ = (ln ρmax − ln ρ)/(ln ρmax − ln ρmin ). The selfconsistent continuum solvation parameterization also incorporates non-electrostatic
cavitation contributions such as the external pressure, solvent surface tension, as
well as solvent dispersion and repulsion effects, [119] where the latter two are
expressed as Gcav = γS and Gdis+rep = αS + βV . Here, γ is the experimental
solvent surface tension while α and β are fitted parameters. S and V are the
quantum surface and quantum volume of the solute, respectively, and are defined
R
R
as S = − dr dΘ
(ρ)|∇ρ| and V = drΘ(ρ) for which the density-dependent Θ
dρ
function is written Θ(ρ) = (0 − (ρ))/(0 − 1). [119, 126] Together, the electrostatic
and non-electrostatic contributions to the solvation free energy require two solventdependent parameters which can be taken from experiment, namely 0 and γ, and
four tunable parameters which can be obtained by fitting against a set of known
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experimental solvation energies: ρmin , ρmax , α, and β. Recently, parameterizations
have been published for neutral and charged molecules in aqueous solvents which
can reproduce experimental solvation energies with mean absolute errors of 1.3
kcal/mol for neutral molecules, 2.27 kcal/mol for cations, and 5.54 kcal/mol for
anions. [119, 120]
Employing the parameterization of Andreussi et al. for neutral species (0 =
78.3, ρmax = 5 × 10−3 a.u., ρmin = 1 × 10−4 a.u., γ = 72.0 dyn/cm, α = −22
dyn/cm, β = −0.35 GPa), [119] this model enables us to compute the free energy
of the surface by relaxing the slab under the constant pressure applied by the
continuum environment and for constant surface charge. By varying the number
and configuration of copper adsorbates on the gold (100) surface in the simulation
cell, the dependence of the free energy on the surface coverage and the UPD layer
structure can be determined. Finally, after obtaining the relaxed electrode surface
structure, we compute the voltage in each calculation by taking the converged
electrostatic potential in the bulk of the continuum solvent, far away from the
interface, as the electrostatic reference. By setting this reference, the voltage can
be directly computed as the opposite of the Fermi level of the electrode.

4.3 Results and Discussion
The voltage dependence of the copper adlayer on a non-reconstructed gold (100)
surface is modeled first in a pure continuum solvent and then subsequently in a
dilute sulfuric acid medium to account for the presence of sulfate coadsorption.
The influence of environmental factors such as the interfacial capacitance and the
activity of the hydrated ions is discussed.

4.3.1 Interfaces under voltage
Scanning probe measurements indicate that copper forms a pseudomorphic monolayer on the gold (100) surface after the UPD peak in the cathodic scan. [180, 181]
We therefore model the deposition of copper ions onto the four available 4-fold
hollow sites of a 2 × 2 gold slab surface. The electrodeposition reaction can thus be
expressed as
∗
−
Cu2+
(4.1)
(aq) + 2e → Cu ,
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for which the accompanying change in free energy is
∆µ = µCu∗ − (µCu2+ − 2e0 Φ),

(4.2)

where µCu∗ is the chemical potential of the adsorbed copper species, µCu2+ is the
chemical potential of the hydrated copper ion in solution, and Φ is the voltage of
the gold electrode. It should be noted that it is challenging to accurately calculate
the energy of hydrated ions within the framework of DFT due to the electron
delocalization error that plagues conventional exchange-correlation approximations.
[74] This problem can be circumvented by employing the definition of the standard
reduction potential of copper:




µCu2+ = µ◦Cu2+ + kB T ln aCu2+




µ◦Cu2+ = µ◦Cu + 2e0 Φ◦Cu/Cu2+

(4.3)

where µ◦Cu is the cohesive energy of bulk copper which we have calculated to be
−3.59 eV and Φ◦Cu/Cu2+ is the standard reduction potential of copper which has
been measured to be 0.34 V vs. SHE. [68] Equation 4.3 leads to a standard state
copper ion chemical potential of −2.91 eV. Each of these values along with the
other thermodynamic data used throughout this work have been summarized below
in Table 4.1.
Compared to the ion in solution, the chemical potential of the adsorbed copper
species requires a few additional considerations, namely the number of copper
atoms present on the surface unit cell and the charge on the electrode surface. We
determine the chemical potential of the copper adatom by first computing the free
energy of the neutral copper covered surface with respect to the number of copper
adsorbates N , giving us the binding energy F0 (N ). As indicated by the data in
Table 4.2, the adsorption energy exhibits a near-linear dependence on the surface
coverage. Expanding this energy with respect to the total charge Q, we obtain the
free energy of the surface unit cell as a function of the adsorbate number and the
surface charge
1 Q2
F (N, Q) = F0 (N ) + Φ0 (N )Q +
,
(4.4)
2 Cdl
where Φ0 (N ) is the potential of zero charge of the surface with N copper atoms
adsorbed (Table 4.2), and Cdl is the double layer capacitance of the interface. The
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Table 4.1. Thermodynamic data used to define reference energies and chemical potentials.
Quantity

Value

µ◦Cu
µ◦Cu2+
µ◦S
µ◦O2
µ◦SO2−
4

Unit

−3.59
−2.91
−3.06
−6.47
−23.67

Φ◦Cu/Cu2+
ΦCu, pzc
Φ◦H2 O/O2
Φ◦S/HSO−

0.34
0.24
1.23
0.34

pKa (HSO−
4)

1.99

Source

eV
eV
eV
eV
eV
V
V
V
V

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

DFT
DFT
DFT
DFT
DFT
SHE
SHE
SHE
SHE

Expt.
Expt.
Expt.
Expt.

Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.

[68]
[204]
[68]
[205]

Expt.

Ref. [68]

4

Cdl (θ
Cdl (θ
Cdl (θ
Cdl (θ
Cdl (θ
Cdl (θ

= 0.00)
= 0.25)
= 0.50), p(2 × 1)
= 0.50), c(2 × 2)
= 0.75)
= 1.00)

µF/cm2
µF/cm2
µF/cm2
µF/cm2
µF/cm2
µF/cm2

14.43
20.73
20.39
21.16
20.21
19.26

DFT
DFT
DFT
DFT
DFT
DFT

potential of zero charge is calculated following the approach detailed in the methods
section, where we take the converged electrostatic potential near the edge of the
cell as the reference, as shown in Fig. 4.2.
Table 4.2. Thermodynamic data obtained from the quantum–continuum calculations
as a function of the number of adsorbed copper species. See Appendix B for details.
N

Structure

F0 (eV)

Φ0 (V)

Φ0 (V vs. SHE)

0
1
2
2
3
4

p(1 × 1)
p(2 × 2)
p(2 × 1)
c(2 × 2)
p(2 × 2)
p(1 × 1)

0.00
−3.29
−6.75
−6.43
−10.05
−13.51

4.88
4.37
4.27
3.93
4.05
4.06

0.24
−0.27
−0.37
−0.71
−0.59
−0.58
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Figure 4.2. (a) Dielectric cavity of the continuum solvent. The transparent region
is associated with 0 = 1 which transitions outside of the electrode surface to the blue
region where 0 = 78.3. (b) Polarization charge density that arises along the surface of
the dielectric cavity. Positive polarization charges are shown in red, negative charges in
blue. (c) The electrostatic potential for each copper covered surface is aligned to zero
in the bulk of the continuum solvent region. The perturbation of the outermost peak is
related to the change in surface dipole moment due to the adsorption of copper ions for
increasing coverages.
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Here, we note that the capacitance can be calculated from first principles by
computing the energy of the electrode surface with a range of surface charges and
subsequently fitting Eq. 4.4. In this approach, a planar ionic countercharge is
introduced in the continuum solvent region 3–5 Å from the surface to compensate
the surface charge. As an example, we have computed the interfacial capacitance
at each coverage for a countercharge distance of 3 Å and report the results in
Table 4.1. We find that the capacitance is relatively insensitive to the degree of
copper coverage, with the largest difference being for the pure gold (100) surface
and the gold surface with a coverage of θ = 0.25, where the double layer capacitance
increases from 14.43 µF/cm2 to 20.73 µF/cm2 . Both of these values are in close
agreement with the experimentally determined double layer capacitance near the
potential of zero charge for the gold (100) surface in dilute sulfuric acid media. [204]
It should be mentioned that when using a planar ionic countercharge (the Helmholtz
model), the capacitance is a constant with respect to the applied voltage. Other
models, such as the Gouy–Chapman model, employ a diffuse ionic countercharge
that leads to a voltage-dependent double layer capacitance. While these different
models provide a detailed description of the electrochemical interface, we note that
the overall goal of this study is to perform a sensitivity analysis of the interfacial
capacitance on underpotential deposition phenomena. As a result, the capacitance
will serve as an environmental parameter that controls the possible range of copper
deposition for experimentally relevant electrolytic conditions. We have thus studied
the influence of capacitance values ranging from 0 – 100 µF/cm2 for our analysis.
After specifying the capacitance, the chemical potential can be computed by
taking the derivative of Eq. 4.4 with respect to N , yielding




µCu∗ (N, Φ) = F0 (N ) − F0 (N − 1) + Φ0 (N ) − Φ0 (N − 1) QΦ ,

(4.5)

where the charge on the surface is calculated with respect to the average of the
potentials of zero charge for the surface with N and N − 1 adsorbed coppers


QΦ = Cdl Φ −


1
Φ0 (N ) + Φ0 (N − 1) .
2


(4.6)

With these results in hand, we can now parameterize a voltage-dependent Ising
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model of the copper–covered gold surface whose energy reads

X
XX

1
1
1 ∂∆µ
1
0
σi σj ,
F ({σi }, Φ) = ∆µ θ = , Φ
σi +
θ = ,Φ
2
2
4z ∂θ
2
i
i
j

(4.7)

where the double summation is restricted to the z nearest neighbors of each lattice
site. In this model, the variable σi describes the state of the surface; it equals +1
when the ith lattice site is occupied by copper, whereas it equals −1 when the lattice
site is vacant. The onsite energy and interaction energy parameters are determined
from a linear interpolation of the chemical potential between ∆µ(N = 1, Φ) and
∆µ(N = 4, Φ):
1
∆µ(N = 1, Φ) + ∆µ(N = 4, Φ)
2


∆µ(θ, Φ) =



(4.8)

+ (2θ − 1) (∆µ(N = 4, Φ) − ∆µ(N = 1, Φ)) ,
which describes the coverage-dependent cost to transfer a copper ion from solution
onto the gold surface. The acceptance or rejection of a trial adlayer is governed by
the Metropolis algorithm, for which the acceptance rate is set by the temperature
of the system. Each simulation was performed at a constant temperature of 298 K
and at a set of fixed voltages to enable the construction of adsorption isotherms.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the correspondence between the absolute
potential scale of the Monte Carlo calculations and the standard hydrogen electrode
reference of electrochemical measurements can be determined unambiguously by
comparing the predicted potential of zero charge of the substrate in the continuum
solvent with the experimental potential of zero charge for the same electrode in
solution (Table 4.2). In this case, for the gold (100) surface, the potential of zero
charge has been measured to be approximately 0.24 V vs. SHE in dilute sulfuric
acid media. [204] The theoretical scale is then shifted by this difference in such
a way that the charge of the surface at any given voltage in the vicinity of the
potential of zero charge is correctly described.

4.3.2 Effect of the applied voltage
In order to elucidate the voltage-dependent stability of the adsorbed coppers at
the gold (100) surface, we have performed two sets of Monte Carlo simulations:
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one for which the capacitance is set to 0 µF/cm2 and the copper ions are under
standard conditions, and another for which the capacitance is set to 80 µF/cm2
and the chemical potential of the copper ions has been shifted by 1 eV. The first
set of environmental parameters were chosen in order to verify that the Monte
Carlo model reproduces the literature theoretical underpotential shift value of
−0.11 V in vacuum (that is, no capacitive effect) conditions. [191] The second
set of parameters were chosen based on a stability map that was produced by
analytically solving Eq. 4.8 for the underpotential shift when the adsorbed coppers
on a half-covered gold surface were in equilibrium with the solution, as shown
in Fig. 4.3a (see Appendix B for more details). The stability map indicates that
there is a clear transition between positive and negative underpotential shifts, and
that by considering the capacitance of the interface, the stability of the adsorbed
coppers at the surface can be enhanced, pushing the computed underpotential shift
to more positive values. Similarly, larger activities for the hydrated copper ion also
enhances the stability of the adsorbed copper species.
The Monte Carlo simulations were performed by initially running two sets of
calculations, one starting with a full copper monolayer and the second with a
pristine gold surface to simulate the initial state of the surface during an anodic
and a cathodic voltage scan, respectively. We averaged the voltage–coverage results
across 100, 200, 500, 1000, and 5000 runs in a sensitivity analysis in an effort to
minimize the uncertainty in the computed isotherms. We found that there was a
negligible difference between the results obtained from averaging over 100 runs and
5000 runs, so we opted for the smaller number of runs for the sake of computational
expediency. We also note that the coverage distribution computed at each voltage
was exceedingly narrow far from the phase transition with a standard deviation
lower than 10−4 ; however, the spread of the coverage results broadened when the
applied voltage was within a range of ±0.03 V of the phase transition with a
maximum standard deviation of 0.45 at the phase transition voltage. This trend
was consistent across all of the tests that were ran, independent of the number
of runs the results were averaged over, which further supported our decision to
average future simulations over 100 runs.
When the Monte Carlo simulations are performed under vacuum conditions
(Fig. 4.3b), we obtain a sharp and complete depletion of the surface at −0.11 V
relative to the standard redox potential of copper. The sharp transition is indicative
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Figure 4.3. Electrochemical Monte Carlo results for copper UPD on the gold (100)
surface. (a) The computed underpotential shift for a half-covered gold (100) surface
becomes more positive with increasing double layer capacitance and copper ion chemical
potential. (b) The adsorption isotherm of the gold surface under vacuum conditions
indicates the copper adlayer is stable up to −0.11 V vs. Cu/Cu2+ . (c) The adsorption
isotherm of the gold surface with a capacitance of 80 µF/cm2 and a copper ion chemical
potential 1 eV higher than the standard state. The red curve (labels 1→5) is for the run
with an initially complete monolayer, and the blue curve (labels 5→8→1) is for the run
with an initially pristine gold surface. The green curve shows the physical isotherm, when
all surfaces are initialized with a random coverage of θ = 0.5. (d) Simulation snapshots
along the cathodic and anodic voltage scans associated with the isotherm in panel c.

of a phase transition on the surface at a voltage that is consistent with the previously
computed value in the literature. In contrast, when the capacitance of the interface
and the chemical potential of the hydrated ion are considered (Fig. 4.3c) the
electrochemical Monte Carlo simulations exhibit a shift in the phase transitions
to potentials more positive than the copper redox potential, thereby yielding a
more qualitatively accurate description of the voltage-dependent stability of the
adsorbed copper atoms. We also note that a hysteresis in the voltage–coverage
isotherm develops, indicating that the copper adatoms are more stable when they
are fully coordinated within the full surface monolayer than they are for an initially
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bare surface. In principle, this type of thermodynamic hysteresis that depends
upon the initial coverage occurs when two locally stable phases are separated by
an unstable region along the isotherm. The phase transition thus occurs at a fixed
voltage where multiple stable states have become available to the system, and the
system spontaneously moves to the state with the lower free energy. It should
be noted that the physical phase transition occurs at the voltage where the free
energy vs. chemical potential curve intersects itself, and at any other voltage, the
phase transitions appear as a consequence of metastability. The physical voltage–
coverage isotherm, as shown in Fig. 4.3c with the filled markers, can be recovered
by initializing the surface simulations with a randomly dispersed half-monolayer of
copper on the gold (100) surface, placing the system into an initially unstable state.
The latter creates a driving force for the system to attain a more stable coverage;
however in this case, the system will not encounter another unstable region along
its trajectory unlike the systems initialized with zero or full coverage. The result is
a single phase transition that occurs between the two hysteretic phase transitions
connecting stable states with equal chemical potentials. This is equivalent to the
result one would find by constructing the common tangent plane connecting the two
stable states of the free energy surface. Nevertheless, it is important to investigate
the metastable states of the system since they correspond to the physical conditions
of the gold surface during a voltammetric experiment. This analysis revealed that
the copper adatoms appear to be stable as a pseudomorphic monolayer on the gold
(100) surface (Fig. 4.3d), consistent with the copper layers that form in electrolytes
with low bisulfate concentrations. [180, 181]
In view of these results, it is clear that accounting for the capacitive nature of
the interface and the composition of the solution can enhance the description of
the voltage-dependent stability of the electrode surface. This model does, however,
take a somewhat simplistic view of the UPD reaction, since it has been suggested in
both the experimental and theoretical literature that anion coadsorption can play a
significant role in stabilizing the UPD layer. For example, it has recently been shown
for copper UPD on a gold (111) surface that the inclusion of coadsorbed sulfate
ions can yield more reliable underpotential shift predictions in vacuum. [195] It has
also been speculated that sulfate could adsorb alongside copper on the gold (100)
surface, however, this has yet to be examined in the theoretical literature. [180, 181]
Therefore, in the following section, we carry out one of the first analyses of the
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a

effects of sulfate coadsorption on the UPD of copper on the gold (100) surface
under electrochemical conditions.

4.3.3 Effect of anion coadsorption
In order to account for the presence of sulfate in the system, we consider the
formation of a p(2 × 2) overlayer of sulfates occupying the 4-fold hollow sites of
the copper adlayer as shown in Fig. 4.4a. We must therefore consider the new
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The new equilibrium
condition is specified by the following electrochemical potential
µCu2+ – µCu
˚ 2+ (eV)
balance
4µCu2+ + µSO2+ − 6e0 ΦUPD = µCu4 (SO4 )∗ (Φupd ),
(4.10)
4

where we employ the method presented in the previous section to derive the chemical
potential of sulfate from fundamental thermodynamic identities. To this end, we
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consider the following equilibrium relations:











µ◦H+ − e0 Φ◦H2 /H+ = 12 µ◦H2











µ◦HSO− = µ◦H+ + µ◦SO2− − kB T ln(10)pKa

µ◦H2 O = µ◦H2 + 21 µ◦O2 − 2e0 (Φ◦H2 O/O2 − Φ◦H2 /H+ )
4

µ◦S

+

4µ◦H2 O

4

=

µ◦HSO−
4

+ 7µ◦H+ − 6e0 Φ◦S/HSO− ,
4

which allows us to write
µ◦SO2− = µ◦S + 2µ◦O2 − 8e0 Φ◦H2 O/O2 + 6e0 Φ◦S/HSO− + kB T ln(10)pKa

(4.11)

4

4

where µ◦S is the cohesive energy of bulk sulfur which we have computed to be
−3.06 eV for the crystalline α-phase, µ◦O2 is the free energy of an isolated oxygen
molecule which is computed to be −6.47 eV, Φ◦H2 O/O2 and Φ◦S/HSO− are the standard
4
reduction potentials of water and sulfur which have been measured to be 1.23 and
0.34 V vs. SHE, respectively, and finally pKa is the negative log of the bisulfate acid
dissociation constant which has been measured to be 1.99. [68, 205] The free energy
of the sulfate anion under standard conditions is thus computed to be −23.67 eV.
As in the case of the previous section, the underpotential shift can be computed
analytically with respect to the interfacial capacitance and the chemical potentials
of the ions in solution. When the capacitance is set to 0 µF/cm2 and the ion
activities are set to unity, the underpotential shift attains a positive value of 0.07
V, indicating that the presence of the co-adsorbed sulfates plays an important
role in stabilizing the copper adlayer on the gold (100) surface. This stability
is again enhanced, however, when the capacitance of the interface is set to 20
µF/cm2 (Fig. 4.4b) which is approximately the capacitance at the potential of zero
charge of the gold (100) surface in dilute sulfuric acid solutions, [204] leading to an
underpotential shift of 0.10 V. The underpotential shift increases with increasing
capacitance values to 0.12 V and 0.14 V for capacitances of 40 and 60 µF/cm2 ,
respectively, all within the experimentally observed underpotential shift range. [180]
Clearly, the capacitance of the interface can play an important role in stabilizing
the UPD layer. In the same vein, concentration effects also play a critical role in
stabilizing the adsorbed species. As shown in Fig. 4.4b, when the capacitance is
considered to be fixed at 20 µF/cm2 , if the chemical potential of copper increases
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by 0.25 eV, the UPD shift increases to 0.14 V from 0.10 V, and if the chemical
potential of sulfate is simultaneously increased by 0.25 eV, the UPD shift attains a
value of 0.18 V. Therefore, it appears that anion coadsorption, capacitive effects,
and concentration effects can operate cooperatively to give rise to the observed
stability of the copper UPD layer on the gold (100) surface.

4.4 Summary
We have studied computationally the influence of the applied voltage and the composition of the electrolyte on the stability of an underpotentially deposited copper
adlayer on a gold (100) surface. We have explored the use of quantum–continuum
calculations via the self–consistent continuum solvation model to parameterize a
two-dimensional Ising model for electrochemical Monte Carlo simulations of UPD
reactions. [119] By incorporating experimentally accessible environmental parameters such as the double-layer capacitance of the electrode–electrolyte interface
and the chemical potentials of the ions in solution, a computationally efficient
voltage–sensitive stability analysis has been demonstrated to predict both the
equilibrium structures of adsorbate-covered surfaces and the coverage-dependence
of the equilibrium voltage on the electrode under electrochemical conditions.
We have furthermore confirmed that gas-phase DFT calculations predict an
overpotential shift for copper electrodeposition on the (100) surface of gold. With
the aid of the comprehensive interfacial model proposed in this work, it has been
shown that more reliable predictions of the underpotential shift can be obtained by
considering the influence of specific environmental features of the electrochemical
interface such as the presence of the solvent, the interfacial capacitance, anion
coadsorption, as well as the composition and concentration of the electrolyte. We
believe the model developed herein will be useful in atomistic first-principles studies
of UPD reactions and further enable the detailed study of a broad class of interfacial
electrochemical processes.
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Chapter 5 |
Underpotential deposition of Ag
on Au(100)
5.1 Introduction
The underpotential deposition (UPD) of transition metal ions is an effective and
widely applicable method to determine the active surface area of electrodes, to
perform controlled galvanic replacement reactions for the deposition of noble metals,
as well as to control the shape and architecture of metallic nanoparticles for catalysis,
sensing, and biomedical applications. [174–176, 176, 179, 206–208] In this interfacial
process, metal cations are reduced and adsorbed to the surface of a more noble
metal forming a stable partial- to full-monolayer at voltages more positive than the
reduction potential of the cation. [67]
First principles density functional theory (DFT) has been applied to obtain
atomistic insights into the stability and structure of the metal monolayers achieving
varying degrees of correspondence with experimental voltammetry. [112, 191–193,
195, 198, 209] These calculations are typically performed in the absence of a solvent;
however, key features of the interface such as anion co-adsorption have been included
when warranted, leading to enhanced descriptions of the interface. [195,198] Entropic
effects have additionally been considered to obtain surface chemical potentials by
including ideal configurational entropy or by fitting an Ising-like Hamiltonian to
DFT results and subsequently performing grand canonical Monte Carlo calculations.
These approaches have been applied to study the UPD of hydrogen on platinum
surfaces at finite temperatures, underscoring the importance of configurational
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entropy for modeling electrocapillary phenomena as well as the voltammetric
response of electrodes in the presence of electrolytic environments. [77, 112] Yet, in
spite of their remarkable success in describing hydrogen UPD on platinum, these
models are difficult to apply when the adsorbates exhibit strong lateral interactions
along the surface, as is the case for adsorbed transition metals. Reliable theoretical
estimates of transition metal UPD adlayer stability thus remain challenging due
to the complex nature of the interfacial structure, the critical influence of the
applied voltage, as well as the need to account for configurational entropy to deliver
accurate surface chemical potentials.
In this chapter, we present a quantum-continuum approach that addresses each
of these challenges in turn, leading to an accurate description of metal adlayer
stability. We treat solvent effects along the interface using the newly developed selfconsistent continuum solvation (SCCS) model and describe an approach herein to
model the effects of surface electrification. [119] Using this method, we parameterize
a cluster expansion of the electrified interface and perform grand canonical Monte
Carlo (GCMC) calculations to obtain accurate adsorption isotherms that account
for the configurational entropy along the surface. [149] In order to introduce the
method, we consider the UPD of silver on the gold (100) surface as it has been
intensively studied over the years, and it has been shown to occur in a non-trivial
three step process in both sulfuric and perchloric acid media. [210–212]

5.2 Computational Methods
We model the deposition of silver by considering the equilibrium that exists between
the silver ion and bulk silver
Ag+ + e− → Ag,

(5.1)

as well as the silver ion and the adlayer
Ag+ + e− + ∗ → Ag∗ .

(5.2)

The equilibrium between the surface and solution thus occurs when the chemical
potential of the adsorbed silver is equal to the coupled chemical potential of the
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silver ion in solution and the electron in the electrode
µAg∗ (θ, Φ) = µAg+ − e0 Φ.

(5.3)

Here, µAg+ is the chemical potential of the silver ion in solution, which can be
expressed in terms of the chemical potential of bulk silver and the formal reduction
potential of the silver ion as indicated by Eq. 5.1
µAg+ = µ◦Ag + e0 ΦAg|Ag+ .

(5.4)

We calculate the formal potential of silver as ΦAg|Ag+ = Φ◦Ag|Ag+ + kB T /e0 ln[Ag+ ]
V with respect to the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) where Φ◦Ag|Ag+ = 0.8 V
vs. SHE is the standard reduction potential of silver and [Ag+ ] is the bulk solution
silver concentration. [68] We additionally define the surface chemical potential
µAg∗ (θ, Φ) to have an explicit dependence on the surface coverage θ as well as the
applied voltage Φ. While the right hand side of Eq. 5.3 can be computed directly
at the level of DFT, the left hand side is considerably more challenging since the
environment contributes non-negligibly to the energy of the adsorbed silver through
solvation effects, surface electrification, as well as the lateral interactions amongst
the neighboring atoms on the surface.
Coverage and voltage effects on the stability of the silver adlayer are accounted for
by performing quantum-continuum calculations of the metal-solution interface using
planewave DFT as implemented in the PWscf code within Quantum ESPRESSO
along with the SCCS model as implemented in the Environ module. [119,120,168]
The quantum electronic interactions are modeled with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
exchange-correlation functional and the projector augmented wave method is used
to represent the ionic cores. We found that kinetic energy and charge density
cutoffs of 40 Ry and 480 Ry, respectively, yielded well-converged forces within 5
meV/Å as well as total energies within 50 meV per cell. The Brillouin zone of
each surface cell is sampled with a shifted 12
× 12
× 1 Monkhorst-Pack grid, so
n
m
that the Brillouin zones of surface cells that consist of (n × m) primitive cells
are consistently sampled. The electronic occupations are smoothed with 0.02 Ry
of Marzari-Vanderbilt cold smearing. Neutral surfaces are modeled within the
slab-supercell approximation where the silver adlayers and the top and bottom
two layers of a symmetric 7-layer gold (100) slab are allowed to relax. The slabs
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are centered in each cell and it was found that a vacuum height of 10 Å was
sufficient to converge the electrostatic potential at the cell boundaries using the
recently implemented generalized electrostatic solvers in the module. [202, 203]
Solvent effects were modeled by replacing the vacuum region of the supercell with
a polarizable continuum dielectric medium. The construction of the dielectric
cavity was based on the parameterization of the SCCS model by Andreussi et al.
for neutral species. [119] Non-electrostatic cavitational effects such as the solvent
surface tension and pressure are additionally computed based on the quantum
surface and quantum volume determined by the self-consistent shape of the cavity
as described by Cococcioni et al. [126]

5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Electrochemistry at charged interfaces
Silver was found to adsorb preferentially in the hollow sites of the gold (100) surface.
We sampled 59 different surface configurations with coverages spanning 0 - 100%
using surface cells ranging in size of (1 × 1), (2 × 2), (2 × 4), (3 × 3), and (4 × 4)
primitive surface cells (see Appendix C). The equilibrium voltage Φ0 of each neutral
surface was computed by aligning the converged electrostatic potential to zero in
the bulk of the solvent region, allowing us to extract voltages directly from the
quantum-continuum calculations as the opposite of the Fermi level. [82, 213, 214]
The equilibrium voltages were subsequently aligned to the SHE scale by ensuring
that the potential of zero charge of the neutral bare gold (100) surface is aligned to
the experimental value of 0.24 V vs. SHE, as shown in Fig. 5.1. [215] We found that
compact (island forming) configurations tended to have smaller interfacial dipoles
than noncompact (dispersed) configurations. Löwdin population analysis revealed
that charge transfers from the silver adlayer to the topmost gold layer and that
the charge transfer occurs to a greater extent for the noncompact structures. This
suggests that a stronger hybridization occurs between the orbitals of neighboring
silver atoms on the surface than the hybridization that takes place between the
valence orbitals of silver and gold. This charge transfer behavior additionally
explains the initial increase in the interfacial dipole and the subsequent decrease
beyond 50% coverage.
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Figure 5.1. Equilibrium voltages extracted from the quantum-continuum calculations.
Voltages on the absolute scale (left axis) are aligned to the SHE scale (right axis) by
recovering the experimental potential of zero charge of the bare surface. Noncompact
(dispersed) configurations (lower insets) exhibit larger interfacial dipoles compared to
compact (island forming) structures (upper insets).

The occupancy of each site i in the surface cells is represented by a spin variable
σi , for which we adopt an Ising-like convention, where occupied sites are represented
by a value of +1 and vacant sites by a value of −1. This enables us to describe a
full configuration as a vector of spins σ = {σi }. The binding energy of each neutral
configuration was computed as
1
F0 (σ) = ∆E(σ) − N µ◦Ag ,
2

(5.5)

where ∆E(σ) is the difference in energies of a slab with configuration σ and the
bare gold (100) surface, and N is the number of occupied hollow sites on one side
of the slab. Expanding the neutral binding energy with respect to the total charge
Q in the cell, we obtain the charge-dependent binding energy
F (σ, Q) = F0 + Φ0 Q +

1 Q2
,
2 AC0

(5.6)

where A is the area of one side of the slab and C0 is the differential capacitance
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of the interface. The charge-dependent binding energy can be converted to a
voltage-dependent representation by computing its Legendre transform with respect
to the charge F = F − ΦQ, where Φ is the applied voltage. Here, the charge that
develops on the surface at fixed voltage can be calculated as Q = AC0 (Φ − Φ0 ),
directly capturing the effects of adsorption on the computed charge through the
configuration-dependent potential Φ0 . A configuration-dependent capacitance can
also be computed at the level of the quantum-continuum model by adding explicit
charges along the surface and incorporating a planar Gaussian ionic countercharge
several angstroms from the surface within the continuum solvent. We note that
the Gaussian plane model is appropriate for representing systems in the limit of
concentrated electrolytes, where, for the example of a monovalent electrolyte, the
Debye length of the electrical double layer approaches 3 − 5 Å from the electrode
surface for concentrations between 1 − 0.35 M. The equilibrium voltage on the
charged slabs are then extracted as the opposite of the Fermi level after aligning
the converged potentials to zero at the edge of the supercell. To illustrate this, we
show the effects of the surface charge on the electrostatic potential of the c(2 × 2)
configuration from Table C.1 (see Appendix C) below in Fig. 5.2. Calculating
the derivative of Eq. 5.6 with respect to the charge in the system, we derive the
charge-dependent voltage
Φ(σ, Q) = Φ0 +

Q
.
AC0

(5.7)

Using Eq. 5.7, we can obtain the differential capacitance of each interface via linear
regression for a fixed countercharge position.
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Figure 5.2. The finite charges placed on the solvated c(2 × 2) slab are screened by the
planar ionic countercharge in solution. (a) The response of the continuum dielectric at
the cavity interface is visualized. Positive/negative polarization charges are shown in
red/blue. (b) The electrostatic potentials of the electrified slabs are aligned to zero at
the edges of the supercell. (c) The planar (Gaussian) ionic countercharge positioned 3 Å
from the silver adlayer screens the surface charge σ, providing a suitable reference level
in the bulk of the solvent to extract charge-dependent voltages.
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Figure 5.3. Differential capacitance data for the configurations presented in Table C.1
referred to (a) the silver adlayer position and (b) the topmost gold layer.

In Fig. 5.3, we show the effect of varying the thickness of the double layer
when it is referred to either the position of the silver adlayer or the topmost gold
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layer. Decreasing the double layer thickness leads to a proportional increase in
the differential capacitance as anticipated from the linear definition of the ionic
countercharge. In the case of the gold layer reference, we find that positioning the
planar countercharge at 3 Å places the charge within the silver adlayer, leading
to artificially large values of the differential capacitance. This effect is especially
apparent at higher coverages, as shown in Fig. 5.3b. We thus find that the
differential capacitance computed directly with the quantum-continuum model
falls within a range between 14 and 21 µF/cm2 . Of course, the response of the
physical double layer may exhibit a nonlinear dependence on the applied voltage
and the concentration of the electrolyte. To take this dependence into account, we
consider the differential capacitance to be an environmental parameter and perform
a sensitivity analysis to assess its contribution to the overall stability of the silver
monolayer, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.4. Effects of the differential capacitance on the voltage-dependent binding
energies F (σ, Φ) for C0 = 0 and 30 µF/cm2 (green/blue). The enhanced binding energy
of intermediate coverages is driven by their large interfacial dipoles. Predicted energies
from the cluster expansion are overlaid as solid circles. Ground state structures are
identified with thicker markers.

In the case where the differential capacitance is set to 0 µF/cm2 , the binding
energies are invariant with respect to the applied voltage. Furthermore, the
only configurations that define the ground state of the system are the bare gold
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(100) surface and the full silver monolayer. This result is consistent with what
would be found had these calculations been performed in vacuum and would
similarly lead to the incorrect prediction that the monolayer formation occurs in
one step or would appear as one peak in the voltammetry. However, accounting
for a finite differential capacitance, we find that configurations with intermediate
coverages become part of the ground state due to the large interfacial dipole
associated with these configurations as shown in Fig. 5.1. This indicates that
surface electrification controlled by the applied voltage directly influences the
lateral interactions amongst the silver adatoms, as shown in Fig 5.4. We note
that estimates of the surface chemical potential µAg∗ (θ, Φ) can be directly obtained
from the binding energy-coverage curves as the slope of the common tangent lines
connecting the configurations that lie on the ground state energy hulls. However, a
key limitation of this approach is the missing configurational entropy that is needed
to define accurate chemical potentials, as well as the fact that we have sampled
only a small subset of the possible surface configurations leading to artificially
discretized regions of stability.

5.3.2 The voltage-dependent cluster expansion
In order to obtain an accurate chemical potential for silver on the gold (100)
surface, we fit a cluster expansion to our dataset, enabling a rapid and accurate
estimation of the voltage-dependent binding energy for considerably larger surface
cells. The cluster expansion approach relies upon the construction of an infinite
series expansion for which the expansion terms consist of polynomials of the
spin variables σi . [140] Each polynomial or cluster of spins transforms under the
symmetry operations of the underlying lattice, and as such, we refer to particular
types or classes of clusters which we denote by α that is understood to belong
to a set of symmetry related cluster functions. In practice, the expansion must
be truncated and the cluster functions chosen in such a way so that only the
most important clusters are retained. For a given set of clusters, the expansion
is constructed by calculating the average of a cluster function of type α for a
configuration σ as
1 XY
Π̄α (σ) =
σi ,
(5.8)
mα M β≡α i∈β
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where mα is a multiplicity factor equal to the number of clusters that are symmetrically equivalent to α related by the point group of the crystal, M is the total
number of sites in the lattice, and i represents the site indices sampled by the
cluster β. The voltage-dependent binding energy per site of a configuration can
then be computed as
X
F (σ, Φ)/M =
Π̄α mα Jα ,
(5.9)
α

where the Jα are the effective cluster interactions that ultimately determine the
accuracy of the expansion. The effective cluster interactions are calculated via linear
regression for a given expansion across the entire dataset. Candidate expansions
are proposed following the formalism established in Ref. [171], where a cluster may
only be included if the expansion already contains its subclusters, and clusters that
consist of n-sites of a certain diameter may only be included if all n-site clusters of
a smaller diameter are already present. The set of candidate expansions considered
in this work can be found in Appendix C. Cluster selection is then carried out by
performing leave-one-out cross validation analysis (LOOCV) for all possible clusters
that sample up to four sites (quadruplets) and have a maximum diameter of up to
fourth nearest neighbors. LOOCV provides a score ∆ ranking the ability of a given
expansion to accurately predict configurational energies. The score is calculated as

∆=

k
1X
(Fi − Fˆi )2
k i=1

! 21

,

(5.10)

where Fi is the energy of configuration i, and Fˆi is the predicted energy of
configuration i from a linear fit to the other k − 1 configurations in the dataset. In
this work, we have identified a basis set consisting of sixteen clusters depicted in
Fig. 5.5 that provides an accurate description of the ground state with a LOOCV
score between 1.8 and 14.6 meV/site in the considered voltage range for differential
capacitance values between 0 and 100 µF/cm2 . The voltage-dependent binding
energies predicted by this model for differential capacitances of 0 and 30 µF/cm2
are shown in Fig. 5.4 at voltages of 0.65, 1.00 and 1.40 V/SHE, demonstrating
the evolution of the ground state between the lower and upper bounds of voltages
considered in our analysis. We find that across the entire considered voltage range,
small compact clusters with diameters less than two nearest neighbors contribute
the most significantly to the binding energy of a given adlayer suggesting the
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Figure 5.5. Clusters identified from the cluster selection process. Clusters with diameters
that sample up to fourth nearest neighbors and cluster sizes up to quadruplets were
included in the search. Sampled sites are shown in blue (except the empty point cluster
shown in white).

importance of short range correlation effects to the adlayer stability (see Appendix
C for more details).
Using the cluster expansion as a model Hamiltonian, we perform GCMC calculations of the interface using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. The grand
potential of the system can be expressed as φ(µAg+ +e− , Φ) = F (σ, Φ) − N µAg+ +e− ,
where µAg+ +e− is the coupled chemical potential of the silver ion and electron, as
in the right hand side of Eq. 5.3. We determine the equilibrium surface coverage
over a range of voltages for a cell that consists of 20 × 20 primitive surface cells.
Each trajectory is initialized with a random coverage of 50% and allowed to warm
up for 5,000 Monte Carlo steps prior to collecting data for averaging over the
course of 20,000 Monte Carlo steps. Applying this methodology, we have calculated
adsorption isotherms for the UPD of silver on the gold (100) surface as shown in
Fig. 5.6, which we compare to isotherms obtained by applying the common tangent
method to the binding energies shown in Fig. 5.4. Here we observe that when the
differential capacitance is taken to be 0 µF/cm2 , the silver monolayer appears to
form in one step, as expected from its binding energy curve. Furthermore, entropic
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Figure 5.6. Theoretical adsorption isotherms obtained for a bulk solution silver concentration of [Ag+ ] = 10−2 M. Isotherms were obtained using both the Monte Carlo
(MC) and common tangent method (CTM) for differential capcitance values of 0 and
30 µF/cm2 . Coverages were averaged over 20,000 Monte Carlo steps after 5,000 Monte
Carlo steps of warm up with standard deviations lower than 5 × 10−2 .

and voltage effects influence the shape of the isotherms negligibly. In contrast, for
a differential capacitance of 30 µF/cm2 , the isotherms exhibit multiple transitions
in the surface coverage as a direct result of accounting for the variation of the
interfacial dipole. Moreover, the effects of configurational entropy and the enhanced
sampling afforded by the cluster expansion and the GCMC provide an accurate
description of the voltage-dependent interfacial equilibria as compared to the discretized isotherm directly obtained from the binding energies of the underlying
dataset. We note that surface electrification alone can elicit multiple transitions
in the surface coverage, confirming the importance of the excess surface charge in
describing the deposition process as suggested by Ikemiya, Yamada, and Hara. [211]
The results obtained herein may additionally be improved upon by introducing coadsorption effects into the model, as it has been indicated that an adjacent layer of
(bi)sulfate or perchlorate may be present at the interface throughout the deposition
process. [212] It is well known that the presence of co-adsorbates can strongly alter
the composition and structure of alloy surfaces, and may play an important role in
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metal monolayer formation. [61, 195, 198] The introduction of co-adsorption effects
combined with the voltage-dependent cluster expansion proposed herein is expected
to provide a powerful computational treatment of underpotential deposition and
related heterogeneous processes.

5.4 Summary
In summary, we have developed an embedded quantum-continuum model of electrodeposition phenomena that accounts for the configuration-dependence of the
interfacial dipole. The methodology was presented by considering the underpotential deposition of silver onto the gold (100) surface due to the complexity
associated with the silver monolayer formation process. We demonstrated how
voltage-dependent binding energies can be computed for an array of surface configurations to parameterize a cluster expansion of the interface. Grand canonical
Monte Carlo calculations of the interface highlighted the critical need to account
for the interfacial dipole as well as entropic effects when modeling the stability of
deposited metals. The method presented in this chapter is widely applicable to the
design of shaped transition metal/alloy nanoparticles, and may be useful in the
design of nanostructured catalysts and nanoparticle-based optical sensors.
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Chapter 6 |
Voltage effects on Pd ensembles in a Pd-Au/Au(111) surface alloy
6.1 Introduction
Bimetallic nanoparticles are of fundamental interest for electrocatalysis applications
as they exhibit emergent catalytic properties driven by ligand, strain, and ensemble
effects that are absent in monometallic catalysts. Because of their profound impact
on catalytic performance, significant attention has been devoted to understanding the roles of these promotional effects in enhancing electrocatalytic kinetics
over bimetallic surfaces. It is generally believed that the observed performance
enhancements arise from a beneficial modification of the local surface electronic
structure, directly influencing the adsorption energies of key reaction intermediates
in addition to leading to shifts in the surface Fermi level. Among these promotional
mechanisms, ensemble effects are unique in that they rely on a distribution of
different types of atomic ensembles along the catalyst surface to effectively activate
electrochemical processes.
The prototypical example of a bimetallic catalyst that exhibits ensemble effects are the family of palladium–gold alloy catalysts, which have been shown to
be active for catalyzing hydrogen evolution, low temperature carbon monoxide
oxidation, hydrogen peroxide production from hydrogen and oxygen gas, vinyl
acetate production, hydrocarbon hydrogenation, among other reactions. [216] Model
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studies using both single crystals and supported bimetallic palladium–gold nanoparticles have been carried out. For example, Behm and co-workers electrodeposited
palladium–gold surface alloys on single crystal gold (111) surfaces and showed
via a combination of in situ scanning tunneling microscopy, cyclic voltammetry,
and in situ Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy that carbon monoxide oxidation proceeds over palladium monomers while proton adsorption can only occur
at palladium multimers containing two or more palladium atoms. [39] Goodman
and co-workers found that the presence of non-adjacent but proximal palladium
monomers can lead to enhanced reaction kinetics for the acetoxylation of ethylene
to vinyl acetate over palladium-gold surface alloys on low index single crystal
gold surfaces. [49] Brodsky and co-workers studied supported octahedral core-shell
gold-palladium nanoparticles and found that gold has a tendency to segregate
to the particle surface upon potential cycling effectively diluting the palladium
surface coverage, leading to an enhancement in the catalytic performance for the
ethanol oxidation reaction. [16] The extent of the gold surface segregation was
observed to be highly sensitive to pH, electrolyte composition, and voltage range.
Detailed electrochemical measurements of palladium-gold nanoalloys by Pizzutilo
and co-workers showed that palladium may be selectively dealloyed under fuel cell
operating conditions, altering the performance of surface engineered bimetallic
catalysts over the course of their lifetime. [52] in situ X-ray absorption studies
have also been carried out to understand the role of environmental effects on the
stability of the composition and structure of palladium-gold nanocatalysts. Through
extended X-ray absorption fine structure measurements, Okube and co-workers
observed a strong voltage-dependence on the surface structure and proposed a
mechanism through which proton adsorption at low applied potentials can draw
palladium to the surface from sub-surface layers of the gold-palladium particle,
generating new palladium ensembles. [42]
To date, a number of theoretical studies have also been conducted aimed at
understanding the connection between palladium-gold surfaces and their observed
catalytic properties. Nørskov, Behm and co-workers conducted a detailed experimental and theoretical study aimed at clarifying the adsorption of protons
on palladium-gold surface alloys on palladium (111) surfaces. [217] Employing
scanning tunneling microscopy, temperature programmed desorption spectroscopy,
high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy, and semi-local density functional
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theory, they found that proton adsorption is most stable at compact palladium
trimer three-fold hollow sites, then palladium dimer bridge sites, and least stable
at palladium monomers. They additionally found that proton adsorption at a
palladium dimer–gold hollow site was more stable than at the palladium bridge
site. Santos and co-workers studied near surface alloys of palladium on a gold
(111) surface and found that a full sub-layer of palladium is more stable than a
full monolayer on the gold (111) surface in agreement with experiment. [218] They
additionally found that d-electrons transfer from gold to palladium while s- and
p-electrons transfer from palladium to gold with the net effect of the palladium
d-band shifting up in energy towards the Fermi level. Ham and co-workers studied
palladium-gold surface alloys on the palladium (111) surface and estimated the
population of Pd monomers and dimers on the surface by fitting a cluster expansion
Hamiltonian to density-functional results and computed averages via Monte Carlo
simulations in the canonical ensemble. [219] Their work showed that in the absence
of adsorption effects, Pd monomers were prominent for palladium surface fractions
up to 50% for a wide range of temperatures.
While much of this work has led to profound insights into the performance and
durability of bimetallic catalysts, a prominent limitation has been the ability to
model bimetallic surfaces under realistic electrochemical conditions. Understanding
the interplay between catalyst surface structure, performance, and stability in
electrolytic environments and under applied voltage is a requirement for advancing
the design of high performance electrocatalysts. In an effort to progress towards
this goal, we present in this Chapter a bottom-up quantum–continuum Monte Carlo
approach to model the effects of solvation, applied voltage, and finite temperature
on the population of palladium multimers in a palladium-gold surface alloy on a
gold (111) surface. For brevity, we will refer to the system as Pd-Au/Au(111).

6.2 Computational Methods
We model the Pd-Au/Au(111) surface alloy under applied voltage by first considering
the electrochemical equilibria that exists between the bimetallic electrode and
aqueous solution. As shown in Fig. 6.1, bulk gold and alloys of palladium and
gold are anticipated to be thermodynamically stable at voltages between 0 V and
0.6 V vs. the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) in strongly acidic media. At
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Figure 6.1. Pourbaix diagram for a PdAu4 alloy; Pd and Au solution concentrations
were taken to be 10−8 mol/kg. [220] The lower and upper red dashed lines denote the
onset of hydrogen evolution and oxygen reduction, respectively.

voltages between 0.6 V and 0.9 V, gold remains to be stable while palladium may
be oxidized to form divalent Pd2+ cations. Under high voltage conditions across a
wide range of pH values, both palladium and gold may oxidize to form a variety of
aqueous ions and palladium may additionally form solid PdO and PdO2 . In light
of this diversity, we narrow the scope of our modeling efforts to study the surface
alloy at a pH of 0 and between 0–0.6 V/SHE to focus solely on the effects of the
applied voltage on the surface structure. It follows then, that the solution phase
does not serve as a significant source of palladium and gold species.
The bimetallic surface alloy was modeled by computing the energies of 79
unique neutrally-charged Pd-Au surface configurations in contact with a solvent
using a recently developed quantum–continuum model. [82, 83, 213] The quantum–
continuum calculations were carried out using the planewave density-functional
theory (DFT) code PWscf that is part of the open-source Quantum ESPRESSO
software suite. [168, 169] Quantum electronic interactions were modeled using the
semi-local Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional. Solvent
effects were described using the self-consistent continuum solvation (SCCS) model as
implemented in the Environ module that extends the PWscf code to consider the
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effects of implicit liquid environments. [119,120] Periodic boundary artifacts on slab
surfaces were additionally corrected for using the generalized electrostatic correction
schemes implemented in the Environ module. [202, 203] The atomic cores were
modeled using projector augmented wavefunction (PAW) pseudopotentials, and
the wavefunction and charge density cutoffs were taken to be 50 Ry and 600 Ry,
respectively, after verifying numerical convergence of forces within 5 meV/Å and
total energies within 50 meV per cell. The Brillouin zone of each cell was sampled
with a gamma-centered 15 × 15 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack grid, or a grid of equivalent
density for larger surface cells. The electronic occupations were smoothed with
0.005 Ry of Marzari-Vanderbilt cold smearing to aid the numerical convergence of
the metallic slabs.
Surfaces were modeled as symmetric slabs containing eight interior layers of pure
gold and a symmetric alloy layer on the top and bottom of the slab. Employing a
similar approach to that used in Ref. [219], the surface alloy is modeled by allowing
only the outermost layers to have occupational degrees of freedom. The formation
enthalpy per site ∆HF for one surface of the symmetric slabs can be computed as
∆HF (xPd ) =

i
1 h
E(NPd ) − NPd µ◦Pd − NAu µ◦Au
2Ncell

(6.1)

where xPd = NPd /Ncells is the surface fraction of palladium, Ncell is the number of
surface primitive cells within the configuration, NAu is the total number of gold
atoms in the slab, E(NPd ) is the total quantum-continuum energy of a configuration
with NPd palladium atoms, and µ◦Pd and µ◦Au are the cohesive energies of bulk
palladium and gold, which we have computed to be −4.10 eV/atom and −3.14
eV/atom, respectively. We can additionally define a mixing enthalpy for the surface
alloy as
∆Hmix (xPd ) = ∆HF (xPd ) − xPd ∆HF (xPd = 1) − (1 − xPd )∆HF (xPd = 0), (6.2)
which provides the enthalpy of each configuration relative to the pure gold (111)
surface and a gold (111) surface covered with a pseudomorphic monolayer of
palladium.
The formation and mixing enthalpies for the considered surfaces are shown
below in Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3 along with the T = 0 K chemical potentials µPd
defining the equilibria amongst adjacent ground states, which are shown in red
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along the energy hull. Using the formation enthalpy or mixing enthalpy results
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Figure 6.2. (a) Formation enthalpy (b) and T = 0 K chemical potential of the sampled
Pd-Au surface alloy configurations. Ground state configurations are shown in red.

in equivalent chemical potential–composition curves, save for a linear shift in the
chemical potential as a result of adopting different reference states. The ground
state configurations are depicted below in Fig 6.4, where we observe that both
gold and palladium prefer dispersed configurations when they exist as minority
components along the surface.
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Figure 6.3. (a) Mixing enthalpy (b) and T = 0 K chemical potential of the sampled
Pd-Au surface alloy configurations. Ground state configurations are shown in red.
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Figure 6.4. Ground state surface configurations identified in Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3.

6.3 The Pd-Au surface alloy under applied voltage
As we have shown in previous studies, surface electrification effects can be considered
by adding explicit charges to the supercell and inserting a planar ionic countercharge
several Ångstroms from the surface within the bulk of the continuum dielectric
region. [82, 83, 213] We can then define a charge-dependent enthalpy by Taylor
expanding the enthalpies obtained for neutral surfaces with respect to charge
∆Hmix (xPd , Q) = ∆Hmix (xPd , Q = 0) + Φ0 (xPd )Q +

1
Q2
,
2 AC0 (xPd )

(6.3)

where Q is the total charge per site in the cell, Φ0 (xPd ) is the configurationdependent potential of zero charge (PZC) of the alloy surface, A is the surface area
of one side of the slab, and C0 (xPd ) is the differential capacitance of the electrodesolution interface. This capacitance term can be computed fully ab initio for a given
surface configuration by fitting Eq. 6.3 to a set of enthalpies obtained for different
charges and for a fixed position of the ionic countercharge. [82,83,213] Alternatively,
experimental capacitance values may be considered or the capacitance may be
taken to be an environmental parameter and adjusted in a sensitivity analysis to
approximately model the effects of the surface charge. The latter is similar in
spirit to the analytical dipole corrections applied to neutral surfaces in the study of
electrocatalysis. [70] This is true to the extent that a neutral surface is modeled
and the effects of a perturbed interfacial electric field are approximated via an
analytical correction to the configurational energies. However, unlike the dipole
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correction which involves an expansion in terms of the interfacial electric field, our
approach (Eq. 6.3) achieves a similar result indirectly as an expansion in terms of
the surface charge. Furthermore, the expansion coefficients are identified to be more
natural interfacial quantities such as the potential of zero charge and differential
capacitance as opposed to the dipole moment and polarizability of surface species.
We anticipate that both methods deliver equivalent accuracies and entail similar
amounts of post-processing work, however a direct comparison of the methods has
yet to be conducted.
While obtaining the enthalpy as a function of charge and composition is practical for performing quantum–continuum calculations where the charge is easily
controlled, it is desirable to model the surface alloy at fixed voltages since the
charge or current density is measured at a fixed potential in experiments. A
voltage-dependent enthalpy or electrochemical enthalpy may be obtained through
the Legendre transform F (xPd , Φ) = ∆Hmix (xPd , Q) − ΦQ, where the voltage Φ
becomes an independent potential of the system and the charge that develops on
the electrode is modeled as Q = AC0 (Φ − Φ0 (xPd )). In order to compute this new
enthalpy, it is necessary to determine the PZC of each surface configuration, which
is nothing other than the equilibrium voltage on the neutral electrode. The PZC
is analogous to the work function of the neutral electrode in solution, and can be
computed as Φ0 = −e0 φ(z = ∞) − EF , where e0 is the unsigned elementary charge,
φ(z = ∞) is the electrostatic potential far from the electrode surface in the bulk
of the solution, and EF is the Fermi level of the electrode. In practice, we can
determine the configuration-dependent PZC by aligning the converged electrostatic
potential at the edge of the supercell to zero and computing the PZC directly as
Φ0 = −EF . This provides an absolute value for the voltage relative to the bulk of the
solution which must subsequently be referenced to a common standard such as the
standard or reversible hydrogen electrode. This can be achieved by using Trasatti’s
estimate for the absolute value of the standard hydrogen electrode ΦSHE = 4.44
V, or by aligning the set of PZC values to the experimentally determined PZC so
that the computed PZC of the neutral pristine surface matches the experimental
one. [221] In this work, we consider a non-reconstructed Au(111) surface for which
PZC data is scarce. We therefore reference the voltages in these simulations by
subtracting ΦSHE , as shown in Fig. 6.5. Here, we observe that the PZC of the gold
(111) surface increases by 50 mV after replacing the top surface layer with a full
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Figure 6.5. Potentials of zero charge of the sampled Pd-Au/Au(111) surface alloy configurations. Voltages are reported both on the absolute scale of the quantum–continuum
calculations (left) and the standard hydrogen electrode scale (right).

palladium monolayer. An increase in the PZC after metal electrodeposition is not
very surprising since the palladium (111) surface has a work function of 5.6 eV
compared to a work function of 5.3 eV for the gold (111) surface, and a similar
trend is to be expected for the PZCs. [222] It has been shown previously that
thin electrodeposited metal films often exhibit PZCs between that of the substrate
surface and a bulk surface of the depositing metal. [223]
In Fig. 6.6, we show how the applied voltage affects the mixing enthalpies of
the Pd-Au/Au(111) surface alloy. At low potentials, surface electrification effects
become prominent and we observe that the ground state at xPd = 0.57 becomes
increasingly stabilized with an increasingly negative surface charge. At low voltages,
the neutral ground state configurations at xPd = 0.25 and xPd = 0.83 move away
from the energy hull. This indicates two possibilities: that either new two-phase
regions in these composition ranges appear under electrochemical conditions, or
that new ground state configurations with surface cells larger than those considered
to construct the training set may exist. Further study will be required to clarify
this observation.
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Figure 6.6. The electrochemical enthalpies at several values of the applied voltage and
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6.4 Cluster expansion fitting

Following the procedure outlined in Chapter 3, two-dimensional cluster expansions
were fitted to electrochemical enthalpies computed at voltages of 0, 0.3 and 0.6 V
vs. SHE and for differential capacitance values of 20, 40, and 60 µF/cm2 . [224] We
used an in house code to perform the cluster expansion fitting that implements
the steepest descent approach described in Ref. [167]. We enforced the restriction
that all proposed expansions contained the empty, point, and nearest-neighbor pair
clusters to ensure that local interactions were adequately described in the expansion.
The remaining clusters in the final expansion were included by minimizing a leaveone-out cross-validation (LOOCV) score ∆ for the entire training set using the

steepest descent approach. Briefly, the score is computed as
∆=

1X
(F ({σi }) − Fˆ ({σi })2
k k

!1
2

(6.4)

,

where the mean square error of the configurational energy is computed for which
the cluster expansion estimate Fˆ ({σi }) is computed with a set of ECIs obtained
from a fit excluding the current configuration in the training set being considered.
We allowed clusters that contained up to four vertices and with maximal diameters
of up to nine nearest neighbors to be included in the cluster search space. In panel
a of Fig. 6.7, we show the convergence of the LOOCV score as a function of the
number of iterations of the steepest descent algorithm. Typically LOOCV scores
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Figure 6.7. a) Convergence of the LOOCV score for the neutral Pd-Au/Au(111) surface,
and b) predicted cluster expansion enthalpies for the training set.

are on the order of tens of meV/site, however we obtain converged results on the
order 1 meV/site due to the small magnitude of the surface alloy mixing enthalpy.
In panel b of Fig. 6.7, we show the cluster expansion estimates for the mixing
enthalpies. Overall, the cluster expansion leads to a good fit of the training set,
however higher energy alloys are predicted less accurately, as well as some high
palladium content surface alloys. Neither of these pose issues to the present analysis
since we perform simulations at room temperature where high energy configurations
are infrequently sampled and we furthermore restrict our analysis to low-palladium
content surfaces.
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6.5 Fixed-voltage canonical Monte Carlo simulations
The Pd-Au/Au(111) surface alloy was studied at a set of fixed voltages within an
extended canonical ensemble (NAu , NPd , V, T, Φ) via Metropolis Monte Carlo. The
associated Boltzmann probability in this ensemble takes the form
Pi =

1
exp [−βNcell ∆F (Φ)] ,
Z

(6.5)

where Z is the partition function, β = kB1T , Ncell is the number of primitive surface
cells in the system, and ∆F (Φ) = ∆Hmix ({σi }) − Φ∆Q({σi }, Φ) is the difference in
electrochemical enthalpy between subsequently generated states in the simulation.
New states are proposed via spin-exchange trial moves, which consist of randomly
selecting a pair of opposite spins on the lattice and exchanging them, thereby
preserving the overall composition of the system while ergodically exploring the
configurational space. [131] Trajectory data was analyzed for temporal correlations
in the monomer, dimer, and trimer coverages and were found to be fully decorrelated
within one Monte Carlo sweep (MCS). Samples were thus collected after each sweep
of the lattice, where one sweep consists of performing a number of random Monte
Carlo moves equal to the number of sites in the lattice. Finite size effects were
additionally tested for as shown in Fig. 6.8, and it was found that a cell size of
40 × 40 primitive cells led to a good balance of precision and computational cost.
Simulations were allowed to equilibrate for 100 MCS prior to computing average
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Figure 6.8. Convergence of monomer, dimer, and trimer distributions for simulation
cell sizes of a) 20 × 20, b) 30 × 30, and c) 40 × 40 primitive cells at a fixed capacitance of
60 µF/cm2 and at a voltage of Φ = 0.3 V/SHE.

multimer coverages over 10,000 MCS. This was sufficient to obtain averages for the
palladium ensemble coverages converged to within a precision of 10−4 .
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6.6 Results and discussion
In order to assess the predictive accuracy of the quantum–continuum model and
the sensitivity of the palladium multimer coverage distributions to solvation and
surface electrification effects, we make a comparison with coverage measurements
performed by Behm and co-workers via in situ scanning tunneling microscopy. [39]
To facilitate the comparison, canonical Monte Carlo simulations were performed
for palladium surface fractions of xPd = 0.07 and xPd = 0.15 at voltages of 0, 0.3,
and 0.6 V vs. SHE. We additionally consider differential capacitance values of 20,
40, and 60 µF/cm2 in accordance with capacitance measurements made by Kolb
and co-workers for a palladium monolayer-covered gold (111) surface in a 10 mM
NaF electrolyte. [225]
In Fig. 6.9, we show several snapshots of the Pd-Au/Au(111) surface alloy
with a composition of xPd = 0.07 obtained for simulations run under different
electrochemical conditions. We observe that palladium monomers are the dominant
type of multimer for all cases, and that systems with lower degrees of surface
electrification achieved with either higher voltage or lower differential capacitance
tend to adopt more dispersed configurations. For surfaces with higher degrees
of surface electrification achieved via higher differential capacitance values or
with lower voltages, we find that palladium tends to cluster along the surface.
Interestingly, we find two particular cases of clustering where higher order dimer
and trimer multimers appear to be stabilized at intermediate voltages, while at
low voltages palladium surface atoms cluster to form locally ordered regions with
palladium monomers situated at second nearest neighbor positions. In Fig. 6.10, we
make a quantitative comparison of the Monte Carlo multimer coverage estimates
with the experimental results reported in Ref. [39]. For each value of the differential
capacitance considered, we obtain close agreement with the experimentally measured
multimer coverages. We observe the general trend that the monomer coverage
is highest at low voltages, decreases at intermediate voltages with an increased
stabilization of dimers, and then increases again at higher voltages.
Similar behavior is observed for the Pd-Au/Au(111) surface alloy with a palladium surface fraction of xPd = 0.15. We show in Fig. 6.11 several snapshots of
the surface alloy simulated under the same set of electrochemical conditions as the
dilute surface considered previously. Like the dilute composition, we find that pal115

C0 = 40 µF/cm2

C0 = 60 µF/cm2

Φ= 0.6 V

Φ= 0.3 V

Φ= 0 V

C0 = 20 µF/cm2

Figure 6.9. Snapshots of the palladium–gold surface alloy for a palladium surface
fraction of xPd = 0.07 for different voltages and differential capacitances. Palladium
atoms are shown in blue.

ladium monomers tend to be the dominant multimer under most of the considered
electrochemical conditions except for large values of the differential capacitance at
intermediate voltages. In this case we see a pronounced stabilization of dimers and
trimers that appear to be uniformly distributed over the surface. In addition to this,
we observe that palladium tends to exhibit the same type of ordering identified in
the dilute case at low potentials, where palladium monomers are locally clustered
sitting at second nearest neighbor positions from one another. In Fig. 6.12, we
compare the Monte Carlo multimer coverage estimates to the in situ scanning
tunneling microscopy results reported by Behm and co-workers. We again find our
results to be in good agreement with experiment, however in this case we observe a
stronger response to the applied voltage and differential capacitance as compared to
the dilute surface alloy. For almost all sets of electrochemical conditions, we predict
a slightly higher monomer coverage for surface alloys simulated with low differential
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Figure 6.10. Average palladium ensemble coverage for a palladium surface fraction
of xPd = 0.07 under applied applied voltage for differential capacitance values of a) 20
µF/cm2 , b) 30 µF/cm2 , c) 60 µF/cm2 . Error bars for the Monte Carlo data are the
standard deviation of each coverage distribution. Experimental data and random alloy
data taken from Ref. [39].

capacitance values. As the differential capacitance is increased, we find an enhanced
stabilization of monomers at low voltages and an enhanced stabilization of dimers
and trimers at intermediate voltages.
It is worthwhile to note that for both of the surface alloy compositions considered in this analysis, the closest results with experiment were found for surfaces
considered at Φ = 0.6 V vs. SHE, close to the potential at which the surface alloys
were electrodeposited. [39] While this result is promising, it is important to point
out that the adsorption of both protons and sulfate or bisulfate are known to occur
and may play an important role in determining the composition and therefore
the distribution of multimers along the surface. [39, 42] This is especially true
for palladium–gold nanoparticles where surface segregation effects are known to
occur; however, the influence of these co-adsorbates is less clear for model surface
alloys on single crystal surfaces where the active components are restricted to the
topmost surface layer. [16] It is additionally promising to see that accounting for the
capacitive nature of the interface can lead to a measurable change in the equilibrium
distribution of palladium multimers along the surface, indicating that the type and
distribution of active sites along the surface exhibits a voltage-dependence that is
independent of co-adsorption effects.
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C0 = 20 µF/cm2

Figure 6.11. Snapshots of the palladium–gold surface alloy for a palladium surface
fraction of xPd = 0.15 for different voltages and differential capacitances. Palladium
atoms are shown in blue.

6.7 Summary
In this Chapter, a quantum–continuum model was applied to study the effects of
solvation and surface electrification on the equilibrium distribution of palladium
multimers in a palladium–gold surface alloy on the gold (111) surface. Electrochemical enthalpies obtained with the quantum–continuum model were used to
fit two-dimensional cluster expansions of the surface alloy for different sets of
voltages and differential capacitances, defining several different electrochemical
environments. Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations were performed in the canonical
ensemble for fixed voltages using non-local spin-exchange moves. Close agreement
with experimentally measured palladium multimer coverages was found for each
case considered. We found that at voltages near 0 V vs. SHE, palladium monomers
are predicted to be stable and tend to adopt locally ordered structures with neigh118
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Figure 6.12. Average palladium ensemble coverage for a palladium surface fraction
of xPd = 0.15 under applied applied voltage for differential capacitance values of a) 20
µF/cm2 , b) 30 µF/cm2 , c) 60 µF/cm2 . Error bars for the Monte Carlo data are the
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boring palladium atoms occupying second-nearest neighbor positions. At voltages
near 0.3 V vs SHE, we found that palladium dimers and trimers are stable and
homogeneously distributed along the surface when the differential capacitance
approaches 60 µF/cm2 , but adopts similar low voltage configurations for lower
differential capacitances. At voltages near 0.6 V vs SHE, palladium is observed to
exist primarily as monomers along the surface. These results suggest that applied
voltages can provide a driving force for the ordering or clustering of catalytically
active multimers within surface alloys, altering the distribution and variety of
active sites along the catalyst surface under different electrochemical conditions.
This work provides a new perspective and direction for modeling the durability of
electrocatalytic alloys in electrochemical environments.
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Chapter 7 |
Conclusions and future directions
7.1 Conclusions
In this dissertation, an embedded quantum–continuum model is developed and
applied to study the influence of solvation and surface electrification effects on the
stability of bimetallic electrodes. To assess the performance of the methodology,
model studies on electrodeposited copper and silver monolayers on the gold (100)
surface were conducted in addition to an electrodeposited palladium–gold surface
alloy on the gold (111) surface. An electrochemical enthalpy was defined that relies
upon the definition of a model ionic countercharge, directly accounting for the
capacitive nature of the electrode–solution interface. An approach for performing
large-scale Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations in various thermodynamic ensembles under applied voltages was developed and applied to study the composition
of bimetallic surfaces under realistic electrochemical conditions. The proposed
methodology provides a comprehensive and computationally tractable approach
to modeling the effects of solvation and applied voltages on the stability of multimetallic catalysts, thereby extending conventional vacuum-based stability analyses
to account for the prominent features of electrochemical environments.
The main conclusions from the systems considered in this work are summarized
below:
1. Previous theoretical estimates underestimating the electrochemical stability
of underpotentially deposited copper monolayers on the gold (100) surface are
fully explained from the standpoint that the interfacial electric field driving
charge transfer between the monolayer and the gold surface is improperly
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described with vacuum models. The incorporation of solvation and surface
electrification effects can lead to more qualitatively accurate descriptions of the
copper monolayer stability due to a refined treatment of the interfacial electric
field. Furthermore, grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations of the interface
using Hamiltonians parameterized with electrochemical enthalpies appears to
be a promising approach to modeling transition metal electrodeposition. Using
an Ising model Hamiltonian, we found that the copper monolayer formation
process occurs as a first order phase transition on the surface, consistent with
the single peak associated with the monolayer formation process observed
in experimental voltammetry. It was additionally found that sulfate coadsorption along the four-fold hollow sites of the copper monolayer led to
the most accurate estimates of the copper monolayer stability with respect
to underpotential shifts measured in sulfuric acid media for experimentally
relevant differential capacitances and electrolyte concentrations.
The thermodynamic model developed in this work may be a useful aid to the
experimental study of electrodeposited metals. Often, peak information in
voltammetric studies can be obscured by double layer charging effects and the
co-adsorption of ionic species present in the electrolyte at the electrode surface.
This may be a relevant feature of the electrodeposited copper monolayer on the
gold (100) surface considered in this work, as the experimental voltammetry
conducted in 0.01 M H2 SO4 + 10−3 CuSO4 media shows that the deposition
process occurs in a broad current peak that may actually contain two separate
peaks as indicated by a small depletion of current density near the average
peak position. [180] Furthermore, in the cathodic scan, a small but finite
current density is present after the deposition peak that is absent in the anodic
scan, indicating that additional faradaic processes are likely occurring in the
low potential limit in the negative-going scan. To clarify these observations,
the proposed methodology may be applied to perform virtual experiments,
−
where ionic components present in the electrolyte such as SO2−
4 , HSO4 , and
H+ can be added to and removed from the model system to assess their
overall influence on the deposition process. By sampling different adsorption
sites and surface configurations in different electrochemical environments, a
set of stable surface structures and their associated adsorption/desorption
potentials can be directly enumerated. Parallel to these computational studies,
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cyclic voltammetry measurements of copper underpotential deposition on
gold (100) in different concentrations of H2 SO4 and CuSO4 paired with in
situ scanning tunneling microscopy and in situ infrared reflection absorption
spectroscopy can be employed to probe the composition and atomic structure
of the electrode surface under varying electrochemical conditions. The latter
approach has been applied successfully in the past to study sulfate adsorption
along copper (111) surfaces [226], and once combined with the proposed
quantum–continuum model, may provide a powerful description of the state
of the electrode surface in voltammetric experiments.
2. We report that the underpotential deposition of a silver monolayer on the
gold (100) surface is predicted to occur as a single first order phase transition
by semi-local density functional theory under vacuum conditions. This is at
variance with the three-peak silver electrodeposition process on gold (100)
observed in voltammetric studies conducted in 0.5 M H2 SO4 + 5×10−3 M
Ag2 SO4 . [212] By applying the quantum–continuum model, we found that a
more qualitatively accurate description of the monolayer formation process can
be achieved by simultaneously considering solvation, surface electrification,
and finite temperature effects on the electrodeposition process. We have
additionally shown how electrochemical enthalpies obtained via quantum–
continuum calculations can be used to parameterize cluster expansions of the
bimetallic surface providing an efficient effective Hamiltonian whose accuracy
approaches that of the underlying quantum–continuum model. By solely
accounting for the capacitive nature of the interface, we found that a second
transition appears in the adsorption isotherm close to the position of the
second peak observed in experimental voltammetry. [212] This indicates that
surface electrification effects likely play an important role in describing the
stability of the silver monolayer, however the additional consideration of
−
+
SO2−
4 , HSO4 , and H co-adsorption effects may be necessary to obtain the
third peak present at anodic potentials. We additionally found that dispersed
silver monolayer configurations appear to be more stable than island-forming
configurations on the surface. This is attributed to an enhanced degree of
charge transfer between the dispersed silver adatoms and the gold (100)
surface as compared to silver adatoms contained in islands.
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On the basis of these results, we find that the developed methodology may be
of utility to experimental investigations of engineered multimetallic surfaces.
The results of the present study highlight the importance of accounting for the
capacitive nature of the electrode-solution interface when modeling electrodeposited metals, as well as the important role played by co-adsorbates such as
anions present in the electrolyte. Such model studies will be crucial to providing an atomistic view of the structure and composition of electrodeposited
metal films. To this end, detailed twin-electrode thin-layer experiments have
been performed that indicate that the deposited silver monolayer has an
electrosorption valency close to unity, suggesting that silver exists as neutral
adatoms along the surface. [212] From the same work, it has also been sug−
gested that a layer of sulfate (SO2−
4 ) or bisulfate (HSO4 ) anions are present at
the surface both before and after the silver electrodeposition process. Based
on the comments and observations by Garcia and co-workers as well as the
results presented in this work, future computational studies should focus on
−
+
elucidating the role of SO2−
4 and HSO4 as well as H on the electrodeposition
process.
3. Catalytic surface alloys electrodeposited onto single crystal surfaces are often
used in model studies to understand the role of environmental effects on catalyst performance. We report that the equilibrium distribution of palladium
multimers in structurally well-defined palladium–gold surface alloys on the
gold (111) surface are predicted to exhibit a voltage-dependence. We demonstrated how electrochemical enthalpies obtained with the quantum–continuum
model proposed in this dissertation can be used to fit two-dimensional cluster
expansions of surface alloy mixing enthalpies for different sets of voltages
and differential capacitances, defining several different electrochemical environments. We additionally showed how canonical ensemble Metropolis
Monte Carlo simulations can be performed for fixed voltages using non-local
spin-exchange updates to estimate multimer coverages. Using the proposed
methodology, close agreement was found with experimentally measured palladium multimer coverages prepared in 0.1 M H2 SO4 with dilute (< 10−5
M) K2 PdCl4 and KAuCl4 precursors. [39] Specifically, at voltages near 0
V vs. SHE, palladium monomers are predicted to be stable and tend to
adopt locally ordered structures with neighboring palladium atoms occupying
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second-nearest neighbor positions. At voltages near 0.3 V vs SHE, palladium dimers and trimers are stable and homogeneously distributed along
the surface when the differential capacitance approaches 60 µF/cm2 . Similar
configurations observed at 0 V vs. SHE are also found at voltages near 0.3
V vs. SHE for lower differential capacitances. At voltages near 0.6 V vs
SHE, palladium is observed to exist primarily as monomers along the surface.
These results suggest that the developed quantum–continuum approach may
be a useful tool for describing the effects of applied potentials on the identity
and distribution of catalytically active sites on bimetallic electrode surfaces.
Further study into this area is needed to fully assess the predictive quality of
the model.
The present work may be of great interest to experimental investigators
studying bimetallic electrocatalysts as we show that the introduction of
voltage effects can provide a driving force to form ordered surface alloy
configurations under different electrochemical conditions. In the particular
case of catalysts whose performance is enhanced via ensemble effects such
as the palladium-gold catalysts studied herein, it is desirable to understand
the effects of different environmental conditions on the types, population,
and spatial distribution of various catalytically active multimers. In the
particular case of the palladium-gold surface alloy on the gold (111) surface,
accounting for H+ coadsorption within the model at low potentials may be
necessary since protons are known to adsorb at palladium surfaces between
−0.2 and 0.15 V vs. Ag/AgCl ( 0 and 0.35 V vs. SHE). [39] To verify the
predictive performance of the model, voltammetric studies of the considered
palladium-gold surface alloys on the gold (111) surface coupled with in situ
scanning tunneling microscopy conducted in sulfuric acid of well-defined
surface alloys would provide a wealth of data that can be used for model
validation purposes. In addition to this, it is important to verify the extent
to which metal migration or metal segregation occurs in these systems as the
electrode is cycled. This can be determined unambiguously via in situ X-ray
absorption spectroscopy. [42] Such X-ray studies can provide coordination
information that can be used to estimate the relative amounts of gold and
palladium at the surface versus in the bulk of the electrode material. The
present model assumed that no palladium migration occurs between the
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surface and the bulk of the electrode, however this is a feature that could be
readily included in the Monte Carlo simulations by generating an augmented
configurational dataset to which cluster expansions can be fitted.

7.2 Future directions
The following tasks are anticipated to enhance the results presented in this dissertation and the applicability of the proposed methodology to electrochemical
interfacial phenomena:
1. The underpotential deposition of nickel on platinum (110) in acidic environments is difficult to understand purely from cyclic voltammetry, especially in
strongly acidic conditions (pH ≤ 3), as hydrogen underpotentially deposits
on platinum (110) within the same potential window as nickel. [227] Because
of the overlap of the hydrogen and nickel adsorption/desorption peaks, a
precise determination of the electrosorption valency of the deposited nickel
is challenging, limiting our ability to understand the nickel monolayer formation process using conventional electrochemical techniques. Recent work
employing an electrochemical quartz crystal microblance approach suggests
that the underpotentially deposited nickel monolayer has an electrosorption
valency of 1.3 ± 0.13, indicating that the Ni2+ cation is only partially discharged when it is electrodeposited in sulfuric acid containing media at pH
5.5. Because the potential of zero charge of nickel surfaces are lower than
that of platinum, it has also been speculated that anion coadsorption occurs
alongside nickel on the platinum (110) surface. [227] To clarify the ambiguous
features of the nickel underpotential deposition process on platinum (110)
as well as the pH dependence of the electrosorption valency of nickel, the
developed quantum–continuum model and Monte Carlo simulation approach
can be applied to calculate the electrosorption valency of the nickel adlayer.
The partial discharge of nickel can be directly computed by monitoring the
shift in the potential of zero charge as nickel is deposited in the presence
2−
of coadsorbed O2− , OH− , H+ , HSO−
4 , and SO4 . Identifying the shift in
the potential of zero charge enables one to compute the total charge on the
surface for a given voltage and differential capacitance, which is related to
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the net amount of electrons that must transfer from the external circuit to
facilitate the simulated reduction process. A possible approach to estimate
the electrosorption valency for larger cells via the proposed cluster expansion
method consists of fitting a cluster expansion to neutral surface enthalpies
and a second cluster expansion to the associated potentials of zero charge.
This enables one to directly obtain the electrochemical enthalpy for any
applied voltage and differential capacitance without the need to refit cluster
expansions at each potential. This comes with the additional benefit that
the potential of zero charge, and therefore the electrosorption valency, of
any adsorbate configuration can be accurately estimated for arbitrarily large
cells. While electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance studies have been
performed in the past [227], the accuracy of such an approach can be further
validated by performing twin-electrode thin-layer experiments, which has been
applied successfully to measure the electrosorption valency of underpotentially
deposited silver on the (100) and (111) surface orientations of gold in the
presence of sulfuric acid containing media. [210]
2. In this work, potentials of zero charge were computed for surfaces purely in
the presence of continuum solvent. In practice, potentials of zero charge are
observed to depend upon the composition and concentration of the electrolyte.
Systematic studies using the combined quantum–continuum / Monte Carlo
approach developed in this dissertation on different transition metal surfaces
examining the influence of protons, hydroxyl, water, and common electrolyte
components such as sodium, potassium, fluoride, and chloride would provide
a more faithful representation of the interfacial structure and theoretical
estimation of potentials of zero charge. The prototypical example of a system
with a well-defined potential of zero charge are (111) oriented silver electrodes
in contact with dilute, non-interacting NaF or KPF6 electrolytes. [228] This
system has been examined recently in the theoretical literature [229], and
it has been shown that most continuum solvent and ionic countercharge
models struggle with accurately reproducing the potential of zero charge of
the silver (111) surface and its charge-voltage response in inert electrolytes.
The proposed computational work combined with voltammetric studies of the
silver (111) surface in inert electrolytes may provide directions for improving
existing continuum solvent models for interfacial electrochemical applications.
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3. A natural way to extend the studies presented in this dissertation are to
include the effects of co-adsorption along the surface in addition to allowing
sub-surface layers to have occupational degrees of freedom. These features
will be necessary to understand the role of the electrochemical environment
in stabilizing or destabilizing catalytically active surface sites. We have
already begun to look at the effects of SO2−
4 coadsorption on the stability
of electrodeposited copper monolayers on the gold (100) surface, finding
an enhanced agreement with experiment. Further developments will be
necessary to examine the influence of solvation and surface electrification on
adsorbate-induced surface segregation phenomena that occurs frequently for
bimetallic catalysts under fuel cell and electrolyzer conditions. The results
of such a modeling approach could additionally lead to the generation of
detailed surface Pourbaix diagrams that can aid in the design of multimetallic
electrocatalysts. An ideal test case for this is the palladium-gold surface
alloys (Pdx Au1−x /Au(111)) studied in this dissertation, as it has been well
established in the literature that palladium is more stable in sub-surface layers
than directly at the surface, and that H+ adsorption can draw palladium
atoms to the surface. [42, 218] Application of the quantum–continuum model
and Monte Carlo simulation approach may help to clarify the conditions under
which palladium will migrate to and from the surface leading to an enhanced
theoretical description of the catalyst stability in acidic environments and
under applied voltage.
4. Recent work aimed at clarifying the role of platinum in replacing adsorbed
hydroxyl with underpotentially deposited protons at platinum-ruthenium
surface alloys on ruthenium (0001) has resulted in the proposal of a “spillover”
mechanism. [230] On pure ruthenium (0001), the stability window of adsorbed
oxygenated species such as oxygen adatoms and hydroxyl overlaps with
the underpotential range of adsorbed protons. On platinum surfaces, no
such overlap exists, and well-defined onset potentials for hydrogen, oxygen,
and hydroxyl adsorption / stripping are observed. Voltammetric studies
on pure ruthenium (0001) show that a hysteresis of >150 mV exists for
the hydroxyl–proton replacement reaction which shrinks considerably when
platinum is introduced either as sub-monolayer islands or even within the top
ruthenium layer in the form of a surface alloy. The closing of this hysteresis
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is believed to occur due to a combination of ligand, ensemble, and strain
effects along the electrode surface resulting in a proton spillover effect. [230]
The proposed spillover mechanism is understood to occur as a result of
platinum catalyzing the reduction of adsorbed hydroxyl at ruthenium-rich
sites, which is then replaced by protons from neighboring platinum-rich sites.
The basis of this model stems from several density functional calculations
of the surface computing adsorption energies of protons and hydroxyl on
several different kinds of platinum and ruthenium multimers, which were
then used to predict equilibrium reduction potentials that were compared
with experimental voltammetry. Analyzing the replacement reaction with the
developed quantum–continuum model and Monte Carlo approach may provide
enhanced estimates of the reduction potentials by performing a statistical
sampling of the surface alloy and proton–hydroxyl adlayer configurational
space. This study would serve as a strong validation effort for the proposed
spillover mechanism and would provide a useful protocol for modeling alloy
surface chemistry under electrochemical conditions.
5. Bimetallic palladium-silver nanoparticles are of interest for catalyzing the
oxygen reduction reaction in alkaline media in light of their low cost compared
to platinum-containing catalysts and high performance due to the formation
of palladium ensembles at the catalyst surface in addition to the emergence
of ligand effects upon alloying. [231] Recent theoretical work studying the
distribution of silver within the bimetallic particles using a modified analytical
embedded atom method predicts silver to segregate towards the surface of
truncated octahedral palladium-silver particles in light of the lower surface
energy of silver. [232] While the classical force field approach combined with
canonical Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations explored in Ref. [232] represents
a promising method for modeling segregation effects in neutral bimetallic
particles, catalytic nanoparticles in a fuel cell environment may exhibit finite
surface charges due to the electrochemical reactions that occur along the
particle surface during the course of its operation. In alkaline media, the
oxygen reduction reaction may proceed through either a four electron pathway
O2 + 2H2 O + 4e− → 4OH− ,
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(7.1)

or two two-electron pathways
−
O2 + H2 O + 2e− → HO−
2 + OH ,

(7.2)

−
−
HO−
2 + H2 O + 2e → 3OH ,

(7.3)

−
suggesting that modeling the adsorption of O2 , H2 O, HO−
2 and OH along
the palladium-silver particle surface in addition to the surface charge may
be necessary to obtain a complete picture of the surface chemistry of the
catalyst. [231] The effects of adsorbation and surface electrification on the
distribution of silver in the palladium-silver nanoparticles may be modeled
using the quantum–continuum model and cluster expansion approach proposed
in this work. The Monte Carlo simulations may be performed on either
truncated octahedral particles of various sizes, or on the individual (100)
and (111) facets that define the morphology of the bimetallic particles. The
proposed work is anticipated to provide a more complete understanding of the
structure-property relations underlying the performance of palladium-silver
nanoparticles for the oxygen reduction reaction.
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Appendix A|
Derivation of the electrochemical grand canonical ensemble
In this work we consider a quantum-continuum model of metal-solution interfaces
under applied voltage to model metal electrodeposition phenomena. In order to
compute thermodynamic averages within a grand canonical ensemble sensitive
to voltage effects, it is necessary to define the Boltzmann distribution. In this
section, a derivation for the Boltzmann probability distribution function for the
electrochemical grand canonical ensemble is presented.
The fundamental relation in the internal energy representation can be expressed
as
dU = T dS − pdV + µi dNi + ΦdQ
(A.1)
where the conjugate variables
T =
−p =
µi =
Φ=

∂U
∂S

!

∂U
∂V

!

(A.2)
V,Ni ,Q

(A.3)
S,Ni ,Q

∂U
∂Ni
∂U
∂Q

!

(A.4)
S,Nj 6=Ni ,V,Q

!

(A.5)
S,V,Ni

are all potentials and are the temperature, pressure, chemical potential, and voltage,
respectively. If we consider a system with a fixed volume (dV = 0) and fixed particle
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number for all but one particle type (dNi = 0, for all i 6= j) the change in the
internal energy reads as
dU = T dS + µdN + ΦdQ,

(A.6)

where we have dropped the particle type index j momentarily for convenience. In
order to compute thermodynamic averages for systems with a fixed temperature,
chemical potential, and voltage, we are interested in defining a free energy φ =
φ(T, µ, Φ) via a Legendre transform
φ = U − T S − µN − ΦQ,

(A.7)

for which the energy, the particle number, and the charge in the system become
fluctuating quantities. The equilibrium of the macrostate (T, µ, Φ) is defined by
the average energy U = hEi, average particle number hN i, and average charge hQi
that minimizes the free energy φ. This free energy minimization can equivalently
be expressed as a constrained entropy maximization, where the entropy is given by
the Gibbs entropy formula
S = −kb

X

Pi ln Pi ,

(A.8)

i

for which the form of the probability distribution Pi = P(Ei , Ni , Qi ) is not yet
known.
In what follows, we show how the maximum entropy can be obtained using
Lagrange multipliers. We first issue the following constraints for the optimization
1=

X

Pi

i

U = hEi =

X

Pi E i

i

hN i =

X

hQi =

X

(A.9)
Pi Ni

i

Pi Qi

i

which merely states that the probabilities must be normalized and that the average
of the extensive quantities should be equal to the their expected values. The
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probability distribution over the microstates that maximizes the entropy with
respect to the set of constraints (Eq. A.9) can then be obtained by evaluating
X
X
X
X
∂
S − λE
P i Ei − λ N
Pi Ni − λQ
Pi Qi − λ
Pi = 0,
∂Pi
i
i
i
i




(A.10)

where λE , λN , λQ , and λ are Lagrange multipliers for the energy, particle number,
charge, and normalization condition, respectively. It is straightforward to show
that Eq. A.10 reduces to




− kB ln Pi + 1 − λE Ei − λN Ni − λQ Qi − λ = 0,

(A.11)

which can be rearranged to obtain the probability Pi as
#

"


1 
λ
Pi = exp −
,
λE Ei + λN Ni + λQ Qi exp −1 −
kB
kB




(A.12)

where the term containing the Lagrange multiplier for the normalization condition
h
i
exp −1 − kλB is a constant. The inverse of this constant must be equal to the sum
of the probabilities in order to satisfy the normalization condition
Z=

X
i

"


1 
λ
exp −
λE Ei + λN Ni + λQ Qi = exp −1 −
kB
kB




#−1

,

(A.13)

thus defining the partition function Z of the system. The probability of microstate
i in terms of the constant Lagrange multipliers is then given by
Pi =


1 
1
λE Ei + λN Ni + λQ Qi .
exp −
Z
kB




(A.14)

The identity of the Lagrange multipliers can be ascertained by making a
comparison with the combined first and second law of thermodynamics (Eq. A.6). It
is our aim now to show through the Gibbs entropy formula that the total change in
the internal energy U for a system with fixed volume can be equivalently expressed
as
X
dU =
Ei dPi = T dS + µdN + ΦdQ
(A.15)
i

where we have made use of the fact that the internal energy is also defined as
P
U = i Pi Ei . To begin, it is straightforward to show that the total differential of
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the entropy can be expressed as dS = −kB i ln Pi dPi where we have applied the
P
normalization condition i dPi = 0. Substituting Eq. A.14 into the differential dS
we obtain
X
dS = [λE Ei + λN Ni + λQ Qi ]dPi .
(A.16)
P

i

Defining the change in the average number of particles and charge as dhN i =
P
P
i Ni dPi and dhQi =
i Qi dPi and after some rearrangement, we can rewrite the
above equation as
X

Ei dPi =

i

1
λN
λQ
dS −
dhN i −
dhQi.
λE
λE
λE

(A.17)

Plugging this into the definition of dU (Eq. A.15), we obtain
dU =

1
λN
λQ
dS −
dhN i −
dhQi = T dS + µdN + ΦdQ
λE
λE
λE

(A.18)

which readily shows that λE = T1 , λN = − Tµ , and λQ = − Φ
. Therefore, the
T
appropriate Boltzmann probability for an open system with constant volume and
under applied voltage is
Pi =

1
exp [−β(Ei − µNi − ΦQi )]
Z

(A.19)

with β = −1/kB T . In the case that multiple types of particles are allowed to
fluctuate, it can be shown fairly readily that this equation generalizes to


Pi =

1
exp −β(Ei −
Z


X
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j

µj (Nj )i − ΦQi ) .

(A.20)

Appendix B|
Additional Results for Chapter 4
B.1 Work function calculations
The work function data used to prepare Fig. 4.1 in the chapter is tabulated below
in Table B.1. The work functions were computed with the pw code of quantumespresso. The ionic cores were represented with nonlinear core-corrected ultrasoft
pseudopotentials. The exchange-correlation energy is modeled within the generalized gradient approximation using the parameterization proposed by Perdew,
Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE). The kinetic energy cutoff was set to 40 Ry and the
charge density cutoff was set to 400 Ry after confirming the interatomic forces
and total energies were converged within several meV/Å and a few tens of meV
per cell, respectively. The Brillouin zone was sampled with a shifted 4 × 4 × 1
Monkhorst–Pack grid and the electronic occupations were smoothed with 0.02 Ry
of Marzari–Vanderbilt cold smearing. Each slab consisted of 17 to 18 layers, and
was centered in the supercell with 10 Å of vacuum separating the periodically
repeated slabs. The potential was corrected for periodic boundary artifacts using
the generalized electrostatic solvers that have been implemented in the environ
module referenced in the main body of the chapter. The top three layers on each
side of the slab were allowed to relax, while the interior layers were fixed. The work
function was taken to be the negative of the Fermi energy, which was aligned to a
vacuum reference set to zero at the edge of the supercell, far away from the surface.
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Table B.1. Theoretical single crystal work function data computed for Figure 4.1.
Element

Surface orientation

Number of layers

Work function (eV)

Ag

100
111

17
17

4.32
4.43

Au

100
111

17
17

5.23
5.18

Bi

0001

18

4.07

Cd

0001

17

3.94

Cu

100
111

17
17

4.65
4.75

Hg

0001

17

4.21

Pb

100
111

17
17

3.78
3.75

Pt

100
111

17
17

5.72
5.71

Tl

0001

17

3.52

Zn

0001

18

4.23

B.2 Deriving an analytical expression for the underpotential shift
The underpotential shift ∆Φupd = ΦS/M|Mz+ −ΦM|Mz+ is characterized by the voltage
at which an underpotentially deposited metal M desorbs from a nobler metal surface
S compared to the reduction potential of M. This voltage shift can be understood
in terms of the difference in chemical potential of M on the noble metal S and M
on itself. Employing the model developed in the chapter, we show here how the
underpotential shift can be computed analytically for a gold (100) surface with a
coverage θ of copper adatoms. Below is a summary of the steps taken to prepare
Fig. 4.3a in the chapter which is a contour plot of ∆Φupd for a half-covered gold
(100) surface (θ = 0.5) as a function of the double layer capacitance Cdl and the
chemical potential of the hydrated copper ion µCu2+ .
To begin, we consider Eq. 4.2 from the chapter, ∆µ(N, Φ) = µCu (N, Φ) −
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(µCu2+ − 2e0 Φ), which describes the energy required to add a copper atom from
solution to the gold surface cell with N copper adatoms. The cost to add a copper
atom at an arbitrary coverage θ is then given by the linear interpolation
1
∆µ(N = 1, Φ) + ∆µ(N = 4, Φ)
2


∆µ(θ, Φ) =

(B.1)



+ (2θ − 1) (∆µ(N = 4, Φ) − ∆µ(N = 1, Φ)) .
Setting θ = 0.5 and considering the case when the system is at equilibrium
(∆µ(θ = 0.5, Φupd ) = 0), we obtain
µ(N = 1, Φupd ) + µ(N = 4, Φupd ) − 2(µCu2+ − 2e0 Φupd ) = 0.

(B.2)

Combining Eq. 4.5 and Eq. 4.6 from the chapter, the chemical potential of copper
for the surface cell with N copper adatoms and at a potential Φ can be expressed
as:
µCu (N, Φ) = F0 (N ) − F0 (N − 1)


+ Cdl Φ0 (N ) − Φ0 (N − 1)




1
Φ − Φ0 (N ) + Φ0 (N − 1) .
2


(B.3)

Inserting Eq. B.3 into Eq. B.2 and after performing some simple algebra, it can be
shown that
1
F0 (0) − F0 (1) + F0 (3) − F0 (4)
γ


Φupd (µCu2+ , Cdl ) =

2

2

2

2

+ 0.5(Φ0 (1) − Φ0 (0) + Φ0 (4) − Φ0 (3) )Cdl + 2µCu2+



(B.4)

with γ = 4e0 + (Φ0 (1) − Φ0 (0) + Φ0 (4) − Φ0 (3))Cdl . Here we explicitly define the
dependence of the potential Φupd on the interfacial capacitance and the chemical
potential of the copper ions in solution, which is defined to be µCu2+ = µ◦Cu2+ +
kB T ln aCu2+ . In order to compute the underpotential shift, we must reference
the potential Φupd to the reduction potential ΦCu|Cu2+ . However, since we have
considered the chemical potential of copper ions under non-standard conditions,
we must employ the Nernst equation to determine the non-standard reduction
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potential of copper
ΦCu|Cu2+ = Φ◦Cu|Cu2+ +

kB T
ln aCu2+ ,
2e0

(B.5)

where Φ◦Cu|Cu2+ = 0.34 V/SHE is the literature value of the standard reduction potential. This enables us to directly calculate ∆Φupd (µCu2+ , Cdl ) = Φupd (µCu2+ , Cdl )−
ΦCu|Cu2+ .

B.3 Copper adlayer configurations
The four adsorption sites of the (2×2) surface cell were filled with different occupations of copper adatoms leading to a total of six unique surface structures. In
the case of the half-covered surface, the copper adlayer can take on two different
configurations within the surface cell, as shown below in Fig. B.1.

Figure B.1. The set of surface configurations used in this work to compute the voltagecoverage curves. The white rectangles represent the adsorbate unit cell indicated below
each surface.
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Appendix C|
Additional Results for Chapter 5
C.1 Configurational data
Here we provide details of the dataset used to parameterize the cluster expansion
presented in this work. The surface coverage θ, the neutral surface binding energy
F0 (σ) (referred to bulk silver), the potential of zero charge Φ0 , the ab initio
capacitance of the interface C0 , and the surface area A for each configuration σ are
summarized below in Table C.1. Details regarding the calculation of the differential
capacitance are provided in the following section.
Table C.1: Thermodynamic data of the configurations considered in Chapter 5. Capaci-

tance values are reported for a Helmholtz width of 3 Å referred to the silver layer. Silver
adatoms are shown in blue and the surface unit cell is shown in red.
σ

θ

F0 (σ) [meV/site]

Φ0 [V]

Φ0 [V/SHE]

C0 [µF/cm2 ]

A [Å2 ]

0

0

4.95

0.24

13.56

8.70

0.0625

−1.78

4.69

−0.02

14.13

139.21

0.11

0.51

4.53

−0.18

15.01

78.31

Continued . . .
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σ

θ

F0 (σ) [meV/site]

Φ0 [V]

Φ0 [V vs. SHE]

C0 [µF/cm2 ]

A [Å2 ]

0.125

2.64

4.47

−0.24

15.44

69.61

0.22

−1.58

4.35

−0.36

16.57

78.31

0.22

13.55

4.23

−0.48

16.89

78.31

0.25

16.46

4.17

−0.54

17.08

34.81

0.25

−16.02

4.48

−0.23

18.67

34.81

0.25

19.17

4.18

−0.53

17.52

69.61

0.25

2.75

4.30

−0.40

18.73

69.61

0.25

17.54

4.15

−0.56

16.94

69.61

0.33

−17.40

4.31

−0.40

17.91

26.10

0.33

33.40

4.00

−0.71

18.78

78.31

0.33

3.17

4.18

−0.53

18.35

78.31

0.33

15.79

4.10

−0.60

18.59

78.31

Continued . . .
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σ

θ

F0 (σ) [meV/site]

Φ0 [V]

Φ0 [V vs. SHE]

C0 [µF/cm2 ]

A [Å2 ]

0.375

−12.17

4.24

−0.47

17.80

69.61

0.375

1.02

4.11

−0.60

18.05

69.61

0.375

3.44

4.12

−0.59

18.45

69.61

0.375

40.71

3.90

−0.81

18.82

69.61

0.375

23.54

4.01

−0.70

19.00

69.61

0.44

−10.19

4.15

−0.56

19.17

78.31

0.44

−1.34

4.07

−0.58

19.47

76.31

0.44

7.62

4.13

−0.64

19.19

78.31

0.44

21.71

3.98

−0.72

19.31

78.31

0.44

17.91

4.00

−0.71

19.46

78.31

0.50

−35.14

4.27

−0.44

18.43

34.81

0.50

−8.00

4.06

−0.64

20.15

34.81

Continued . . .
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σ

θ

F0 (σ) [meV/site]

Φ0 [V]

Φ0 [V vs. SHE]

C0 [µF/cm2 ]

A [Å2 ]

0.50

69.35

3.69

−1.02

19.82

34.81

0.50

−6.56

4.06

−0.64

19.59

69.61

0.50

−5.14

4.04

−0.67

18.90

69.61

0.50

11.64

3.96

−0.75

19.49

69.61

0.50

−4.32

4.05

−0.66

19.03

69.61

0.50

29.62

3.89

−0.81

20.35

69.61

0.50

31.10

3.92

−0.79

20.75

69.61

0.55

−14.13

4.09

−0.62

19.39

78.31

0.55

−3.36

4.01

−0.70

19.27

78.31

0.55

−21.48

4.10

−0.60

19.86

78.31

0.55

16.04

3.92

−0.79

19.28

78.31

0.55

12.27

3.94

−0.77

19.62

78.31

Continued . . .
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σ

θ

F0 (σ) [meV/site]

Φ0 [V]

Φ0 [V vs. SHE]

C0 [µF/cm2 ]

A [Å2 ]

0.625

−28.63

4.07

−0.64

18.77

69.61

0.625

−14.94

4.02

−0.69

20.35

69.61

0.625

−15.06

4.02

−0.69

20.62

69.61

0.625

21.66

3.82

−0.89

19.78

69.61

0.625

2.28

3.94

−0.77

20.31

69.61

0.66

−33.36

4.09

−0.62

19.11

26.10

0.66

4.84

3.89

−0.81

20.03

78.31

0.66

−8.18

3.94

−0.76

19.67

78.31

0.66

−24.61

4.03

−0.68

19.71

78.31

0.75

−50.73

4.07

−0.64

19.22

34.80

0.75

−23.28

3.96

−0.75

20.48

34.80

0.75

−20.67

3.92

−0.79

19.60

69.61

Continued . . .
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σ

θ

F0 (σ) [meV/site]

Φ0 [V]

Φ0 [V vs. SHE]

C0 [µF/cm2 ]

A [Å2 ]

0.75

−38.11

4.02

−0.69

20.09

69.61

0.75

−24.99

3.98

−0.73

20.45

69.61

0.77

−43.71

4.02

−0.68

19.61

78.31

0.77

−29.57

3.96

−0.75

19.74

78.31

0.875

−62.03

4.03

−0.68

19.47

69.61

0.88

−64.87

4.03

−0.68

19.29

78.31

0.9375

−81.82

4.05

−0.65

18.84

139.21

1.00

−101.29

4.08

−0.63

18.34

8.70

C.2 Cluster expansion fitting
Cluster expansions were constructed by considering clusters with diameters up to
fourth nearest neighbors and that sample up to four sites. Each cluster was added
to the expansion only after all clusters of a smaller diameter were present and all
of the sub-clusters were already included in the expansion, as shown in Fig. C.1.
The leave one out cross validation (LOOCV) score
∆ = k −1

k
X

(Fi − Fˆi )2

i
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! 21

(C.1)

Figure C.1. Candidate expansions considered in this work.

was computed with each expansion for different values of the interfacial capacitance.
Below in Fig C.2 we show the convergence in the LOOCV score for capacitance
values of 0 µF/cm2 and 30 µF/cm2 . Here we observe that the accuracy of the
expansions are well converged by expansion 12 (c.f., Fig C.1); however, we made
the conservative choice to select expansion 14 for this work due to the sensitivity
of the accuracy to the applied voltage as shown in panel b in Fig. C.2.
In Fig. C.3, we show the computed effective cluster interaction values for expansion 14 at a capacitance value of 30 µF/cm2 . We find that point clusters contribute
strongly within the entire considered voltage range and that their contribution
increases with increasing voltage. Furthermore, clusters with a diameter less than
two nearest neighbors appear to be the most important for describing the energy of
different adlayer configurations, while larger clusters contribute to a lesser extent.
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Figure C.2. Leave one out cross validation scores computed for candidate expansion
at voltages of 0.65 V, 1.00 V, and 1.40 V vs. SHE for capacitance values of (a) 0 µF/cm2
and (b) 30 µF/cm2 .

The latter is also evident when studying the LOOCV scores in Fig. C.2, as the
accuracy of the expansions increase rapidly as small clusters with diameters up
to two nearest neighbors are introduced, but then gradually converges with the
addition of larger clusters.
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Figure C.3. Effective cluster interactions (ECI) obtained for expansion 14 via linear
regression across the entire dataset in Table C.1 for a capacitance value of 30 µF/cm2 .
For each cluster, we show the ECI values obtained at voltages of 0.65 V, 1.00 V, and 1.40
V vs. SHE from left to right (blue, orange, green), respectively. In the inset, we show the
effects of the applied voltage on the ECI values of the larger clusters.
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